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ABSTRACT 

In this project, I theorize public pedagogy in rhetoric and composition by examining a 

series of case studies within the writing programs and departments of the University of 

Arizona, Syracuse University, and Oberlin College. This cross-institutional study 

employs comparative analysis of historical, pedagogical, and institutional documents, as 

well as interviews I conducted with 19 faculty, administrators, and graduate teaching 

assistants. First, I draw on archival data to construct institutional histories that trace 

“town and gown” relations and institutional commitments to equality, social justice, 

religious and moral education, and the ideals of a land-grant mission. Then, building on 

these histories, I identify administrative practices that offer sustainable models for long-

term public pedagogies. This research employs stakeholder theory to examine what is at 

stake for students and instructors engaging in public pedagogies. More specifically, I use 

transformative learning theory to discuss the potential rewards for students who “go 

public” with their writing and experiences. Finally, I examine classroom practices of 

instructors and argue for a theory of public pedagogy that is rhetorical, transformative, 

and located. I offer a model that suggests how writing program administrators might 

locate public pedagogies within their institution, program, and/or classrooms. I also 

provide instructors of rhetoric and composition with a series of questions and a graphic 

for usage when developing public pedagogies within their courses. This study contributes 

to current scholarly conversations about public writing, community outreach, and civic 

engagement by examining how programs and pedagogies function across different 

institutional contexts.
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CHAPTER 1: GOING PUBLIC WITH PEDAGOGY 

In our journals and at our conferences, one finds repeated again and again the 

assertion that our work—our teaching, researching, and theorizing—can clarify 

and even improve the prospects of literacy in democratic culture. If we really 

believe this, we must acknowledge our obligation to air that work in the most 

expansive, inclusive forums possible. [. . .] [W]e must go public. And we can. 

—Peter Mortensen, “Going Public” 

 

The field of rhetoric and composition has witnessed a resurging interest in the 

public sphere during the last few decades. As Christian Weisser and Paula Mathieu, 

among others, have theorized it, the “public” or “social” turn in rhetoric and composition 

has resulted in a number of shifts in the field: shifts in the theories that inform our 

composition pedagogies, in the methods we use to design our curricula, and in the 

approaches we take to administer programs with newly defined missions. In his 1998 

article, Peter Mortensen emphatically asserts that “we must go public” (emphasis added, 

182). However, Mortensen’s mandate has sparked a number of questions that the field 

has only recently begun addressing: How do we go public? Why should we go public? 

Who should go public? And, perhaps most importantly, what does it mean to go public? 

In many ways mirroring the developments within the field of rhetoric and 

composition, my own interests in “going public” emerged slowly, and, only recently, 

have I begun putting the pieces together to understand why it is I feel so strongly about 

going public with the ways I teach writing and rhetoric. My first real taste of public 

pedagogy came in an undergraduate course on social work where powerful synergies 

among education, social justice, activism, and civic responsibility were fore-grounded as 

part of policy making. That was a semester of firsts: my first march toward Raleigh’s 

capitol building to protest hikes in tuition costs, my first face-to-face conversation with a 
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state representative, and my first research into how the potential passing of laws—in this 

case, a law related to health care costs for children—would have a real and direct impact 

on the daily, lived experiences of citizens in my community. A few years later, during my 

student teaching experience, I worked in the local public school system and witnessed 

how public policies and state mandates impact (and dictate) what teachers can 

accomplish in their classrooms. Then, as a lecturer at Elon University, I began 

experimenting with service-learning pedagogies, and I advocated for students to conduct 

research on local issues and to make public arguments that had the potential to effect 

change. When I reflect back on these experiences, I see how my educational path—

particularly as a first-generation college student—has resulted in my firm belief in higher 

education for the public good. From my experiences and those of the students I have 

taught over the years, I have come to value an education that actively addresses public 

issues and engages one’s civic role in public spheres beyond the university. As a teacher-

researcher in rhetoric and composition, I am increasingly interested in how this approach 

can enhance both the ways we teach and how students learn to write, be critical thinkers, 

and mindful rhetors both in the classroom and in public communities. 

This study represents my inquiry into what it means for writing teachers and 

writing program administrators to go public. Drawing on the wealth of pedagogical and 

administrative practices already in place, the goals of this project are to look cross-

institutionally to compare programs and pedagogies and, from that comparison, arrive at 

a theory of public pedagogy in rhetoric and composition that is grounded first in 

classroom and program practices. This comparative work has involved examining the 
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teaching methodologies, missions, curricula, and administrations of three diverse writing 

programs and departments: Oberlin College (OC), Syracuse University (SU), and the 

University of Arizona (UA). In the following pages, I explore the origins of the term, 

theory, and concept of public pedagogy; then, demonstrating how public pedagogy 

intersects with several current movements within the field, I make the case for why I 

believe the field of rhetoric and composition needs its own theory of public pedagogy as 

it relates specifically to the teaching of writing and rhetoric. Next, I explain the design 

and methodology of my comparative study, and I provide an overview of the 

administrative and course structures of my three research sites (OC, SU, and UA). 

Finally, I preview the remaining chapters of this work. 

The “Fabulous Haze” Surrounding the Term “Public Pedagogy” 

 The meaning of the term “public pedagogy” has evolved and been appropriated in 

a number of disciplines during the last decade. The term’s origins are most notably 

located in the work of cultural studies theorist Henry A. Giroux, who critiqued the 

educative, neoliberal forces of corporations such as Disney in his 1999 article “Public 

Pedagogy and Rodent Politics.”
1
 However, in the decade since Giroux theorized the 

concept, scholars from fields such as education and curriculum studies, anthropology, and 

language and literacy studies have sought to articulate new directions for critical public 

pedagogy. Editors of the Handbook of Public Pedagogy—the first comprehensive 

collection published on the concept—note that public pedagogy has “historically been 

given a variety of definitions and meanings by those who employ it in a variety of 

                                                 
1
 This article has also been published under the title “Mouse Power: Public Pedagogy, Cultural Studies, and 

the Challenge of Disney.” 
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contexts” (Sandlin, Schultz, and Burdick 2). Indeed, as Glenn C. Savage notes in 

“Problematizing ‘Public Pedagogy’ in Educational Research,” “there appears to be a 

fabulous haze surrounding the term . . . which renders it both exciting and problematic to 

consider” (103). This “fabulous haze,” as Savage puts it, presents certain challenges to 

researchers of public pedagogies: simply defining the term itself is fraught.  

Within their contribution to the Encyclopedia of Curriculum Studies, Michael P. 

O’Malley, Jennifer A. Sandlin, and Jake Burdick, similarly note that “multiple and 

distinct articulations of public pedagogy exist within the literature.”
2
 Nonetheless, 

O’Malley, Sandlin, and Burdick offer their own definition of “public pedagogy” for 

curriculum studies: 

Public pedagogy is a theoretical construct focusing on various forms and 

sites of education and learning occurring beyond formal schooling 

practices; in institutions other than schools, such as museums, zoos, 

libraries, and public parks; in informal educational sites such as popular 

culture, media, commercial spaces, and the Internet, and in or through 

figures and sites of activism, including “public intellectuals,” grassroots 

social activism, and various social movements. 

 

Their definition emphasizes a number of strands commonly explored within literature on 

public pedagogy, including informal or public sites of learning, cultural studies, activist 

teaching and learning, and public intellectuals (Sandlin, Schultz, and Burdick). As I 

demonstrate in the coming pages, many of these strands align with pedagogies gaining 

prominence in the field of rhetoric and composition. More specifically, I argue the term 

“public pedagogy” has the potential to offer a broad conception of composition 

                                                 
2
 Note that the entry on “public pedagogy” for the Encyclopedia of Curriculum Studies and the Handbook 

of Public Pedagogy were both published in 2010, and Jennifer A. Sandlin and Jake Burdick contributed to 

both of these important projects which each work toward defining the term and concept. 
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pedagogies that “go public,” grounding this theorization in the rhetorically-situated, 

potentially-transformative, and spatially-located lens of publics. However, before turning 

to this potential, I provide background on the ways public pedagogy has been defined by 

Giroux. Because so many scholars draw on Giroux’s conception as a base from which to 

agree or not, I believe it is important to have an understanding of how he defines public 

pedagogy in relation to corporations and neoliberalism. 

Corporate Public Pedagogy 

 As one of the first to theorize public pedagogy, Giroux’s early scholarship in this 

area focuses on critiques of corporations, such as Disney, which he argues function as 

“teaching machines” espousing ideologies that “rewrite memory” and “influence how 

young people are educated” (“Mouse Power” 222-23). Giroux’s work on public 

pedagogy builds from this focus on Disney to a critique of the “anti-democratic 

ideologies” of neoliberalism (“Cultural Studies in Dark Times”). Giroux defines public 

pedagogy as a “powerful ensemble of ideological and institutional forces whose aim is to 

produce competitive, self-interested individuals” (“Cultural Studies in Dark Times”). His 

later work on public pedagogy explores the role of educators as public intellectuals and 

the responsibilities of educators to “reinvigorate democracy” by “prioritizing debate, 

deliberation, . . . and public spaces as central to any viable notion of global citizenship” 

(“Is There a Role” 184). 

Giroux’s scholarship values cultural studies and critical pedagogy, and these 

methods certainly underlie his conception of public pedagogy. In fact, Giroux’s 

articulation of public pedagogy stems from his earlier work in cultural studies. Giroux 
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argues that the cultural is pedagogical, and he sees culture as a “powerful educational 

force” that shapes individuals through the narratives, metaphors, and images that it 

produces (“Cultural Studies, Public Pedagogy” 62). He then extends these arguments to 

critique corporations and neoliberal forces for espousing a “public pedagogy” that 

educates young people to value consumerism and individualism. Exploring the dynamics 

of public pedagogy, according to Giroux, is a project that concerns “the diverse ways in 

which culture functions as a contested sphere over the . . . regulation of power and how 

and where it operates . . . as an educational, political, and economic force” (“Cultural 

Studies, Public Pedagogy” 62). Giroux argues that “cultural studies is crucial to any 

viable notion of pedagogy,” and he advocates for educators to engage young people in 

critical analysis of public media and mass culture (“Cultural Studies, Public Pedagogy” 

62). For Giroux, cultural studies and critical pedagogy serve as pedagogical tactics for 

combating the powerful messages targeted toward young people: in other words, he 

advocates for countering the corporate-driven public pedagogy of consumer culture with 

critical pedagogy in the classroom. 

In addition to cultural studies being a foundation for his theories, Giroux also 

believes that the health of democracy is very much tied in with the system of education in 

the United States: higher education is a “resource vital to the democratic and civic life of 

the nation” (“Cultural Studies, Public Pedagogy” 73). Because Giroux, like John Dewey 

and many other educational theorists, values this symbiotic relationship between 

education and democracy, his critiques of corporations and neoliberalism emphasize their 

negative impacts on agency and citizenship. For example, in “Mouse Power,” Giroux is 
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particularly concerned with the educational force of corporations to “teach an utterly 

privatized notion of citizenship and democracy” (222). In this way, corporations like 

Disney pose a unique and serious threat to our nation’s democracy by valuing 

consumption and individualism as models of citizenship and by de-emphasizing the 

importance of “non-commodified public spheres” (Giroux, “Mouse Power” 222). 

Similarly, Giroux argues that neoliberalism is one of the most powerful “anti-democratic 

ideologies” that is threatening “a critically informed citizenry, a viable notion of social 

agency, and the idea of the university as a democratic public sphere” (“Cultural Studies 

in Dark Times”). Thus, equally problematic is that the commercialization and 

privatization of citizenship limits the sense of agency young people might envision for 

themselves in public spheres. For Giroux, this corporate-driven public pedagogy is 

particularly dangerous because it risks jeopardizing the foundations of our democratic 

society—public citizenship and agency—by replacing them with increasingly privatized 

and commodified notions of citizenship and agency. 

 While a majority of scholars draw on Giroux’s work when employing the term 

public pedagogy, Savage has critiqued Giroux’s conception of “corporate public 

pedagogy” because of the ways in which it creates an “enveloping negativity” that 

dominates the literature (104). Savage argues that, too often, public pedagogies are 

“posited as negative ideological forces that are largely seen to act upon and corrupt 

individuals” (emphasis in original, 109). Part of the problem Savage identifies is that 

public pedagogy expressed in this manner serves to “silence the counter hegemonic 

possibilities . . . of subaltern resistance” (109). Like Savage, I am concerned that 
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Giroux’s corporate public pedagogy leaves little room for students or educators to have 

agency and to resist the neoliberal forces of corporations. Giroux would likely see the 

change in more public sites for pedagogy as a negative trend because it exposes students 

to the negative forces of corporations. Departing from Giroux’s view, I see the positive 

potential for educative sites outside of the traditional classroom. While corporate sites 

and messages, like the ones Giroux critiques, cannot be ignored, I ultimately believe that 

the value of public sites for student writing and learning not only outweighs the risks of 

moving beyond the classroom but may also serve as a powerful force to combat corporate 

public pedagogies. 

New Directions for Public Pedagogy 

 Savage joins many other scholars in rearticulating new directions for public 

pedagogy within Jennifer A. Sandlin, Brian D. Schultz, and Jake Burdick’s Handbook of 

Public Pedagogy. The editors of this collection are interested in extending the 

conversations surrounding public pedagogy and raising questions about “how, where, and 

when we know education and learning” (Sandlin, Schultz, and Burdick xxi). In their 

introductory chapter, Sandlin, Schultz, and Burdick note a distinguishing feature of the 

concept of public pedagogy: “that schools are not the sole sites of teaching, learning, and 

curricula, and that perhaps they are not even the most influential” (2). This belief in the 

power of sites beyond schools as being influential in learning can be found in the works 

of John Dewey and Ivan Illich, among others. For example, in Democracy and Education 

Dewey clearly makes a distinction between “schooling” and “education,” claiming that 

schools are one site—but not the only site—of education; in other words, Dewey argues 
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that “reconstruction or reorganization of experience which adds to the meaning of 

experience,” or education, can occur in a number of places (76). Also, in Deschooling 

Society, Ivan Illich argues that schools as institutions are “built on the axiom that learning 

is the result of teaching”; however, Illich claims that “we have all learned most of what 

we know outside of school” (28). The work of Dewey and Illich expands our 

understanding of what it means to teach and to learn by valuing public pedagogies. As 

William H. Schubert aptly argues in his chapter “Outside Curricula and Public 

Pedagogy,” a “focus on curriculum and pedagogy in schooling alone presents a myopic 

view of what shapes human beings” (16). Expanding the sites of pedagogy and the 

purposes of education provides opportunities for reframing the “relationships among 

pedagogy, democracy, and social action” (Sandlin, Schultz, and Burdick 4). 

 Making similar arguments in their 2002 article, Jeffrey R. Di Leo, Walter 

R. Jacobs, and Amy Lee argue that educators and administrators need to come to a better 

understanding of how the “sites of pedagogy” affect teaching and learning. Moreover, 

they claim that we need to expand our thinking about sites beyond the traditional spaces 

of the four-walled classroom. When doing this, however, Di Leo, Jacobs, and Lee 

contend that teachers must carefully consider these sites, planning for them as much as 

they would the content and materials for a course (9). Not only do teachers need to 

expand what they consider “sites of learning,” but Di Leo, Jacobs, and Lee maintain that 

students need to expand their understandings as well: “If students expect that learning can 

only occur against the backdrop of a blackboard, then . . . they will turn off their learning 

expectations” when they leave those traditional classroom spaces (8). When teachers 
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locate their pedagogies in public sites, they are contesting the traditional assumption that 

the teacher and the school are the only arbiters of meaningful knowledge. Di Leo, Jacobs, 

and Lee call us to critically consider and carefully select public sites of pedagogy, just as 

we would spend time selecting course readings and crafting assignments. 

Public Pedagogy in Rhetoric and Composition 

 Within rhetoric and composition scholarship, the term “public pedagogy” has 

been employed by a few scholars—most notably Alex Reid’s contribution to the 

Handbook of Public Pedagogy, Kim Donehower, Charlotte Hogg, and Eileen E. Schell’s 

introduction to Rural Literacies, and Rachel Riedner and Kevin Mahoney’s Democracies 

to Come: Rhetorical Action, Neoliberalism, and Communities of Resistance. However, 

the field has yet to establish a clear theory of public pedagogy as it relates specifically to 

the teaching of writing and rhetoric. In my own project, I am interested in the ways in 

which the concept of public pedagogy intersects with movements and conversations that 

are already present in the field of rhetoric and composition, including research on public 

writing and civic engagement (Ackerman and Coogan; George; Long; Weisser; Welch), 

research on service learning and community literacy (Coogan; Cushman; Deans; Flower; 

Grabill; Goldblatt; Long), research on space, place, and location (Keller and Weisser; 

Mauk; McComiskey and Ryan; Owens; Reynolds; Vandenberg, Hum, and Clary-Lemon; 

Weisser and Dobrin), and research on digital spaces, new media, social media, mobile 

composition (Ball and Kalmbach; Grabill; Johnson-Eilola; Kimme Hea; McKee and 

DeVoss; Rice). Each of these disciplinary lines of inquiry informs my emerging theory of 

public pedagogy in rhetoric in composition and each offers important opportunities for 
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how we might envision new possibilities for going public with how we teach writing and 

rhetoric. 

 Perhaps one of the most fitting intersections between rhetoric and composition 

and public pedagogy involves the teaching of public writing. In Beyond Academic 

Discourse, Christian R. Weisser defines public writing as “written discourse that attempts 

to engage an audience of local, regional, or national groups or individuals in order to 

bring about progressive societal change” (90). Weisser’s work traces the increasingly 

public focus of our pedagogies, identifying its early roots in cognitivist, expressivist, and 

social constructionist composition pedagogies. 

Very much related to public writing are service-learning and community literacy 

pedagogies, and these also intersect with public pedagogies. In fact, when I began making 

initial inquiries with each of the institutions in this study, the most common pedagogy 

that was identified as having a public component was service learning. Weisser explains 

how service learning pushes beyond having students write about public issues, as is often 

the case in teaching public writing: theories of service learning embrace the belief that 

“being political in the classroom cannot substitute for the kind of civic participation that 

is necessary to enact real social and political change in a society. Discussion and 

reflection of public issues is not enough; action is a necessary component of service 

learning” (53). In service learning, students are typically conducting volunteer work at 

local community organizations or businesses. In this way, these public communities are 

seen as the arbiters of knowledge; students learn from their community-based 

experiences. Again, this is a central tenet of public pedagogies: valuing “sites of 
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education and learning occurring beyond formal schooling practices” (O’Malley, Sandlin, 

and Burdick). 

Research on spaces, places, and locations also intersects with public pedagogies 

because public places are often of particular interest to how we study places and spaces. 

The work of Nedra Reynolds, Jonathan Mauk, and others exemplifies the connections 

among geography, studies of space, and the work of composition. 

Methodology 

 One of the closest models I found to the kind of study I wanted to design was 

Carol P. Hartzog’s 1986 publication Composition and the Academy: A Study of Writing 

Program Administration. Hartzog’s study is divided into two parts: the first, a survey of 

44 different writing programs at institutions belonging to the Association of American 

Universities (AAU) in 1984-1985, and the second, a series of case studies at three 

institutions—the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, the University of 

Pennsylvania, and Harvard University. My project bears a number of similarities to the 

latter part of Hartzog’s project—the case studies. The goal of Hartzog’s study was to 

“understand how writing programs are now being administered on campuses across the 

country” and to “understand the place that composition holds in the academy today” (ix). 

More specifically, Hartzog advocates for the scholarly study of writing program 

administration and argues that “we need to listen to the wisdom of [administrative] 

strategists” (ix); as a result, Hartzog values the unique knowledge of writing program 

administrators. Similarly, my study sees writing programs as significant sites of scholarly 

study, and, while my project focuses on administrative practices and classroom-based 
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pedagogies, its design purposefully places the point of comparison at the programmatic 

level. More specifically, I designed the study to examine the ways in which institutional 

expectations for engagement affect particular practices of writing programs and 

departments and how that, in turn, informs specific classroom practices—and also the 

ways in which classroom practices impact programmatic policies to effect change. 

 Like Hartzog, my study relies heavily on interviews, examination of 

programmatic and teaching documents, and on my campus visits to two of the three 

research sites. While Hartzog’s study emphasizes separate chapters for each case study 

with only a degree of comparison in the concluding chapter, my project employs 

comparative analysis as a core methodology, and I constructed the chapters to model this 

comparison in the ways I analyze all three programs together around particular themes, 

rather than separating them into separate case study chapters. Finally, also like Hartzog, 

“my aim here is not to show these programs in array or disarray” (x). My aim is to 

understand how writing programs support public approaches to the teaching of writing 

and what issues arise from these public pedagogies. And, departing from Hartzog’s 

primary focus on administration, I am also interested in theorizing public pedagogies in 

relation to specific course curricula. 

 For the data collection and analysis in this study, I employed aspects of 

qualitative, ethnographic, and action research methodologies. Bearing some similarity to 

Hartzog’s three case studies, my study was designed to collect data on the three writing 

programs separately as cases and then analyze them comparatively; thus, methods of 

ethnographic case studies certainly informed my work. As John W. Creswell presents in 
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Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design, an ethnographic case study attempts to 

“[describe] and [interpret] the shared and learned patterns of values, behaviors, beliefs, 

and language of a culture-sharing group” (68). The OC, SU, and UA writing programs 

and departments each constitute individual “culture-sharing groups” within which public 

pedagogies are constructed, supported, and implemented. In order to describe and 

interpret these programs and pedagogies, I gathered cultural artifacts for analysis (such as 

program mission statements, syllabi, and student learning outcomes) and interviewed the 

administrators, faculty, and graduate teaching assistants (TAs) within that culture. 

Making similar claims in “Ethnography and Composition,” Beverly J. Moss explains that 

“ethnography is a qualitative research method that allows a researcher to gain a 

comprehensive view of the social interactions, behaviors, and beliefs of a community or 

social group. . . . the goal of an ethnography is to study, explore, and describe a group’s 

culture” (150). Again, my project interprets writing programs as communities with their 

own interactions, behaviors, and beliefs about the methods for teaching writing and how 

to best support those methods. My goal, then, as an ethnographer is to describe the 

practices of the administrators and instructors I interviewed in each of these programs 

and to look across institutions to make comparative claims. 

A significant component of this study is my comparative approach to analysis of 

the three cases. According to Robin Alexander in “Border Crossings: Towards a 

Comparative Pedagogy,” comparativists have tended to ignore pedagogy (509). 

Alexander advocates for a comparative pedagogy that accounts for the ways in which the 

“local values, ideas, and debates are part of a much wider educational discourse” (513). 
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This comparative analysis involves “access[ing] different levels . . . [to] examine how 

they relate to each other and inform the discourse of pedagogy and the act of teaching” 

(513). For Alexander, this comparison affords opportunities for “teasing out what is 

universal in pedagogy from what is unique or site/culture specific; informing the 

development of pedagogy theory; and extending the vocabulary and repertoire of 

pedagogic practice” (513). The comparative study I designed and implemented examines 

public approaches to the teaching of writing and rhetoric across three different 

institutions, teasing out similarities and differences in pedagogical and administrative 

approaches and informing the development of a theory of public pedagogy within 

rhetoric and composition. 

In the following sections, I explain the research sites, participants, and methods 

for data collection and analysis. I then provide context for each of the programs or 

departments in the study, explaining some of their course offerings, the instructor 

populations, and the students served. I also provide a rationale for my selection of the 

three research sites and an explanation of the methods I used to analyze my data. 

Selection of Research Sites 

I selected three sites for comparative study in this project: the Rhetoric and 

Composition Department at Oberlin College, the Writing Program at Syracuse 

University, and the Writing Program at the University of Arizona. The primary reason I 

selected these sites was because each has an explicit connection to public, community, or 

civic approaches to the teaching of writing. From my experiences as a graduate student 

and TA at the University of Arizona, I knew of several projects, such as the Wildcat 
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Writers service-learning program and the GEAR UP outreach program with local high 

schools, that would intersect well with the kind of pedagogies I wanted to study. I also 

personally knew other graduate TAs who were taking public approaches to the teaching 

of writing. Finally, having worked in an administrative capacity in the UA Writing 

Program as an Academic Transfer Assistant, I had an understanding of some of the 

administrative methods and philosophies that informed public curricula and outreach 

projects in the program. Because of the public pedagogies I saw happening in the UA 

Writing Program, I selected it as one of the sites for my comparative study. I approached 

the Writing Program Director, Dr. Anne-Marie Hall, with my plans for the project. Hall 

agreed to be interviewed for my study and supported me in securing IRB approval and in 

approaching other administrators and graduate TAs for interviews. 

My choice in selecting the Writing Program at Syracuse University and the 

Department of Rhetoric and Composition at Oberlin College as the other two sites was 

also informed by my (albeit limited) understanding of their public approaches to the 

teaching of writing. However, unlike my first-hand experience and knowledge of 

programs and pedagogies at UA, I had to gain an understanding of SU and OC through 

public websites, published scholarship, and correspondence with their department chairs. 

I selected SU first, in part because I was already familiar with some of the community 

outreach programs that were happening there, particularly projects led by SU faculty 

member Steve Parks. I was also familiar with the scholarship of Parks, Eileen Schell, and 

Rebecca Moore Howard that addressed public outreach, community-based learning, and 

curricular activism, so I had a sense of the kinds of pedagogies that might be happening 
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in their writing program. Also, I sought a research site that offered an undergraduate 

major in writing, because I wanted to see how public pedagogies might be enacted in 

upper-level courses within the major; SU had this component as well. After lurking on 

SU’s Writing Program website, I encountered descriptions for courses such as “Civic 

Writing: Digital Democracy” and “Be the Change: Community Writing.” These courses 

continued to pique my interest and seemed to fit with the kinds of public pedagogies I 

wanted to investigate. A final step in my selection of this research site involved email and 

phone correspondence with Program Chair and Director Dr. Eileen Schell. Schell agreed 

to help me secure IRB approval for conducting research at SU, and she helped coordinate 

a campus visit for me to conduct interviews with faculty, administrators, and graduate 

TAs in person. 

My choice of Oberlin College emerged from my interest in finding a smaller 

institution for a point of comparison. I began consulting the list of National Liberal Arts 

Colleges on the U.S. News & World Report rankings. While the ranking of the college 

was not a factor in my decision, I used the list to begin conducting research on English 

Departments and Writing Programs at liberal arts colleges across the country, looking for 

programs that had some kind of public focus in their teaching of writing. As I explain 

later in this section, I was also interested in geographical difference among the three 

research sites. Thus, because UA was in the Southwest and SU was in the Northeast, I 

sought an institution in a different part of the country. What emerged from my 

preliminary research was Oberlin College’s Department of Rhetoric and Composition. 

OC fit many of the needs I was hoping to fill with my final research site: located in the 
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Midwest, a liberal arts college, and a Community-Based Writing Program. Much like I 

did with SU, I began examining the department’s course offerings and found courses 

such as “Grant and Fellowship Proposal Writing” and “Journalism Basics,” which 

involved students writing and publishing in local venues. I contacted then Department 

Chair Dr. Ann Trubek to learn more about the courses, department, and programming to 

see if OC might be a good institutional fit for my study. Trubek was concerned about the 

small size of their department (4 full-time faculty members) and about the journalism 

emphasis of their writing courses, but I saw these as assets in how they might lead to 

interesting points of comparison with the other institutions in my study. Trubek helped 

me secure IRB approval to conduct interviews with faculty and administrators at OC, and 

she put me in touch with the faculty members in her department to gauge their interest in 

participating in my study. 

A second major reason I selected these sites is because they represent diversity in 

terms of institution location, type, and size, as well as the kind of program or department 

and the courses, majors, or minors each oversees. I sought this kind of diversity because 

of the comparative nature of this study: differences across institutions inform my 

comparative analysis of how public pedagogies function similarly and differently based 

on local conditions. Table 1 summarizes some of these key distinctions among the three 

research sites. 
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 Oberlin College Syracuse 

University 

University of 

Arizona 

Geographical 

Location 

Midwest 

Oberlin, OH 

Northeast 

Syracuse, NY 

Southwest 

Tucson, AZ 

Institution Type Private Liberal Arts 

College 

Private Research 

University 

Public 

Research I 

University 

Institution Size 

(Number of 

Students)
 3
 

2,948 20, 407 39,086 

Program or 

Department’s 

Institutional 

Affiliation 

Department of 

Rhetoric and 

Composition, stand-

alone department 

Writing Program, 

stand-alone 

department 

Writing Program, 

within the 

Department of 

English 

Level and/or Type 

of Courses 

Overseen 

General education 

writing; First-year 

seminars; 

Undergraduate 

minor 

General education 

writing; 

Undergraduate 

major and minor; 

Graduate program 

General education 

writing 

 

Table 1: Comparative Data for Three Research Sites 

It was particularly important to me to have diversity in institution type and size, 

because I wanted to examine the different institutional contexts for public pedagogies at a 

large research university compared to a small liberal arts college. Having taught at both 

types of institutions, I am keenly aware of the unique institutional benefits and challenges 

of each, and I thought it would be an important point of comparison in my analysis. Thus, 

the University of Arizona and Oberlin College represent these two different ends of the 

spectrum: a large, public research institution with nearly 40,000 students compared to a 

small, private liberal arts college with less than 3,000 students. Syracuse University 

represented an institution that fell in the middle in terms of size, with just over 20,000 

students, and its mixture of private and research in institution type. 

                                                 
3
 Enrollment numbers based on the 2010-2011 academic year and are representative of combined graduate, 

undergraduate, and professional (e.g., law, pharmacy) student populations (“Fact Book”; “SU Facts”; 

“Enrollment”). 
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As mentioned previously, each research site has a different type of program or 

department, housed in different areas of its respective institution. As Table 1 illustrates, 

OC has a Department of Rhetoric and Composition, which is separate from the 

Department of English. As I explain in more detail in later sections of this chapter, the 

department offers general education writing courses open to all students at OC, jointly 

oversees first-year writing seminars that are writing intensive or writing certified, and 

offers an undergraduate minor in rhetoric and composition. The Writing Program at SU 

also functions as a stand-alone department and offers general education courses (first-

year writing, advanced composition, and professional writing), advanced courses for an 

undergraduate major or minor in writing, and graduate courses for their program in 

Composition and Cultural Rhetoric (CCR). UA’s Writing Program is housed within the 

English Department; the program oversees and offers courses to fulfill the first-year 

writing requirement, as well as courses such as advanced composition, business writing, 

and technical writing. 

My emphasis on diversity in institutions and programs was meant to address some 

of the limitations that might emerge from focusing on a case study of only one program. 

Nonetheless, there are still limitations in the sites that I selected for the study. For 

example, two out of the three are private institutions. Also, none of the institutions is in a 

major urban center, which might impact the kinds of public- and community-based 

writing projects taught. Also, instead of surveying a high number of programs, I only 

examined three institutions. As Hartzog explains in the study I referenced previously, this 

study “is not, nor does it pretend to be, a comprehensive study of writing programs in the 
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country today” (x). For the scope of this study, three institutions offered me the chance to 

both delve deeply into a close analysis of each program and make comparative claims 

about how public pedagogies function in different institutional and programmatic 

contexts. 

Data Collection 

The primary form of data collection for this study involved interviewing 19 

faculty, graduate TAs, and administrators among the three research sites. All participants 

signed Informed Consent forms in advance of or during the interview, and, through that 

form, all participants grant me permission to use their names in this study. All of the 

interviews were audio-recorded, with permission of the participants, and then transcribed. 

I asked a common set of core questions for each participant I interviewed (See Appendix 

A). Depending on the individual’s position and/or pedagogy, I occasionally asked follow-

up questions that were unique to that participant. I chose to focus this study on 

administrators and instructors, rather than students and student writing, because I wanted 

to emphasize comparison across institutions and I believe that successfully analyzing 

student interviews and writing would have been beyond the scope of the present study, 

particularly given its cross-institutional nature. I have future plans for a follow-up study 

that would involve interviews with students and analysis of student writing that results 

from the public pedagogies analyzed and discussed within this study.  

Table 2 briefly summarizes the number and rank of instructors and administrators 

I interviewed at each institution. 
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Institution 

 

Interviewed 

 

Oberlin College 

 

Syracuse University 

 

University of 

Arizona 

Tenured, Tenure-

Track (TT), or Full-

Time 

Administrators
4
 

1 4 3 

Non-Faculty 

Administrator (Staff) 

1 0 0 

Graduate Student 

Administrators 

0 0 1 

Tenured or TT 

Faculty (not 

currently 

administrators) 

1 1 0 

Graduate TAs n/a 4 4 

Interview Totals 3 9 7 

Table 2: Numbers and Types of Persons Interviewed at Research Sites 

During the months of April and May 2011, I conducted interviews via Skype with 

the Chair and one other faculty member in the Department of Rhetoric and Composition 

at OC. These two faculty members talked about their experiences teaching first-year 

seminar courses, general education writing courses, and advanced writing courses that 

also fulfill requirements for the minor. I also interviewed an administrator outside of the 

Department of Rhetoric and Composition: the Director of the Ninde Scholars Program, a 

                                                 
4
 My definition of administrators is based primarily in writing program administration. The persons in this 

category served in some administrative capacity within the program or department, such as director, 

assistant/associate director, service-learning coordinator, or writing center director. 
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program that grew out of the Community-Based Writing Program.
5
 While initially I was 

concerned by the comparatively small number of interviews I conducted at Oberlin 

College, I justified this because the two members of the department I interviewed 

represented 50% of the total faculty members in that department. Each interview was 

conducted individually through Skype and lasted between 30 minutes and 1 hour. 

 I travelled to Syracuse University March 7-9, 2011 to conduct interviews with 

administrators, faculty, and graduate TAs. Due to a snowstorm, I was unable to observe 

an undergraduate community-based writing class, as I had originally intended. However, 

I was able to conduct interviews with writing program administrators, including the 

Director and Chair of the Writing Program, the Service-Learning Coordinator, the 

Director of the Writing Center, and the Assistant Director for Professional Development. 

I also interviewed one faculty member not serving in an administrative capacity and four 

graduate TAs, all of whom were enrolled in the CCR graduate program. The 

administrators, faculty, and TAs I interviewed taught a range of courses—from general 

education writing courses for first- and second-year undergraduates, to upper-division 

undergraduate courses for the major or minor, to graduate courses for CCR. All of the 

interviews were conducted face-to-face, except for one interview via Skype because of 

the snowstorm, and all lasted between 30 minutes and 1 hour. Appendix B includes a 

detailed listing of the itinerary for my research site visit to SU. 

During the months of March and April 2011, I conducted interviews with writing 

program administrators and graduate TAs at the University of Arizona. The 

                                                 
5
 For a more detailed account of the “morphing” of the Community-Based Writing Program into the Ninde 

Scholars Program, see Chapter 3. 
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administrators I interviewed included the Writing Program Director, Associate Director, 

Assistant Director, and the Wildcat Writers Service-learning Course Coordinator, who is 

also a graduate TA. The Director and Associate Director are also faculty members within 

the Rhetoric, Composition, and Teaching of English (RCTE) graduate program in the 

Department of English.
6
 The graduate TAs I interviewed are all students in the RCTE 

program, and they teach a range of courses in the Writing Program, including first-year 

writing, advanced composition, business writing, and technical writing. All of the 

interviews were conducted face-to-face, individually, and lasted between 45 minutes and 

1 hour. 

In addition to conducting interviews, I collected a number of teaching and 

programmatic materials to deepen my analysis of pedagogical and administrative 

practices. These documents included sample syllabi, descriptions of course assignments, 

course goals and objectives, and program vision and mission statements. I obtained 

course descriptions and program mission statements from program, department, or 

institution websites. Only a few of the interview participants provided additional 

materials from their courses, such as syllabi and assignment sheets; therefore, the bulk of 

the analysis in the following chapters is based on interview data and publicly available 

information I obtained from websites. For Chapter 2, which constructs institutional 

histories for each of the three sites, I also consulted historical and archival documents, 

including published institutional histories, news articles, and institutional anniversary 

publications. 

                                                 
6
 Both of these faculty members/administrators are also serving on the committee for my dissertation and 

one is serving as chair. 
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Data Analysis 

 After conducting interviews, I transcribed and then coded them for common 

themes or trends. I first read and coded the transcripts for administrative practices, 

looking specifically for methods the administrators I interviewed used to support public 

pedagogies. Some of the categories that emerged related to administration included the 

following: institutional support, grants/fellowships, community press, advanced 

coursework, courses in the major/minor, sequencing of courses, community informing 

curriculum design, sustaining ongoing partnerships, and professional development. My 

coding of these administrative themes led to the analysis and arguments for “morphing” 

and curriculum development as sustainable practices for supporting public pedagogies in 

Chapter 3. 

 In addition to administration, my chapters address specific classroom pedagogies, 

and, thus, I read and coded interviews with graduate TAs and faculty members with this 

in mind. Some of the categories that emerged in my reading for public approaches to 

teaching writing included the following: spaces and places for student experiences, digital 

and online as public writing, service learning, student learning and transformation, 

activist pedagogies, administrative support or hindrance, campus community as public, 

and local community as public. My coding of these pedagogical trends led to the analyses 

and arguments in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Related to my analysis of data, I would like to acknowledge the complexity of my 

position and perspective as a researcher. Having an outsider’s perspective at OC and SU 

and an insider’s perspective—as a graduate student and TA—at UA has its advantages 

and disadvantages. Because I am not a member of OC’s department and SU’s program, 

there are limitations in my ability to fully understand the locally-situated context. I am 

only able to represent my understanding of departmental structures, course goals, and 

pedagogical approaches based on interview data and publicly available information on 

college and department websites. This necessarily means that there are aspects of the 

programs and departments that my analysis does not cover. However, being an outsider 

looking in can be advantageous. The fact that I do not personally know the people I am 

interviewing—they are neither my peer graduate students nor my superiors as graduate 

faculty members and administrators in my writing program—may strengthen my analysis 

because of this removed sense of objectivity. 

Being an insider to UA also has its advantages and disadvantages. One of the 

values of employing ethnographic research methodologies, as Moss explains, is that I do 

not have to be a removed, distanced researcher: “Ultimately, ethnography allowed me to 

be part of the research project in more than some abstract ‘researcher’ way. It allowed me 

to take pictures of the community (through fieldwork) and be in the picture at the same 

time, something that other research methods frown upon” (154). Because I know the 

people I am interviewing at UA, I have a better understanding, in some cases, of the 

programs and pedagogies they are describing. However, it also means that I have the 

challenge of choosing which aspects of the program to represent, which aspects to leave 
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out, and of offering a fair and balanced assessment. In all cases, though, my analyses of 

the programs and pedagogies are partial and limited; more specifically, they represent the 

perspective from which I, as a researcher, have chosen to analyze and construct them 

based on the data I collected and the threads of inquiry I have followed. 

Background Information on Research Sites 

I believe an explanation of the administrative structures and course offerings 

within each of the research sites offers an important foundation from which to understand 

the analyses and arguments in the remaining chapters of this work. Taking a lead from 

Hartzog’s 1986 study of writing programs, I offer the following profiles of the 

administrative structures within the writing programs and departments at OC, SU, and 

UA.  

Oberlin College Department of Rhetoric and Composition 

The Department of Rhetoric and Composition at Oberlin College offers a range of 

courses for students in all years and diverse areas of study at OC. It is responsible for 

administering the College of Arts and Sciences’ Writing Requirement and offers classes 

in rhetoric and composition to fulfill its 15-credit hour minor (“Writing Requirement”). 

Faculty in the department also teach courses within the college-wide First-Year Seminar 

Program (FYSP). While the department offers 100-level writing courses, there is not a 

first-year writing course requirement beyond the College of Arts and Sciences’ Writing 

Requirement which is typically fulfilled through interdisciplinary FYSP courses. Of 

significance to my own project is the Writing Associates Program, which offers courses 

to train undergraduate students in peer tutoring (“Writing Associates”). The Writing 
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Associates Program was affiliated with the Community-Based Writing Program (CBWP) 

which no longer exists in its original form but is now continued through the Ninde 

Scholars Program (Trubek).
7
 Figure 1 offers one view of these course offerings and 

administrative structures at OC. 

Figure 1: A Visual Representation of the Oberlin College Department of Rhetoric and 

Composition’s Administrative and Course Structures 

 

All students within OC’s College of Arts and Sciences must satisfy the Writing 

Requirement through high SAT Writing test scores, high AP English test scores, or 

“certification of proficiency in writing” from two specially designated “Writing 

                                                 
7
 I offer a more in-depth analysis of the CBWP in Chapter 3. 

Department of Rhetoric and 
Composition 

Writing 
Requirement 

Writing Certificate 
(WC) Courses 

Writing Intensive 
(WRi) Courses 

First-Year Seminar 
Program (FYSP) 

Courses 

Writing Associates 
Program 

RHET 401: Teaching 
and Tutoring Across 

the Curriculum Course 

Community-Based 
Writing Program 

(CBWP) 

(now part of the 
Ninde Scholars 

Program) 

Course Offerings 

Introductory  

Courses  

Advanced Writing 
Courses 

Minor in Rhetoric 
and Composition 
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Intensive” (WRi) or “Writing Certification” (WR) courses in two different departments 

(“Writing Requirement”).
8
 WRi-designated courses require “substantial essay writing” 

(approximately 15 pages) and “writing pedagogy is stressed to a significant degree” 

(“Writing Requirement”). In WRi courses, instructors introduce “methods of writing 

papers” in their discipline, include discussions of writing “both in class and in 

conferences,” and give students “evaluations of their writing skills as well as content” 

(“Writing Requirement”). WRi-designated courses require a “substantial amount of 

writing” (approximately 15 pages) but “do not devote special attention to instruction in 

writing except at the instructor’s option” (“Writing Requirement”). Many students choose 

to fulfill all or part of the Writing Requirement by taking courses within the FYSP; nearly 

all of the FYSP course offerings are designated as Writing Intensive or Writing 

Certification courses (Trubek; “First-Year Seminar”).
9
 

FYSP courses are a cornerstone of the typical first-year experience at Oberlin 

College. In my interview with then-Department Chair Anne Trubek, she explained that, 

while not all students are required to take first-year seminars, “most first-year [students] 

do because it is something they can sign up for before they arrive and it’s heavily touted.” 

Indeed, OC encourages students to take these courses; the FYSP Course Catalog states 

that “The faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences strongly urges all first-year students 

to enroll in a first-year seminar. We believe that they are crucial to your Oberlin 

                                                 
8
 One of the writing courses could be a private reading course (with approval from the Rhetoric and 

Composition Department Chair) or a Winter Term course. In some rare cases, the Department Chair may 

also allow students to fulfill the requirement through a proficiency exam (“Writing Requirement”). 
9
 If a student earns a passing grade in a WR or WRi course, this does not necessarily result in a writing 

proficiency credit; certification depends on “the instructor’s appraisal of the student’s writing ability” at the 

end of the course (“Writing Requirement”). 
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education” (“First-Year Seminar”). Trubek went on to explain that these courses are 

small, typically 15 students, and have, in the past, been taught almost exclusively by 

tenured or tenure-track faculty. The courses are taught by faculty from diverse disciplines 

and the topics are representative of that disciplinary range: “The First Amendment and 

the Internet” (Politics), “Psychological Mythbusters” (Psychology), “Heretics and 

Infidels” (History), “Imagining Nature” (English), and “Natural History of the Vermilion 

River Watershed” (biology)—to name a few (“First-Year Seminar”). Trubek aligns OC’s 

FYSP with a model to which many liberal arts schools have moved. 

Of the 38 FYS courses listed in the Fall 2011 catalog, the overwhelming majority 

(36 of 38, 95%) are designated as WRi, with a small number (2 of 38, 5%) designated 

WR (“First-Year Seminar Program Course Catalog”).
10

 Table 3 below summarizes the 

Fall 2011 FYSP course offerings related to the writing requirements. 

Disciplinary Division in 

which FYS course is offered 

& Writing Designation 

Writing Intensive (WRi) 

(substantial writing [15 

pages] & writing pedagogy 

required) 

Writing Certified (WR) 

(substantial writing [15 

pages] & writing pedagogy 

optional) 

Arts & Humanities (HU) 20 0 

Social & Behavioral 

Sciences (SS) 

13 0 

Natural Sciences & 

Mathematics (NS) 

3 2 

Table 3: Oberlin College Fall 2011 First-Year Seminar Program Course Offerings by 

Disciplinary Division and Writing Designations 

 

                                                 
10

 In addition to the Writing Requirement, other designations in FYS courses can also fulfill additional 

college requirements, such as Cultural Diversity (CD), Quantitative Proficiency half or full (QPh or QPf) 

(“First-Year Seminar Program Course Catalog”).  
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In my interviews with faculty in the Department of Rhetoric and Composition, I 

learned that FYSP courses are one of the sites in which public pedagogies have emerged. 

For example, Trubek’s “Technologies of Writing: From Plato to Facebook” (offered Fall 

2010) included public components related to social media. Trubek recounted a student-

generated assignment in which students decided to take a two day “fast” from Facebook. 

As students interrogated issues surrounding privacy within a fairly public digital space, 

Trubek explained that students began to realize the public nature of Facebook and many 

made decisions to be a little more private. Jan Cooper’s FYSP course also included 

public and place-based components. Cooper’s co-teaching of “Field-Based Writing” 

(offered Fall 2008) (“Syllabi”) involved students “going public” by engaging in field trips 

to conduct lab research in the Vermilion River.
11

 Trubek’s and Cooper’s courses 

demonstrate how FYSP courses can be important sites for public pedagogies at OC. I 

analyze these and other public pedagogies in more detail in Chapter 5. 

In addition to FYSP courses, the Department of Rhetoric and Composition at OC 

offers 100-level introductory writing courses (primarily for students in their first or 

second year) and advanced writing courses (at the 200-, 300-, and 400-levels) for 

students beyond their first year (“Courses”). Unlike UA and SU, which have specific 

courses within their departments and programs that are required for nearly all first-year 

students, OC’s 100-level introductory courses are “recommended for students who do not 

feel prepared to take other Writing Certification or Writing Intensive courses across the 

                                                 
11

 Cooper co-taught the course with a biology instructor, and, thus, much of the course’s field-based 

research components were driven by the biology course components. I offer an in-depth analysis of this 

course in Chapter 5. 
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curriculum” (“Courses”). These 100-level writing courses include courses such as the 

following: “Entering Discourse Communities: Writing for College and Beyond,” 

“College Writing: Motives and Methods,” “Writing to Learn & Participate,” and 

“Journalism Basics” (“Courses”). The Department’s advanced course offerings are 

“intended for students beyond the first year who are interested in improving their writing 

skills” (“Courses”). These courses range considerably in their focus and type. For 

example, some of the course offerings in academic years 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 

included “Writing in the Sciences,” “Writing about the Arts,” “Advanced English 

Composition: Narrative Non-Fiction,” “Writing about Travel,” and “Grant and 

Fellowship Proposal Writing” (“Courses”). In my interviews with Trubek and Cooper, I 

learned that many of the advanced courses have been developed in relation to faculty and 

student interest. For example, the “Grant and Fellowship Proposal Writing” course that 

Cooper teaches emerged from student interest surrounding her experiences with receiving 

funding for an Environmental Protection Agency grant. The introductory and advanced 

writing course offerings are available to students across the curriculum, and they also 

support the Department’s minor. The requirements for the minor are as follows: 

Minor in Rhetoric and Composition (15 credit hours) 

 2 RHET courses at the 200- or 300-level, 

 A course in English language history, linguistics, or philosophy of 

language, and 

 One elective: 100-level RHET course, a private reading in a topic of 

rhetoric and composition, or an additional 200- or 300-level RHET 

course.
12

 (“Rhetoric and Composition”) 
 

 

                                                 
12

 For OC’s Winter Term, students typically design their own independent study course-work with private 

readings and assignments (Rodriguez). 
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The number of minors currently enrolled in the program in Rhetoric and Composition 

Program is 5 (Clerkin). 

Syracuse University Writing Program 

SU’s Writing Program is separate from the English Department, and this 

separation has been written and published about by a number of scholars (see, for 

instance, Zebroski; Phelps). The Writing Program has approximately 110 faculty, staff, 

and graduate student teaching assistants and offers undergraduate and graduate courses 

(“Faculty and Staff”).
13

 For the purposes of this study, I focus primarily on the 

undergraduate course offerings that fulfill general education requirements and the major 

or minor in writing, because these are the courses that the persons I interviewed at SU 

teach. Below is a map of some aspects of the Writing Program at SU. Again, this map is 

incomplete and partial, focusing primarily on those aspects of the Writing Program that I 

examined for my case study and that were addressed by participants in interviews. 

SU does not have a writing requirement for all students; rather, each school or 

college sets its own writing requirements that are approved by the faculty senate 

(Carignan; Kramer, Lane, and Rosenberg). For example, the College of Arts and Sciences 

requires students to take three courses in writing skills that progress in the following 

sequence: a first-semester writing course (typically WRT 105, offered through the 

Writing Program), a “Writing-Intensive course in a subject matter other than writing” 

(fulfilled through course offerings in departments outside the Writing Program), and a 

                                                 
13

 Of the 110 total, approximately 39 are graduate teaching assistants, 11 are full-time faculty, 45 are 

“Professional Writing Instructors”—the Writing Program’s term for what many institutions would identify 

as adjunct instructors, and 10 are staff members (“Faculty and Staff”). 
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Figure 2: A Visual Representation of the Syracuse University Writing Program’s 

Administrative and Course Structures 

 

higher-level writing course in the second year (typically WRT 205, offered through the 

Writing Program) (“Course Catalog”).
14

 SU has guidelines for Writing-Intensive courses 

                                                 
14

 ENL 211 and 213 are Composition for Non-Native Speakers of English courses that can replace WRT 

105 and 205 (“Course Catalog”). The College of Arts and Sciences also recently approved the option for 

students to take a First Year Seminar course (CAS 100) instead of a first-semester writing course (Enslin). 

While SU’s catalog maintains that WRT 205 is a course meant to be taken in the second year, my interview 

with graduate TA Amber Luce revealed that the course is often taken by juniors and seniors, though she has 

also had freshmen in the course. 
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offered outside the Writing Program including the following: a minimum of four writing 

assignments totaling at least 4,000 words, at least two assignments must be out-of-class 

papers or drafts, at least three assignments must be returned to students with commentary 

and corrections within two weeks, and courses are limited to 25 students (“Guidelines”). 

While there is no formal writing requirement for all students, the majority of SU students 

take WRT 105 and 205 (Oakes; Schell). WRT 307: Professional Writing is also a course 

often taken by students in majors outside of writing, and typically a number of students 

from the School of Management enroll in WRT 307 courses to fulfill a requirement for 

their major (Oakes). The Writing Program has a few course offerings each semester that 

have a service-learning component and that are designated as such; these are typically 

WRT 105, 205, or 307 courses, totaling approximately 10 service-learning designated 

sections per academic year (Oakes).
15

 

The Writing Program offers a major and minor in Writing, and the required 

coursework is summarized below. 

Writing Major Requirements (27 credit hours) 

 WRT 255: Advanced Argumentative Writing
16

 

 4 courses in Genres and Practices
17

 

 4 courses in Writing Histories and Theories 

                                                 
15

 While other courses beyond 105, 205, and 307 in the Writing Program may include some service-

learning components, my understanding is that the service-learning program that oversees and designates 

these courses typically works with instructors in 105, 205, and 307. There are courses for the 

major/minor—such as Steve Parks’ Writing for Community, Writing for Change course—that include 

community engagement but that are not overseen by the service-learning program within the Writing 

Program. 
16

 This core course required for all majors and minors offers intensive practice in arguments for a variety of 

settings: public, professional, and organizational writing. Different instructors can choose to focus the 

course in different areas; for example, in Spring 2011 Faith Plvan taught the course as “Rhetorical Tools 

for Writers,” while Emily Dressing taught the course as “Advancing Argument in Democracy.” 
17

 This category includes courses that were discussed in my interviews with faculty and administrators, 

including the WRT 301: Civic Writing course Steve Parks teaches, as well as the WRT 470: Writing 

Internship Faith Plvan oversees. 
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Writing Minor Requirements (18 credit hours) 

 WRT 255: Advanced Argumentative Writing 

 Any 5 WRT courses at the 300- or 400-level 

 

As part of the major or minor, students can choose to participate in community- or 

business-based internships. Faith Plvan, Assistant Director of the Writing Program, 

oversees the internship program and places students in a variety of sites from public 

relations work within the Writing Program itself, to the New City Community Press, to a 

writer’s club at a local senior living community (“Internships”). In my interviews with 

faculty member Steve Parks and Program Chair Eileen Schell, both mentioned working 

with interns to help advance community-based projects. 

As mentioned previously, the Writing Program at SU also includes the graduate 

program in Composition and Cultural Rhetoric (CCR). Because the major focus of my 

study is on undergraduate curricula and programming, I will not go into detail about the 

CCR graduate program at SU. However, the majority of instructors I interviewed at SU 

were graduate TAs in the CCR program, and many discussed how their coursework in 

CCR informed their teaching of undergraduate courses (typically WRT 105, 205, or 307) 

in the Writing Program. The program has two tracks—Composition and Cultural 

Rhetoric—and students can specialize in areas such as community literacy, writing 

program administration, and professional and technical communication (“About”). 

 SU’s Writing Center connects with the Writing Program in that its director is 

employed through the Writing Program, undergraduate and graduate majors in Writing 

primarily serve as Writing Center consultants, and the Writing Program offers the course 

WRT 331: Peer Writing Consulting Practicum to train consultants. At the time of my 
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interview, Jason Luther directed the Writing Center. In addition to the support the center 

offered to undergraduate and graduate students and faculty across campus, Luther 

explained how he had incorporated community-engagement projects in his teaching of 

the WRT 331 course by partnering with local high schools. 

University of Arizona Writing Program 

The UA Writing Program administers the first-year writing requirement and 

offers a number of advanced writing courses that serve both English majors and non-

English majors. The majority of courses in the Writing Program are taught by Graduate 

Assistant or Associate Teachers (GATs) who are also enrolled in one of five graduate 

programs within the Department of English: Rhetoric, Composition, and the Teaching of 

English (RCTE), Literature, Creative Writing, English Language & Linguistics (ELL), 

and Second Language Acquisition & Teaching (SLAT). Writing Program courses are 

also taught by adjunct instructors, teaching advisors (who also mentor first-year GATs), 

and writing program administrators. The Writing Program had approximately 80 GATs 

and 38 adjunct instructors teaching courses in Fall 2011 and 86 GATs and 19 adjuncts in 

Spring 2012 (Vega). The UA Writing Program has also partnered with a number of other 

units in community engagement and outreach projects, including, for example, the 

college summer bridge program New Start, the Southern Arizona Writing Project 

(SAWP) (an affiliate of the National Writing Project [NWP]), and grant-funded projects 

(such as GEAR UP and Writing Without Borders). I provide one visual representation of 

the UA Writing Program below, which includes aspects of the program that I examined 

for this study. 
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Figure 3: A Visual Representation of the University of Arizona Writing Program’s 

Administrative and Course Structures 

 

UA requires all incoming students to fulfill a First-Year English Composition 

Requirement, and, based on their placement, students complete the requirement through 

one of the following methods: 

 English 101+ with Studio Component and English 102 

 English 101 and English 102 

 English 107 (or 107+) and English 108 (for non-native English speakers) 

 English 109H (Honors). (“First-Year”) 
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The majority of UA students fulfill the requirement by taking English 101 in the 

fall semester of their first-year and English 102 the following spring semester. Some 

sections of English 102 and 109H participate in the Wildcat Writers service-learning 

program, which partners the college students in these writing courses with students 

enrolled in local high school English courses (Wildcat Writers).  

Advanced composition courses (English 306) are typically developed and taught 

by GATs, focusing on a specific theme of interest to the GAT. For example, Crystal 

Fodrey, a GAT interviewed for this study, taught advanced writing with a focus on 

creative non-fiction. While specific course designs may vary from instructor to instructor, 

the advanced composition courses share the common goals of introducing “students to 

the theory and practice of writing within multiple genres of expository prose” and 

engaging students in projects that require them “to analyze and respond to a variety of 

rhetorical situations and to write for an identified audience” (“English 306”). Any student 

who has completed the first-year writing requirement is eligible to take English 306, and 

both English and non-English majors enroll in the course.
18

  

UA’s professional writing courses—English 307: Business Writing and English 

308: Technical Writing—typically serve junior- and senior-level students. In these 

courses, students “develop their use of rhetorical strategies and communications 

technologies appropriate to workplace . . . or technical writing situations” 

(“Business/Technical Writing”). Potential course projects include proposals, reports, 

                                                 
18

 Some students who fulfilled their writing requirement in one semester (by taking English 109H) take the 

course to fulfill their major or college’s requirement of taking two writing courses or in preparation for 

graduate school in areas such as medicine, law, and pharmacy (Hall; Vinson). 
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brochures, newsletters, and letters in business writing and style guides, documentation 

plans, usability testing, and case studies in technical writing (“Business/Technical 

Writing”). Both courses engage students in “on- and off-campus research” and include 

the option for a service-learning component (“Business/Technical Writing”). 

The UA Writing Program also engages in a number of outreach partnerships. As 

mentioned previously, Wildcat Writers partners with local high schools for service-

learning projects. The UA Writing Program funds a graduate student administrator to 

lead the Wildcat Writers program. Currently, Rachael Wendler, a GAT I interviewed for 

this study, serves as the coordinator of the Wildcat Writers program, and she helps bridge 

partnerships between Writing Program instructors and teachers in high schools 

(Wendler). Another partnership within the UA Writing Program is with the Southern 

Arizona Writing Project (SAWP), which is an affiliate of the National Writing Project. 

SAWP brings teachers from elementary through college together to study practices of 

teaching writing and to write together. Leaders in the UA Writing Program, including the 

current director and two of the teaching advisors, have served as directors of SAWP, and 

there are typically a number of GATs who participate in SAWP’s summer institute and in 

other SAWP activities throughout the year. In addition to these programs, New Start is a 

summer college bridge program that the UA Writing Program helps staff by offering a 

coordinator to train and instructors to teach summer sections of English 101+, English 

101, English 102, and English 109H to New Start students. Finally, GEAR UP and 

Writing Without Borders were two grant-funded projects that partnered the UA Writing 

Program with local high schools. The Tucson GEAR UP Project was sponsored by the 
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U.S. Department of Education and was “designed to significantly increase preparation 

and success in post-secondary education for the Class of 2012” at several local high 

schools (“Tucson GEAR UP”). The Writing Program partnered with this project to 

provide GATs to help implement programs within the high schools. A project that 

resulted, in part, from an initial GEAR UP partnership was Writing Without Borders, 

which partnered the UA Writing Program with Tucson High School to help start and 

support the development of a writing center on Tucson High’s campus. 

Outline of the Dissertation 

Drawing on the data I collected from OC, SU, and UA, the following chapters 

examine public pedagogies in rhetoric and composition from two perspectives: writing 

program administration and classroom-based practices. This work addresses the 

following questions: 

 How can administrators support and sustain public pedagogies within their 

programs? 

 What are the risks and rewards for students and instructors who engage in 

public pedagogies? 

 How can a theory of public pedagogy for rhetoric and composition be 

enhanced by attention to location and to local publics? 

Prior to this, however, I turn to histories of each of the institutions in my study to provide 

the groundwork for analyses of administration and teaching of public pedagogies. 

In Chapter 2, I examine historical mission statements and archival documents to 

construct histories of OC, SU, and UA that trace “town and gown” relations and 
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institutional commitments to equality, social justice, religious and moral education, and 

the ideals of a land-grant mission. Building on these histories, I comparatively analyze 

each institution’s current mission and programming related to civic education, 

community outreach, and public service, interpreting differences and similarities in 

relation to institution type. To conclude, I argue that a valuable rhetorical strategy for 

administrators and teachers choosing to engage in public pedagogies is to draw on the 

specific histories of their home institutions as a means of aligning their public projects 

with a particular historical trajectory of their college or university. 

Next, I turn to writing program administration in Chapter 3, where I examine the 

administrative structures of OC, SU, and UA and analyze how each program or 

department sustains public pedagogies. Drawing on theories of sustainability, I argue that 

institutionalization of public pedagogies provides needed infrastructure for long-term 

sustainability of community-based and public projects. I examine three administrative 

examples from the research sites: OC’s Community-Based Writing Program, SU’s 

sequencing of “next step” within their undergraduate major, and the UA Writing 

Program’s revised English 102 curriculum and public showcase event. Using these 

examples, I identify two administrative practices—morphing and curriculum 

development—that I argue lead to sustainability that remains responsive to public, 

community needs and that serve as models for administrators wishing to build public 

pedagogies in their writing programs, majors, and departments. 

Then, in Chapter 4, I use stakeholder theory to establish students and instructors 

as two related, but distinct, stakeholder groups within public pedagogies: each takes on 
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varying degrees of risk and reaps different kinds of rewards. I argue that one reward for 

students engaging in public writing pedagogies is the potential for transformative 

learning. Drawing on transformative learning theory and an example from one of my 

interviews, I demonstrate how public writing pedagogies can be potentially 

transformative because they situate student learning within various publics—or “real 

world” contact zones—which often sparks what educational theorist Jack Mezirow calls 

“disorienting dilemmas.” I contend that the very riskiness of working with and theorizing 

publics offers the potential for transformation; without the risk, public pedagogies cannot 

offer the rewards of transformative learning. Finally, I describe some of the risks and 

rewards for instructors who go public with their pedagogies. Drawing on interview data, I 

define different strategies—“go for it and apologize later,” seeking mentorship of faculty 

with more secure positions, “don’t ask, don’t tell,” and seeking grant funding—

instructors in this study employ to manage the risks and rewards involved in going public 

with pedagogy. 

 In the final chapter, I move towards articulating a theory of public pedagogy 

within rhetoric and composition—one that builds on rhetorics of local publics and that is 

firmly rooted in the growing movements of spatial rhetorics and place-based education. I 

employ Elenore Long’s rhetoric of local publics and, more specifically, her schema for 

“how student’s use prominent literacies to go public” (155). Using examples from the 

curricula of faculty and graduate TAs at OC, SU, and UA, I identify three writing 

projects that serve as models for public pedagogy in the rhetoric and writing classroom. 

Ultimately, I argue from these examples that public pedagogues and administrators must 
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be particularly mindful of the public spaces and places in which they situate student 

learning, writing, and experiences, in part, because the power and potential of public 

pedagogy emerges from its location. Tying together my findings from throughout the 

study, I suggest an emerging theory of public pedagogy within rhetoric and composition 

as an approach to teaching writing that is rhetorical, transformative, and located. I offer a 

model that suggests how writing program administrators might locate public pedagogies 

within their institution, program, and/or classrooms. I also provide instructors of rhetoric 

and composition with a series of questions and a graphic for usage when developing 

public pedagogies within their courses.   
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL LEGACIES OF A SOCIAL CHARTER 

The social charter between higher education and the public includes such 

commitments as developing research to improve society, training leaders for 

public service, educating citizens to serve the democracy, increasing economic 

development, and critiquing public policy. [. . .] The idea that higher education 

exists to serve the public good has been at the heart of the enterprise since its 

inception in the United States almost four hundred years ago. 

—Adrianna J. Kezar, Tony C. Chambers, and John C. Burkhardt,  

Higher Education for the Public Good 

 

All of historical work, then, is provisional, partial—fragments we shore against 

our ruin. We are trying to make sense of things. It is always a construction. It is 

always tottering. 

—Robert  J. Connors, “Dreams and Play: Historical Method and Methodology” 

 

In this chapter, I tell institutional histories and analyze current missions of three 

research sites: Oberlin College (OC), Syracuse University (SU), and the University of 

Arizona (UA). These narratives establish a historical precedence for contemporary 

community and public initiatives at each institution, and they trace the varied institutional 

interpretations of what Kezar, Chambers, and Burkhardt call a “social charter” that 

purposes “higher education for the public good” (xii). Indeed, as John Dewey, Henry 

Giroux, and many other scholars have aptly noted, higher education for the public good 

in the United States is very much tied in with the role we believe education plays in 

supporting a democracy. In The Activist WPA, Linda Adler-Kassner explains that 

American pragmatism is “foundational to America’s national identity and especially to 

education,” and she articulates how this narrative is currently being used by educators to 

“make the case that our work is essential for preparing students for participation in the 

American democracy” (34). Adler-Kassner calls our attention to various roles that stories 

can play in shaping our own and others’ understanding of the work that we do as teachers 
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of writing (36). Indeed, in this chapter, I create my own stories—historical narratives of 

how three institutions have taken up the cause of higher education for the public good 

over the past century and more—to help shape an understanding of the legacies we tap in 

to when we “go public” in our writing programs and classrooms. 

Historical work, composition historian Robert J. Connors reminds us, is always 

partial, fragmented, and constructed, and the histories I construct here are certainly no 

exception. For Connors, historical studies include three essential elements: “the 

historian’s perceptions of the present, her assemblage of claims based on study of 

materials from the past, and an ongoing internal dialogue about cultural preconceptions 

and prejudices and the historian’s own” (15). In my telling of institutional histories of 

OC, SU, and UA, I bring my present awareness of the public turn in composition studies 

and this “predisposition,” as Stephen M. North calls it, necessarily impacts the historical 

features I emphasize and the kinds of patterns I discover within a series of texts (76). 

Thus, the historical texts I analyze lead to claims of a particular kind; they have been read 

through the lenses of public pedagogy, town and gown relations, community outreach, 

and service. The patterns that emerged from reading with these lenses resulted in 

narratives that I constructed to serve a particular end: to make the case for the ways in 

which institutional histories—their religious ties, progressive admissions policies, and 

public funding—have significant implications for their current commitments to public 

and civic engagement initiatives. This correspondingly has implications for how 

researchers in rhetoric and composition interpret current trends of interest in public 

pedagogies. 
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The historical narratives of OC, SU, and UA I present here are constructed 

through a collection of primary archival sources and secondary publications. These 

documents include speeches from university and college presidents, official institutional 

documents (such as OC’s founding covenant), national legislation (such as the Morrill 

Act), letters and speeches from politicians, college founders, faculty members, and 

students, descriptions of campus architecture and design, and historical accounts of OC, 

SU, and UA published in books and on official college and university websites.
19

 

Additionally, the chapter analyzes current college and university mission statements and 

recent community outreach projects as they are portrayed on their official institutional 

websites and through university-sanctioned news outlets.
20

 These official explanations of 

mission and outreach are complemented with quotes from interviews I conducted with 

administrators, staff, and instructors at each of the institutions. I also place these 

institutional histories and current missions within the context of current scholarship on 

the public purposes of higher education, and I draw on recently published reports from 

the Kellogg Commission on the Future of State and Land-Grant Universities. 

Because of the type of texts I gathered and the particular lens through which I 

read them, the history presented in this chapter is partial and limited in the ways it 

narrates institutional stories. Of particular note is the fact that the majority of the sources 

                                                 
19

 The historical accounts published in books ranged considerably in purpose, author, and date of 

publication. For example, some institutional histories were published as anniversary celebrations at 50 or 

100 years, as with SU and OC. Other published histories were more recent critical publications with a 

particular focus, such as co-education and African American education at OC. 
20

 This included mission statements often found on the university/college “about” pages. I also looked at 

community outreach projects that were described on specific university department or program pages, such 

as a university service-learning center’s website or a campus chapel website. Quotes from news stories 

were either from student-run newspapers or institutionally sanctioned news sources, such as UA News, 

which report only information about the institution. 
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are told from the perspective of the institutions themselves—on their websites, in 

officially sanctioned publications, and in speeches made by university leaders with 

agendas. For example, many of the historical accounts were published in books 

commissioned by the institutions. Furthermore, many of those publications were authored 

by historians employed by the college or university as professors or administrators, and, 

as in the case of President Fairchild at OC, some of the histories were published by the 

university presidents themselves. I want to acknowledge that giving voice to these kinds 

of histories silences other perspectives—historical accounts from students, community 

members, women, minoritized populations, and others. Moreover, these historical 

accounts function rhetorically to present the institutions in a certain (positive) light, 

emphasizing the stories that advance particular agendas while ignoring those that detract 

from those agendas. For example, OC illustrates its roots in social activism and equality 

by highlighting histories of their institution’s admission of African American students; 

however, historians have found that this history is much more contested than the college 

typically acknowledges on its website, in admissions materials, and in college 

presidential speeches (Blodgett; Baumann). While it would have been ideal for me to 

gain a more multifaceted historical perspective by consulting archival texts from sources 

outside of the institutions themselves, it is ultimately beyond the scope of the present 

work; unearthing these counter-histories would be a significant scholarly project unto 

itself. In acknowledging the limitations of the historical work of this study, I want to state 

my agreement with Connors’ claim that histories must be “examined, again and again, 

not merely accepted. That is . . . why we need multiple histories” (34). Despite the 
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limitations, the institutional histories examined in this chapter provide a starting point for 

analyses of the relationships between institutions and their surrounding communities and 

for how historical institutional values are reinterpreted and re-inscribed in current 

missions and outreach projects. 

This chapter traces the development of the historical values and commitments of 

OC, SU, and UA for over a century. Table 4 displays comparative historical data for each 

institution. Though all of these institutions were founded in the nineteenth century, each 

has a unique story that establishes a legacy of the school’s value system.  

Institution Year 

Founded 

Founded By Historical Values & Commitments 

Oberlin 

College 

 

1833 Presbyterian 

Minister and 

Missionary 

Evangelical perfectionism 

Co-education 

African American education 

Syracuse 

University 

1870 Methodist 

Church 

Co-education 

Religious tolerance and moral education 

Citizenship and public affairs 

University 

of Arizona 

1885 

 

Land-Grant Land-grant mission 

Table 4: Comparative Historical Data of Institutions in Study 

The following historical narrative begins with an analysis of the significance of 

place within the history of each institution. I argue that analyses of places and spaces 

offer unique insights about the institutions themselves and their relationships with their 

surrounding communities. OC’s Tappan Square, SU’s identity as “the hill,” and UA’s 

location in the desert all reveal the importance of institutions as places situated within 
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communities and geographies. After analyzing the significance of institutional places, I 

narrate histories of OC, SU, and UA, emphasizing their historical relationships with the 

communities that supported or rejected them from the start. I trace the significance of 

religious ties at OC and SU, commitments to co-education at OC and SU, African 

American education at OC, moral and civic education at SU, and land-grant initiatives at 

UA. Tracing the developments of historical values and commitments, I demonstrate 

trends of secularization at Oberlin and Syracuse, as original ties to religion are 

reinterpreted through a lens of public and community service. The University of Arizona, 

however, translated its historical commitment to the land-grant mission into an agenda 

for the distribution of research results as a form of public service. Building on these 

historical trajectories, I shift to an analysis of each institution’s current mission and 

programming related to civic education and service to community and public. These 

contemporary efforts are read through a comparative lens that underscores the differences 

in how each institution interprets service and community outreach because of its 

institutional type (e.g., private or public, liberal arts or research, etc.). To conclude, I 

argue that a valuable rhetorical strategy for administrators and teachers wanting to engage 

in public pedagogies is to connect their arguments, when possible, with the specific 

histories of their home institutions. 

Spatial Relationships between Town and Gown 

In “Location, Location, Location,” Jonathan Mauk argues “in a very literal sense” 

that the “physical geography of an institution, and the human geography which surrounds 

and constitutes it,” impacts composition pedagogies (374). Mauk’s work calls attention to 
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the significance of institutions as places that are situated and located within specific 

communities and geographies. Indeed, the physical geography, architecture, and 

topography of an institution work together to indicate a meaningful manifestation of the 

relationship it has with the surrounding community. “Places,” as Christopher J. Keller 

and Christian R. Weisser assert, “are located and relational,” and analyzing the spatial 

relations of town and gown historically is important to the work of understanding their 

contemporary rapport (3). While “human geography” (Mauk) and “space as practiced 

place” (de Certeau) are important components of the spatial relationship, the “nonhuman 

world” as place—the land and the natural environment—also has a unique way of 

articulating this relationship (Gruenewald). Following Gruenewald, I believe that 

exploring the natural environment and place of institutions leads to a more fully 

developed picture of their social and human practices.  

Ellen Cushman has also exemplified the significance of institutional locations in 

understanding town and gown relations. In “The Rhetorician as an Agent of Social 

Change,” Cushman describes “the approach,” “a monument of granite stairs, pillars, and 

decorative lights,” at Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI), using it as a symbol of the 

distant relationship between the university and the city of Troy (10). Much like 

Cushman’s analysis of “the approach” at RPI, the following pages examine Tappan 

Square at OC, “the hill” at SU, and the desert for farming at UA. I demonstrate how the 

historical placement of institutions—literally, their locations and physical places—offer 

important clues about their connection to the local communities and geographic lands in 

which they are situated. Furthermore, I contend that these historical clues offer a more 
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complex understanding of how the institutions fulfill their social contract to local publics 

today. 

Oberlin College and Tappan Square 

One of the most historically rich places in Oberlin is Tappan Square.
21

 In many 

ways, it is the topographical and spatial manifestation of the historical relationship 

between the colony and college. In his historical account of Oberlin, James H. Fairchild, 

the College’s third President, writes that the “foundations of the college and the town 

were laid together”; the site of this new settlement and college was the 13-acre field now 

known as Tappan Square (9). Since the late nineteenth-century, Tappan Square has been 

an open expanse of trees and landscaping.
22

 Tappan Square, and the historical events that 

happened at this place, tell the story of Oberlin College’s roots in evangelical religion. 

Furthermore, Tappan Square represents a physical manifestation of the historical and 

contemporary blurring of lines between college and community. 

During his tenure at Oberlin as professor and eventual college president, the 

famed Reverend Grandison Finney passionately preached and held revivals under large 

tents on Tappan Square. In addition to being Oberlin College president from 1851-1866, 

Reverend Finney was the minister of First Church, which stands to the side of Tappan 

Square, from 1837 through 1872 (Oberlin College Presidents). First Church was the 

                                                 
21

 Tappan Square was originally named College Park and, at that time, was often referred to as “The 

Campus” because it housed many of OC’s buildings. It was subsequently named Tappan Square after 

Arthur Tappan, “a 19th-century abolitionist who was instrumental in keeping the college financially solvent 

in its early years” (“Tappan Square”). Tappan also helped finance the package that brought abolitionist 

leaders and evangelical preacher Reverend Finney to the OC, which also resulted in the decision to admit 

African American students at the college. 
22

 In 1885, at the bequest of alumnus Charles Martin Hall, all of the buildings on Tappan Square were 

removed; “Hall wanted to preserve an open park area in Oberlin, free from buildings” (“Tappan Square”). 
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moral center of the new-found colony’s “mission to spread perfection” and building the 

church was a “massive community effort” (Blodgett, Oberlin Architecture 58). Finney, as 

both college president and community church reverend, was a vital connection between 

town and gown in Oberlin’s early years. In fact, because of Finney’s complete 

involvement with the town’s religious mission, Oberlin residents came to expect OC’s 

president to lead stirring college and town revivals and were disappointed when future 

presidents moved away from this tradition (Barnard).  

Tappan Square as a site for revivals brought the town and the college together. As 

Barnard writes, undergraduates were greatly influenced by the “intimate association of 

the College and the community” in their mutual support of each other in evangelical 

endeavors (8). While the explicit evangelical commitment has ceased in Oberlin today, 

the community continues to have an impact on the college’s undergraduates and vice 

versa. According to Caitlin Rodriguez, a 2007 Oberlin College alumnae, Tappan Square 

remains a place where community and college come together to participate in events such 

as folk festival, parades, rallies, OC’s circus performances, and the Beltane festival. 

These events are typically free, and, according to the college, “geared toward building 

community between college students and Oberlin residents” (“Tappan Square”). For 

Oberlin College, Tappan is a place for graduation ceremonies, for holding classes on nice 

days, and for students to relax in nature (Rodriguez). For Oberlin residents, the square is 

a place for families to gather, for joggers to exercise, and for dogs to be walked 

(Rodriguez). 
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While the college frames Tappan Square as a place for community building, and 

undergraduates like Rodriguez agree that it serves that function in some capacity, town 

and gown relations are certainly not free from complication. For example, Blodgett 

argues that some interpret the space of Tappan Square as a “wide expanse, separating the 

college from town where once the two intermingled” and that this separation “compounds 

local problems of social communication” (2). Additionally in my interview with Anne 

Trubek, OC Rhetoric and Composition Department Chair, she characterizes the campus 

as “insular” with students often not being aware of “what was outside the quad.” Trubek 

claims that part of her motivation to engage in public pedagogies is for her students gain 

a better understanding of the “neighborhood and community that they’re living in.” These 

narratives of Tappan Square underscore that places—their function and role within 

communities—are often contested spaces whose histories reveal intermingled and 

complicated relationships between town and gown. 

Syracuse University as “The Hill” 

 

A First Encounter with “The Hill” 

White ground glistens against black sky as we skid, skid, skid, and finally (thankfully) 

stop at the end of the runway. The Sheraton Syracuse University Hotel shuttle is not 

running. I waddle to the taxi counter, my seven-month pregnant belly bulging from 

beneath the layers of my coat. Snow falls, gracefully melting in my hair, as I shuffle 

towards the yellow van in the crisp night. The twenty-something-year-old cabbie points 

to spun out cars in banks of snow on the side of the Interstate—the only evidence that 

vehicles ever actually drove on the blanket of white that is supposed to be a highway. We 

may not make it up “the hill,” he explains: we need a string of green lights. One red light 

and the cab will slide backwards down the hill. The roads won’t be plowed until morning, 

and I wonder what me and my belly will do if we don’t make it up the hill. I begin to 

question the trip: what was I thinking!?! The light at the bottom turns green. Here we go, 

exclaims the cab driver. Fingers crossed, sweaty palms, I peer through the windshield and 

up the hill: green, green, green, RED . . . turning to green. 
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 Just as Tappan Square holds a spatial significance for Oberlin College, Syracuse 

University’s placement “high on a splendid hill” has implications for its relationship with 

the surrounding community both historically and contemporarily (Gorney 5). In my 

experience conducting research at Syracuse University, I quickly learned that locals 

(students, professors, and community members) refer to the both the university itself and 

the topographical place of the university as “the hill.” Gruenewald argues that “place-

consciousness is not just a consciousness about my place, but of others, and the 

relationship between places” (149). Indeed, the following analysis illustrates how place-

consciousness is important to understanding the complicated relationship between the 

city of Syracuse and SU. 

In his architectural guide to the university, Jeffrey Gorney explains that SU began 

in a “single broad and tall building at the urban perimeter—in this instant, on a hilltop 

farm looking down on the town as if from a fortress” (10). Gorney’s explanation of SU as 

a “fortress” on the hill offers an image of a town and gown divided historically. A 

fortress is meant to keep those who belong (typically white, privileged students and 

educated elite) in and those who do not belong (residents in the community, who are 

often poor and minoritized populations) out. Indeed, over the many years of SU’s history, 

town and gown relations have been complicated, if not strained, at times. At its start, SU 

relied on the monetary and general support of the community, and the university’s 

“evolution was closely tied to that of the city, and particularly, the neighborhood in which 

it was placed” (Gorney 17).  
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However, according to the SU administrators and instructors in the Writing 

Program I interviewed, over the next century the place-ment of the university was no 

longer defined by its surrounding neighborhood. SU increasingly became the fortress on 

the hill set apart from the community and neighborhood. I learned that the physical 

separation of the university on the hill from the rest of the community still leads to 

complications with public pedagogy efforts today. For example, Writing Program 

Director Eileen Schell explains the significance of this divide as it relates to service-

learning initiatives: 

One big abiding question for many of our first service-learning classes 

was “Why is Syracuse University so separated from the rest of the 

community?” and “Why does the community see the university as being 

on ‘the hill’?” People actually refer to SU as “the hill.” . . . “Why do we 

have this actual, geographic, cultural, economic, and social set of 

barriers?” . . . I mean students would have residents say things to them, 

like “what are you doing down here?” (emphasis added, Schell) 

 

Schell’s phrasing of the town and gown relationship emphasizes the geographic barriers 

between the university on the hill and a separated surrounding community down below. 

Graduate Writing Instructor and Teaching Assistant Amber Luce also claims that “there’s 

still a very big schism; there’s the town and gown divide.” Despite the historical divisions 

between community and university, SU is taking important moves towards bridging the 

two: literally through building a connective corridor and symbolically through a number 

of outreach projects discussed later in this chapter. 

University of Arizona in the Desert 

Located in the middle of the desert, UA was founded as a land-grant institution 

with a challenging mission: to establish itself as a school of agriculture in a geographical 
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place that was not exactly a welcoming site for farming. Nonetheless, as UA President 

Harvill claimed in his 1953 Newcomen Address, one of the university’s strengths as an 

institution was its “location adaptability” (23). The impact of the UA’s location is defined 

by its possession of “certain physical and cultural resources together with the historical 

circumstances peculiar to the Southwest” (Harvill 23). Marc Augé argues that three 

common characteristics of places are identity, relations, and history (51). The place-ment 

of UA—in Tucson, within the newly established territory of Arizona, in what had for 

centuries been the land of native Indian tribes, in the desert Southwest—and the identity, 

relations, and history that are manifested by this place all have an impact on the 

university today. Moreover, I maintain that the significance of UA as place is defined by 

its “location adaptability” in relation to government funding. UA’s history as being 

funded by the Morrill Act and its subsequent legislation exemplifies this significance. 

 In the mid- to late-nineteenth century, Arizona was popularized as a site for 

mining, and at its founding, the UA established a school of mines—a fitting prospect for 

its location. However, because the Morrill Act, which established land-grant institutions 

across the United States, stipulated the establishment of a college of agriculture to receive 

federal funding, UA adapted to represent itself as a school of agriculture. The history as 

told by Harvill is that apart from livestock, agriculture at the UA did not advance much in 

its early years because “the science and technology of agriculture as related to desert 

lands were in an entirely undeveloped state” (18). Yet the university, founded within a 

vocation that it was not yet able to support, continued to adapt itself to continue receiving 

the federal funds. For example, in 1887, the Board of Regents hurried to establish a 
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professor of agriculture (without salary) and director of a (not yet existing) “experiment 

station” in order to receive an additional $15,000 under the terms of the Hatch Act. UA 

historian Douglas Martin remarks that “the means employed were devious”; the Regents 

selected Selim M. Franklin who “knew nothing about agriculture” but was the only 

member with a college degree (36). Furthermore, the second Morrill Act in 1890 gave 

$15,000 annually to each institution that was teaching agriculture. Because the grant 

“permitted the use of the funds to pay teachers of English, science, and mathematics” as 

well, the financially struggling UA was able to once again make itself over in the image 

required to attain the necessary funds. Unlike Syracuse and Oberlin’s reliance on funds 

from religious organizations and wealthy donors, the University of Arizona was a school 

founded through federal government funding and still today is partially supported 

through state funding.
23

 Its history as an unlikely agricultural school in the desert is a 

testament to the school’s adaptability so that it could obtain the necessary funds to 

survive. In what follows, I narrate institutional histories that illustrate historical values 

and commitments of OC, SU, and UA. Then, I analyze how these historical values are 

manifested in each institution’s current mission and outreach projects. 

Constructed Institutional Histories of Service and Public Good 

Oberlin College 

 Oberlin College was founded in 1833 by Presbyterian minister Reverend John 

Shipherd and missionary Philo Stewart. As Oberlin professor and historian Geoffrey 

Blodgett writes, “The college was very much a part of the utopian perfectionist 

                                                 
23

 In the 2011 fiscal year, approximately 600 million dollars of UA’s 1.2 billion-dollar budget came from 

state appropriated funds (“Finances 2010-11”). 
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enthusiasm that swept the country in the 1830s” (Oberlin History 11). Shipherd and 

Stewart saw the opportunity for “evangelical agency” by founding a new colony of 

“selected, consecrated souls” (Fletcher 87). Shipherd, in a letter to his brother, writes of 

his intention to form the colony “for the promotion of like, or superior, intelligence and 

Christian simplicity” (qtd. in Fletcher 87). Once Oberlin the colony was settled, the 

founders sought to build a school that could educate the youth of the community and 

spread the word of their faith. Because the founding of OC coincided with the 

establishment of the new colony, the people that settled in the town were very much 

committed to the college. From the outset, Oberlinians were unique because they were 

“self-selected by the special purposes of the place” (Blodgett, Oberlin Architecture xvi). 

In fact, Oberlin’s co-founder Shipherd required all potential recruits to the colony to sign 

the Oberlin Covenant, which articulated a vision for “missionary education to save a 

perishing world” (Blodgett, Oberlin History 12). For the new Oberlin colonists, the 

school represented a chance to educate their children in the faith tradition in which they 

so firmly believed. Additionally, OC intended to educate “ministers and pious school 

teachers” who would spread the colonists’ faith (qtd. in Fletcher 131). The history of 

Oberlin College played a vital role in the values of the school throughout its development 

and it continues to be significant in how the college currently articulates its goals for the 

future. 

While Oberlin’s religious affiliation and mission have evolved over its 180 years, 

the college’s historical commitment to Christian ideals can still be traced in its 

contemporary social justice and community-development projects. Oberlin College was 
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created specifically to spread religious beliefs in what founders Shipherd and Stewart 

often referred to as the “Godless West” and to “conquer the Valley of the Mississippi for 

the Lord” (Fletcher 176, 92). The primary goal of OC was to diffuse “sound morality and 

pure religion” throughout the region by educating young men and women to be ministers 

and school teachers (Fletcher 130). As historian John Barnard explains, Oberlin acquired 

some “unusual features” throughout its history, and they have become significant in 

defining the college’s values throughout the years. Barnard describes these unusual 

features as “coeducation, a policy of admitting Negroes, an intense and constant support 

for abolitionism and other moral and social-reform causes, adherence to a mild form of 

Christian perfectionism, and the leadership of the powerful evangelist Charles Grandison 

Finney” (3). In the early to mid-nineteenth century, co-education of men and women and 

admittance of African American students were progressive policies. Today, these features 

of Oberlin College’s history serve a vital role in the college’s identity and in how it 

articulates its vision for the future. However, as the following analysis demonstrates, 

OC’s commitments to social-justice were not as illustrious as the college often portrays 

them today. Nonetheless, OC’s historical foundations in religion, co-education, and 

African American education serve as a compass that guides current community 

engagement and public pedagogy projects. 

One of Oberlin College’s first noteworthy innovations is the founders’ decision to 

allow women to be educated with men. In fact, Oberlin was the first school to grant 

degrees to both men and women (Ginzberg). While this historical legacy of co-education 

is significant to Oberlin College’s values today, many scholars have argued that this 
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choice was not rooted in the college’s commitment to equality for women nor for social 

justice reasons. Blodgett notes how, remarkably, “little discussion or debate was devoted 

to the subject [of co-education] at the outset” (Oberlin History 12). This casual inclusion 

of women was intended more as a means of furthering the religious goals of the 

institution than of seeing women as equal in their rights. As Blodgett argues, educating 

women meant more Christian teachers and missionaries, as well as more mothers who 

would train their children in the faith (Oberlin History 13). In fact, few women graduates 

of Oberlin College went on to participate in the suffragist movements (Blodgett, Oberlin 

History 13). 

In the eyes of the college’s founders, having women on campus afforded 

opportunities for greater moral influence. Carol Lasser emphasizes that there was “other 

logic, less concerned with the progress of women toward equality” in educating men and 

women together; there were benefits, Lasser contends, for men in having “women’s 

moral influence” (3). In agreement with this line of argument, Lori D. Ginzberg argues 

that “Christian virtues were, increasingly, defined as inherently—and aggressively—

female virtues,” and the “evangelical and domestic world-view of [Oberlin College’s] 

founders and students demanded . . . that men live up to the standards of women” (68-9). 

However, rather than faulting the early founders for not placing women on par with men, 

Ginzberg maintains that Oberlin’s leaders, “by exalting ‘female’ qualities and virtues and 

working to incorporate them into male students,” were actually questioning what was 

inherent in the “gender identities of women and men [that] could be modified by 

education and exposure to the other sex” (68). Judging their co-education experiment a 
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success in 1836, leaders of the college attributed the college’s avoidance of riots at all-

male colleges to the “very presence of women” (Ginzberg 70). 

The virtue and morality that the founders of Oberlin College saw in women had a 

major impact in their choice to allow co-education. However, it seems unlikely that 

Oberlin would have established co-education if it did not have specific ties to the 

religious and moral mission of the college. Indeed, Ginzberg believes that interest in 

Oberlin College as a “coeducational and interracial college,” two of its claims to fame, 

“has obscured its significance as a religious community, that is, an experiment in 

Christian virtue which grew directly out of the spirit of the Second Great Awakening” 

(69). The history of Oberlin’s prominence in the evangelical religious community came 

about in part because of its celebrated professor and eventual president, Reverend Finney. 

And Finney’s place in Oberlin’s history is very much tied to the college’s historical 

commitment to educating African American students. 

In 1835, two years after the founding of the college, Shipherd saw an opportunity 

to enhance the college by enticing antislavery leaders and their abolitionist rebel student 

groups. By welcoming these groups that had been rejected at other institutions, Oberlin 

College would be defined by its commitment to abolitionist causes. Blodgett’s historical 

analysis suggests that this move was calculated based on the college’s particular needs in 

1835; this was a time when Oberlin “was still very hungry for students and money, had 

no president and few notable teachers, and seemed on the brink of collapse” (Oberlin 

History 15). Oberlin capitalized on a rebellion at Lane Seminary in Cincinnati during 

which a group of students, professors, and trustees threatened to leave because their 
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abolitionist activities were being squelched by the majority of the seminary’s board of 

trustees (Blodgett, Oberlin History 15). Asa Mahan (a prominent antislavery voice and 

Lane Seminary trustee) and John Morgan (a Lane Seminary professor) were both 

discontented with Lane’s lack of support for abolitionist initiatives, and they were ready 

to leave for OC along with their rebel student followers (Blodgett, Oberlin History). 

However, Oberlin needed money to bring in these professors, so Shipherd made a trip to 

New York City to make his case to antislavery merchant philanthropists. Shipherd 

convinced brothers Arthur and Lewis Tappan to finance the hiring of Mahan and Morgan. 

The Tappan brothers also wanted their friend Rev. Charles Finney to be hired to “head up 

the college theological department in which the Lane rebels were expected to enroll” 

(Blodgett, Oberlin History 15).
24

 Shipherd was thrilled at the prospect of acquiring not 

only Mahan and Morgan but also Finney, “the nation’s foremost revival minister” 

(Blodgett, Oberlin History 15). Notably, the hiring of Mahan, Morgan, and Finney was 

wrapped up in the “biggest and most crucial package deals in Oberlin’s history,” because 

none of the leaders would come to Oberlin, nor would the Tappans provide the money 

they promised, unless Oberlin agreed to “a policy of open admissions irrespective of 

color” (Blodgett, Oberlin History 14-15). 

Thus, Oberlin’s tradition of black education came about as part of a bargaining 

deal rather than for an explicit political mission (as it is often portrayed in official 

university histories). In fact, the people of Oberlin were not entirely supportive of the 

idea: “the townspeople were worried about what it might do to the village” and the board 
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 The Tappan brothers also funded six other professorships. They befriended Finney in New York City, 

where Finney settled after a long circuit of revivals (Blodgett, Oberlin History). 
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of trustees and the student body were hotly divided on the issue (Blodgett, Oberlin 

History 15-16). In the end, abolitionist and trustee Reverend John Keep cast the deciding 

vote that allowed for the admission of African American students (“About Oberlin”). The 

history of division surrounding the issue of African American admissions at Oberlin 

continued throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As Roland M. Baumann 

asserts, “Oberlin’s history and its story of racial progress are full of irony, contradictions 

and integrity, myth and reality, and imperfections” (5).  

As much as the college today articulates its traditions and values in racial 

equality, this history was not always a seamless line of progress: there were ups and 

downs. Tracing the issue through archived, historical college documents, Baumann 

argues that the college’s original commitment to admit black Americans thrived under the 

presidencies of Mahan and Finney; however, in the late nineteenth century and first half 

of the twentieth century, Oberlin retreated from this commitment (5). While African 

American students were still permitted to enroll, OC did not make efforts to recruit them 

and their curricular programming did little to support these student populations. In the 

1960s, driven mostly by the protests of Oberlin students themselves, the administration 

and board of trustees redefined and reshaped admissions policies, minoritized 

programming, and course offerings in order to recruit more minoritized students and 

faculty to what had become an increasingly white and privileged Oberlin community 

(Baumann 5, 12). As the twentieth century drew to a close and Oberlin sought to remain 

true to its traditions in the twenty-first century, the college “reaffirmed its principles and 
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practices of racial equality in the context of multiculturalism, which broadened the notion 

of equality to include all people of color” (Baumann 5). 

The recruitment of Reverend Finney as part of the package that also allowed for 

admission of black students at Oberlin reasserted the school’s commitment to the 

Christian, moral values that its founders believed in. An Oberlin education meant a 

religious and moral education. Nonetheless, as the college became more competitive and 

selective, its primary religious mission shifted to include a more explicitly academic and 

scholastic agenda. As Oberlin’s religious mission changed and the school became 

increasingly secularized, the college’s moral values shifted into extra-curricular social 

programs. Ginzberg argues that the late 1840s represented a transition away from the 

“rhetoric of the evangelical years” that was rooted in the “female values” of morality 

toward an interest in the more secular “electoral politics” (75). Barnard claims that a less 

evangelical tone began to emerge with the presidency of James H. Fairchild in 1866 (4). 

Fairchild had “neither the talent nor the desire” of the previous Oberlin president, Rev. 

Finney, to preach the lively revivals on Tappan Square and at First Church (Barnard 5). 

However, Fairchild remained committed to the college’s Christian ideals, remarking in 

his inaugural address that Oberlin students should be “deeply engaged in the great moral 

concerns” of their time (Barnard 6). In tracing the historical arc of religion at Oberlin 

College, Barnard notes that by the time Fairchild’s presidency drew to a close at the end 

of the nineteenth century, Oberlin was beginning to relax its requirements for religious 

worship, and the “daily chapel and class prayer meetings were increasingly defended on a 

social rather than a religious basis” (104). 
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Rather than the evangelical ideals of salvation and personal morality, the 

twentieth century brought about an interest in a new faith at Oberlin that combined 

“reverence for the worth of the individual with social redemption” (Barnard 115). This 

interest in social service, though, clearly had its roots in religion. During the first half of 

the 1900s, students learned the importance of service through faith-based organizations 

such as the YMCA and YWCA, a “model of social justice rooted in white evangelical 

Christian social activism” (Baumann 8). Drawing a connection between this progressive 

model of social justice and religious evangelicalism, Barnard remarks that “the 

movement for social, economic, and political reform of the early twentieth century bore 

many marks of its birth in a religious and academic matrix, . . . reflect[ing] many of the 

same social, religious, and academic assumptions that shaped education at Oberlin” 

(126). Even though the explicit religious mission of Oberlin does not exist today, the 

college is still impacted from its early commitment to Christian ideals and morality. The 

historical narratives of Oberlin College’s commitments to religion, co-education, and 

African American education reveal the complex religious, economic, and political forces 

at play in the institution’s evolution over nearly 180 years. 

Syracuse University 

Almost 40 years after Shipherd and Stewart began the colony and college of 

Oberlin with a religious covenant for residents to sign, Syracuse University began as a 

charter—a contractual agreement—between church and city in 1870. SU functions as 

both a charter and a covenant in the ways Tony C. Chambers defines the term in “The 

Special Role of Higher Education in Society.” Chambers argues that charter and covenant 
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uniquely reflect the complex “set of public agreements between higher education and 

society” (6). “Charter” has a “corporate, transactional connotation that brings to mind 

legalistic and historically stable” qualities, while “covenant” connotes “religious, moral, 

or spiritual images” (Chambers 6). The founding of SU exemplifies this dualistic 

purpose. The city of Syracuse contributed $100,000 to help endow and found the 

university, but the Methodist Episcopal Church also provided monetary, ideological, and 

leadership support (Syracuse University History; Chronology). 

As a charter, Syracuse needed funding from and general approval of the city of 

Syracuse. Unlike Oberlin, where the colony and college were founded around the same 

time, the founders of Syracuse University had to convince an already-existing set of 

townspeople of the value of establishing a university there. While SU today is seen as a 

resource to improve deteriorating aspects of the local community, in the late nineteenth-

century the roles were very much reversed. The school relied on the resources of the 

surrounding community and its wealthy business owners to help found, endow, 

strengthen, and expand the fledgling institution.  

On the other hand, SU’s relationship with the community can also be exemplified 

through a “covenant.” Its Christian, Methodist roots represent the religious and moral 

dimensions of the school’s mission and of its responsibilities to the wider public it serves. 

According to historian W. Freeman Galpin, a major force in keeping the university 

operative in its early days was “the undying love and faith its founders had in Christ and 

the Methodist Church” (253). Additionally, the founders of SU relied heavily on 
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contributions from donors in the Church, many of whom served as trustees on the 

school’s board. 

While OC began as part of a vision for a utopian community held to the ideals of 

Christian perfectionism, SU’s religious roots were not so completely tied to a vision of 

the surrounding community and with religious reformation. SU fell in line with a growing 

number of colleges and universities established by “Protestant denominations and 

Catholic orders . . . to provide for the moral and religious development of young citizens” 

(Chambers 14).
 25

 However, unlike OC’s founding, SU was not established exclusively 

for the spread of Christian ideals. From its start, SU did not advocate only one kind of 

religion, despite its overwhelming monetary and leadership support from the United 

Methodist Church. According to some scholars, the United Methodist Church historically 

supported institutions of higher education for their educational value, “rather than for the 

purposes of religious indoctrination” (Elliot et al. qtd. in Rincon 40). Despite this claim, 

SU’s Methodist origins and Christian mission resulted in an education that was intended 

to be a “hand-maid of God” (Galpin 254). This commitment to the Methodist faith 

became manifest in SU’s aim to develop not only the minds of its students but also their 

moral character (Smalley 7). Faculty initiated an “Annual Day of Prayer” to “quicken the 

moral tone of every student,” and chapel was a “fixed feature” from the earliest days of 

the University (Galpin 259, 255).
26

 Speeches by SU chancellors in the early years also 

emphasized the significance of moral character. For example, Chancellor James Roscoe 
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 The Methodist Church in particular founded thirty-two colleges between 1822 and 1865 (Astin and Lee 

14). 
26

 Students were not compelled to go to the Methodist Church (Galpin 255). 
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Day, in an address to students in 1920, declared: “You will not all be President. You will 

not all be rich. You will not all be famous. But every one of you . . . may reach the 

greatest estate ever seen on this earth—a true character” (“The Chancellor’s” 173). In 

many ways, SU’s religious affiliation fostered this commitment to teaching morality and 

good character. 

Despite its foundation in the Methodist faith, SU changed its charter in 1920 to be 

“nonsectarian” (Chronology).
27

 Even though SU’s official religious affiliation no longer 

existed formally (in fact, the SU’s “Chronology” website articulates the shift as a 

“loosening” of its ties with the Methodist Episcopal Church), the school shifted its moral 

education to extra-curricular programming and to service for the public good. As Richard 

L. Phillips and Donald G. Right note in their history of SU’s Hendricks Chapel, “in our 

current society . . . the roles once performed by ‘religion’ have been incorporated into 

schools and government agencies” (80). They illustrate how this “secularization” of 

society is reflected in the increasingly secularized history of SU’s beloved Hendricks 

Chapel (Phillips and Wright). In the 1960s, Dean John H. McCombe took a flexible 

approach to the religious mission and activities of the Chapel, taking a “broad 

understanding of the purpose of religion in society” (Phillips and Wright 214). SU’s 

historical commitment to religious tolerance and its increasing secularization is reflected 

in the initiatives of Hendricks Chapel today. The Chapel is the foundation of many 

campus-community initiatives through its Office of Engagement Programs, which 

                                                 
27

 Even today, SU maintains some ties with the United Methodist Church (UMC), including its membership 

in the International Association of Methodist Schools, Colleges, and Universities and the membership of 

three members on SU’s board of trustees to represent the UMC as stated in the university by-laws 

(“International”; “Syracuse University Bylaws”). 
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“fosters a commitment to service in order to promote a more caring, just and democratic 

society” and operates within a “social justice context” (“Hendricks”). These initiatives 

indicate a shift in the contemporary purpose of Hendricks Chapel away from an explicit 

religious mission towards more secular community outreach and engagement programs.  

Co-education is also an important aspect of SU’s history. In the 1840s, 1850s, and 

1860s—around the founding of SU in 1870—Oberlin’s model of co-education spread to 

several religious colleges, including Bates, Swarthmore, and Syracuse (Solomon 84). 

Though these colleges were of “different denominations . . . all shared the same Christian 

values about the relationships of men and women” (Solomon 84). However, similar to the 

controversies surrounding the inclusion of African American students at Oberlin, not all 

students and trustees were in support of co-education at SU. For example, in an article in 

the campus newspaper, male students argued that “women’s inability to learn was an 

established fact” (qtd. in Gorney 9). Despite resistance from some parties, first Chairman 

of the Board Reverend Peck and first Chancellor Reverend Haven agreed that admissions 

should be open “to all qualified persons, regardless of sex” (Gorney 9). In fact, among the 

seven young women who enrolled in the first class was Chancellor Haven’s daughter 

(Gorney 9). This early commitment to co-education by SU’s founders established a 

tradition of progressive initiatives devoted to equality and social justice. 

Within SU’s early years, we can also trace a commitment to public service and 

civic affairs. In a Baccalaureate Sermon on the Fiftieth Anniversary of SU, Chancellor 

Day proclaimed that “every man [sic] in every [profession] is now related to public 

demands of town and State and nation” (“Baccalaureate Sermon” 170). Making a 
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distinction between a monarchy and a republic, Day asserts that in the United States we 

find the latter and thus “all men are rulers and law-makers and all men must be educated” 

(“Baccalaureate Sermon” 170). Chancellor Day’s comments reflect the crucial role of 

higher education in the United States: “the purpose of the institution [is to train] youth for 

Public Service in Church and Civil State” (“Chancellor’s Address” 174). The stability of 

our democracy relies on having educated citizens who are committed to the democratic 

enterprise and committed to public service in some capacity. Syracuse was one of the 

first universities to formally recognize this public commitment by creating the Maxwell 

School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, which opened in 1924. It was the first program 

in the nation to offer education in public administration (“Maxwell”). Maxwell’s founder, 

George Holmes Maxwell, stated that the primary purpose of the school was to “teach 

good citizenship” and “to cull from every source those principles, facts, and elements 

which, combined, make up our rights and duties and our value and distinctiveness as 

United States citizens” (“Maxwell”). The founders had two hopes for the programs’ 

graduates: that they would either (1) go into the teaching profession and instruct their 

students in “old-fashioned, patriotic values” or (2) go on to a career of public service, 

ready to “enter government and immediately effect change” after graduation 

(“Maxwell”).  

The Maxwell School’s focus on teaching as public service is also exhibited 

Chancellor Day’s 1920 address, which emphasized SU’s service to New York, New 

Jersey, and Pennsylvania by preparing students in the teaching profession (174). The idea 

that public service equated to entering the teaching profession seems to be a common 
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way of thinking during this time. For instance, in her work with settlement houses in the 

early twentieth-century, Vida Dutton Scudder found that Wellesley students “expected 

that their service would take the form of classroom teaching” because the “upper-middle-

class Protestant girls had grown up shielded from the unsightly poor” (Garbus 551). 

While teaching is still considered a great service to the public in our society today, many 

institutions, including Syracuse University, have shifted their conception of service to 

include community engagement projects that improve the well-being of local publics and 

that often have a social-justice mission. 

A final aspect of SU’s history that cannot be overlooked in understanding its 

relationship with the community is its mythical ties to local Native American populations 

through the use of American Indian symbols and images in the school’s former mascot: 

the Saltine Warrior named Chief Bill Orange. While SU celebrates its historical legacy of 

co-education and civic education, the complicated histories surrounding this Native 

American character are deemphasized, though not entirely ignored, within official 

historical accounts on SU’s website (“Syracuse University History”). Donald M. Fisher 

argues that when SU was founded in the late 1800s, it established “mythical ties with the 

Onondaga people of the Iroquois Confederacy” who had been in the Syracuse region 

since the early 1500s (26). During this time, according to Fisher, competitiveness in 

university recruiting and intercollegiate athletics “led the university to create an identity 

rooted in local Native antiquity” (26). SU’s Chief Bill Orange and the Saltine Warrior 

both drew on the image of a primitive noble savage (Fisher 41). Fisher illustrates how 

SU’s “ill-defined historical link between Natives and the university” led students to 
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believe (incorrectly) that the university had inherited lands from the Natives (27). 

Moreover, SU’s American Indian mascot helped “reinforce notions of race and class 

superiority” by positioning students within “the doctrine of the inevitability of progress, 

of Indian savagery giving way to collegian civilization” (Fisher 30). In 1978, members of 

an SU Native American student group led protests against the use of the Saltine Warrior 

mascot, and local Onondagan Chief and SU almnus, Oren Lyons, agreed that the mascot 

was “derogatory” (“Syracuse University History”). Despite criticism from many SU 

alumni and Syracuse community members, the university discontinued its use of the 

American Indian mascot in 1978 (Fisher). Fisher contends that the extreme backlash to 

this decision reveals “white disinterest in the views of Indians, anxiety over the loss of 

white control of imagery, and fear of the undermining doctrine of racial hierarchy” (37). 

The new mascot ultimately evolved through the 1980s and 1990s into Otto the Orange (as 

in the citrus fruit). As recently as the mid-1990s, the SU community reinitiated debate 

about the use of the Native mascot, with many advocating for the university to revert 

back to the racist and derogatory imagery of its past. This aspect of SU’s history 

demonstrates the continued complications the institution has in its relationship with the 

surrounding community and Native populations. However, SU’s current outreach 

projects, discussed later in this chapter, attempt to address social and class inequities in 

the local neighborhoods surrounding the university. 

University of Arizona 

 The University of Arizona (UA) is a state school that was established through a 

land-grant in 1885 in Tucson, Arizona. Unlike Syracuse University and Oberlin College, 
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UA does not have historical ties to religion nor is the school private. Bearing some 

similarity to Oberlin College’s founding in a new colony in what at the time (1830s) was 

considered “the west,” UA was established in a place that was newly settled by 

Americans but in the middle of the desert—what would eventually be the southwestern 

United States.
28

 In fact, UA was founded only twenty-two years after Arizona first 

became an American territory and twenty-seven years before Arizona officially joined 

the United States (National Association 35).
29

 However, UA’s history deviates in 

significant ways from the two other schools in this study. A noteworthy point of 

departure is in the relationship between town and university at its founding. Whereas 

Oberlin College was an important part of its founders’ original utopian vision for the 

community, and Syracuse University was a welcome collaboration between the 

Methodist Church and business owners in the community, the University of Arizona 

began with a public rejection from the Tucson community. 

 “It was 1885 and the mood was mean,” begins the story on UA’s website (“UA 

History”). Cities in the territory of Arizona needed new sources of revenue, such as 

buildings and institutions, funded by taxes which would produce future income (Ball). 

The territory’s legislature debated where to establish the state capital, a new insane 

asylum, a teacher’s college, and its first university. The former two were considered 

valuable assets, whereas “no one really wanted” the latter two, especially since there 

were no high schools in the territory at the time (Ball 2). To the great disappointment of 

                                                 
28

 A number of Indian populations settled in Arizona for centuries before Americans.  
29

 Abraham Lincoln signed the Congressional Act which created the Territory of Arizona in 1863 (Ball 2). 

Arizona became the 48
th

 state—and last contiguous state—to be admitted to the United States in 1912 

(“Arizona History”). 
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Tucson residents, Prescott retained the capital and Phoenix was granted $100,000 to 

establish the asylum for the insane; Tempe was given the teacher’s college (Ball).
30

 And, 

as “an unwelcome consolation prize,” Tucson was given $25,000 to establish the state’s 

first university (“UA History”). Pima County legislative representative C.C. Stephens 

“was bitterly rebuked by his Tucson constituents” when they learned of his inability to 

persuade the legislature to establish either the capital or the asylum in their community 

(Ball 2). Expecting a hearty welcome with his news of the university, Stephens was 

instead greeted by angry citizens who showered him with “ripe eggs, rotting vegetables, 

and, some say, a dead cat” (Martin 24). To make matters worse, the legislature required 

that forty acres of land be granted by people in the community in order for the town to 

receive the $25,000 to start the university. No one in Tucson was willing to contribute 

land for the university, and, if it had not been for the leadership of Jacob S. Mansfeld, 

who was “deeply interested in the city’s development, believing steadfastly in the 

concept of the University,” UA would likely not exist today (Ball 2). Mansfeld, a new 

member of the Board of Regents, was able to convince three Tucson businessmen to 

donate the required 40 acres of land, and thus began the founding of UA (“UA History”). 

 Despite the turmoil surrounding the university’s early beginnings in 1885, the 

ceremony for the groundbreaking of UA in 1887 was attended by a “crowd of about 600 

Tucsonians” (Ball 5). And, when classes first began in 1891, historians claim Tucson 

citizens were no longer angry; they celebrated their town’s accomplishment (“UA 

History”). For the newly developing territory of Arizona, establishing its first university 

                                                 
30

 The teacher’s college in Tempe, Tempe Normal School, eventually became Arizona State College and 

then Arizona State University (Ball 2). 
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represented an opportunity for a fresh start. The “thieving thirteenth” legislature who 

voted to found the university in Tucson saw the establishment of an institution of learning 

as a chance to “wash away [their] sins” (Franklin qtd. in Ball 2).
31

 According to 

representative Selim M. Franklin of the “thieving thirteenth,” UA should be a place 

“where for all time to come the youth of the land may learn to become better citizens than 

we are” (qtd. in Ball 2). For many Tucsonans, UA eventually came to represent beneficial 

opportunities, yet it is impossible to overlook the impact of such a contested beginning: 

the fact of the matter is that UA was “unwelcome, undervalued, and resented in Tucson” 

from the start (Sonnichsen 136). 

 The University of Arizona did offer many benefits to the surrounding community, 

however, having a “profound effect on the development of Tucson” (Sonnichsen 140). 

Young people who attended the university had their minds opened to new possibilities 

and were prepared for a variety of careers; the university also added a “cultured element 

to the population” (Sonnichsen 140). With the growth surrounding the university, the city 

of Tucson correspondingly grew as well. In the early twentieth century, the university 

provided opportunities and morale for the community during the hard times of the 

depression. For example, UA’s newly built stadium engendered a sense of pride in the 

community (Sonnichsen 232). Additionally, Tucson’s unemployed men during the 

depression benefitted from government-funded public building projects as part of 

Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal. UA President Homer Shantz campaigned and won the 
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 The “thieving thirteenth” was the thirteenth legislature of the territory of Arizona. The legislature earned 

the nickname because of their “outrageous expenditures” and because “big prizes went to the shrewdest 

politicians” (Turner). 
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university an $800,000 grant from the Public Works Administration to fund construction 

of a number of new buildings and remodeling of existing buildings on campus 

(Sonnichsen 245). 

A significant aspect of the University of Arizona’s history is its founding as a 

land-grant university. With a mission to teach “agriculture and the mechanic arts in order 

to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes,” land-grant 

universities were intended to be for the service of the people, particularly farmers (“The 

First Morrill Act”). The Morrill Act of 1862 provided support (land and money) to help 

establish a number of universities, including UA, in the late nineteenth century.
32

 Prior to 

the Morrill Act, higher education was “preserved for, and helped preserve, the aristocracy 

of society” (McDowell 4). Because of its land-grant mission, UA differs from Oberlin 

and Syracuse in significant ways. As UA President Richard A. Harvill explained in a 

1953 speech, “The Country’s early private colleges, like their European prototypes, 

served a small group. They prepared those who wanted to be lawyers, doctors, ministers, 

or teachers, and those who wished to enjoy more abundantly a life of leisure” (10-11). 

Thus, the introduction of land-grant universities opened many opportunities for young 

people from less wealthy backgrounds and from families in industries, such as farming 

and agriculture, that were not typically associated with higher education. 

Over the years, a number of additional pieces of legislation related to land-grant 

institutions were passed. In addition to a teaching mandate in the original 1862 act, the 
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 The 1862 Act established an agriculture college in each state and territory. The second Morrill Act in 

1890 established an additional seventeen institutions, primarily in the southeast and primarily for African 

American students (Colleges of Agriculture 1). 
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Hatch Act in 1887 added a research function, and the 1914 Smith-Lever Act added a third 

function called “extension” (Colleges of Agriculture 8). This three-part mission—

“teaching, research, and service”—has been “a hallmark of the land grant college of 

agriculture system” (Colleges of Agriculture 15). The establishment of land-grant 

colleges was expected to greatly improve the country through the teaching, research, and 

service that would be passed down from educated young people to their rural home 

communities and families. Through the land-grant legislation, universities were, for the 

first time, “conducting research to improve the efficiency and productivity of farming and 

domestic practices” to help build the developing nation (Chambers 14). 

 For both the writers of the Morrill Act and early leaders of the Arizona territory, 

education was seen as an important way of preserving the democratic government of the 

United States. Yet, this legislation that was seemingly for the people excluded many local 

minoritized populations. Justin Morrill, the sponsor of the land-grant colleges act in 1862 

was interested in higher education’s role in “the maintenance of political democracy” 

through “democratic access to higher education” (McDowell 4). Morrill believed that 

founding land-grant colleges would be a method of broadening higher education and 

placing it within reach “of those whose destiny assigns them to, or who may have the 

courage to choose industrial vocations where the wealth of nations is produced” (qtd. in 

McDowell 4). As federally-funded government institutions, the land-grant colleges 

established by the Morrill Act were specifically intended to support the democratic 

society of America by further promoting the idea that higher education should be more 

widely available to persons from diverse economic and professional backgrounds—an 
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important break from the legacy of European universities that were primarily for the elite. 

However, because of pervasive racism, these educational opportunities were rarely 

extended to minoritized populations in the region, which is unfortunate especially given 

UA’s location within an area with a high concentration of Native American populations.  

An example of racist attitudes in the late nineteenth century can be found in the 

comments of Arizona Governor Safford. Safford advocated for the raising of taxes to 

support education in the 1860s, but the people of Arizona argued that they could not 

afford additional taxes because Apache raids kept them in “poverty and distress” (Harvill 

11). To this, Governor Safford retorted that “Unless we educate the rising generation we 

shall raise a population no more capable of self government than the Apaches 

themselves” (qtd. in Harvill 11-12).
33

 Safford’s racist comments portray Native 

populations as savages, unable to rule themselves. Safford’s sentiments reveal the 

importance of higher education for supporting democracy, but they also, unfortunately, 

are a vivid reminder of how exclusionary this view of democracy was at the time.
34

  

Today, UA makes diversity a priority, which includes serving the many Native 

American tribes located near the campus. The state of Arizona is home to over 250,000 

Native Americans among 21 federally recognized tribes (“Arizona’s Native American 

Tribes”). UA’s campus is in close proximity to a number of reservations, including the 
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 When the American Civil War broke leading to the departure of Arizona federal garrisons, the territory 

of Arizona was in bitter conflict with Apache Indians for nearly twenty-five years until the surrender of 

Geronimo in the 1880s (Harvill 8). 
34

 The state of Arizona’s history illustrates its ongoing complications with the democratic participation of 

minoritized populations. Native American populations were barred by law from voting in Arizona until 

1948 (King and Springwood 192). More recently, the state of Arizona publicly exhibited racist attitudes 

toward Mexican immigrants. Arizona’s passage of the controversial SB 1070, which permits law 

enforcement officers to stop and inquire about an individual’s immigration status when there is reasonable 

suspicion that the individual is not a citizen of the U.S., reveals continued racist attitudes by legislative 

leaders today. 
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New and Old Pascua Yaqui Reservation, the San Xavier Reservation, and the Tohono 

O’Odham Reservation (“Native American Student Affairs”). UA has a number of 

programs specifically targeted towards Native American student populations sponsored 

by the office for Native American Student Affairs, including social justice speakers and 

film series and Native American heritage month events. Additionally, UA’s College of 

Medicine houses the Native American Research and Training Center, which conducts 

research and training projects intended to improve the quality of life for Native 

Americans and specifically targets local Native American populations. Fulfilling its land-

grant mission to serve diverse populations in Arizona, UA supports Native populations 

on its campus and has developed research and outreach initiatives that specifically serve 

the local Native American communities. 

A Comparative Look at Contemporary Missions 

 The histories of Oberlin College, Syracuse University, and the University of 

Arizona offer important insights that shape how their current missions are interpreted. 

Building on their historical legacies, these institutions have made choices about how they 

approached community and civic engagement throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries—decisions that impact their articulated visions for the twenty-first century. Of 

particular importance for this comparative study are the unique differences based on the 

institutional types of OC, SU, and UA. In “Institutional Differences in Pursuing the 

Public Good,” Barbara A. Holland argues that the growing engagement movement in 

higher education is making it “more important than ever to understand the distinctions 

among institution types and to consider why engagement seems to take root in some 
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institutional contexts more readily than others” (Holland 235-36). I contend that closely 

reading the histories of institutions, as I have done in this chapter, helps us move towards 

a more nuanced understanding of the distinctions among institution types. Furthermore, 

by examining the current missions and initiatives at OC, SU, and UA in the following 

section, I trace how and why OC and SU have moved towards a more institutionally 

centralized focus on engagement initiatives and how UA has shifted towards a research 

mission that interprets engagement very differently in large part because of its 

institutional context as a research institution and its history as a land-grant college. 

 Holland argues that the general public and media too often look to research 

universities as the measuring stick for engagement efforts. However, in her analysis, 

Holland finds that these institutions are often the least likely to involve themselves in a 

civic mission or engaged scholarship. Indeed, Holland contends research and land-grant 

universities like UA approach engagement through piecemeal or peripheral activities, 

whereas regional institutions with less of a research emphasis often approach engagement 

through a more centralized effort to clarify their mission or “refocus on their core historic 

roots and purposes” (Holland 241). Oberlin’s current mission draws heavily on its 

historic roots in social justice and Syracuse’s new vision for Scholarship-in-Action 

represents an effort to centralize its mission towards engaged scholarship, despite its 

designation as a research university. The University of Arizona, as a research and land-

grant university, has taken a different path and has a much more piecemeal approach to 

engaged scholarship and outreach efforts. According to Holland, these different 

institutional types and missions emerge from differences in risk, value, and profitability 
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in the eyes of administrators. The comparative analysis in the following pages 

demonstrates Holland’s argument well. The defining aspects of each institution’s current 

mission are displayed in Table 5. 

Institution Type Total Students 

in 2010 

(approx.) 

Defining Aspects of 

Current Mission 

Oberlin College 

 

Private Liberal 

Arts College with 

Music 

Conservatory 

2,800 

 

Diversity 

Social consciousness 

Community engagement 

Syracuse 

University 

Private Research 

University 

20,000 Scholarship-in-Action 

University of 

Arizona 

Public 

Research I 

University 

38,400 Public dissemination of 

research 

Table 5: Comparative Contemporary Data of Institutions in Study 

Diversity and Social Consciousness at Oberlin College Today 

Today, Oberlin College is a highly selective and prestigious private liberal arts 

college with a renowned conservatory of music. With a student population of a little less 

than 3,000 and a city population under 9,000, OC has remained a small institution in a 

small community. The college’s current mission reflects its choice to frame its 

institutional history in a particular way: one that emphasizes a commitment to co-

education and African American education, despite the contested nature of these 

histories: “Our legacy of inclusion and respect for diversity sets the tone for campus life 

today” (“About Oberlin”). Even though OC’s history of admitting African American 

students is fraught with complication, the college today has moved towards making 
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diversity a central value. The college’s selection of Marvin Krislov in 2007 to be its 

seventh president is a case in point. In 2003, he led the University of Michigan’s “legal 

defense of its admission policies,” which resulted in the Supreme Court decision 

“recognizing the importance of student body diversity”; the NAACP has praised Krislov 

for his work on the case (“Office of the President”). Krislov’s leadership has moved the 

college in new directions related to not only diversity but also social justice and 

community partnership. 

 Oberlin’s (positively framed) historical legacy functions rhetorically as an asset 

for and value to the college. In fact, President Krislov has referenced Oberlin’s history in 

each of his four state-of-the-college speeches. Being a member of the Oberlin community 

means knowing this history, taking pride in it, and using it as a guide for the future. In 

2010, Krislov asks “how do we, as our forebears did, confront the pressing issues of our 

time in an educational context?” Here, Krislov makes a historical connection articulating 

Oberlin’s ongoing interest in addressing public and social issues. Similarly, in 2011, 

Krislov explains OC’s new comprehensive campaign, which explicitly draws inspiration 

from the institution’s history with goals to “strengthen Oberlin’s historic commitment to 

access and inclusion by endowing scholarships” and to “build on Oberlin’s spirit of 

pioneering social activism by reinventing our college and town as a model of thriving, 

post-carbon economic development.” Krislov is clearly making a rhetorical choice in 

drawing on a partial and constructed history of OC that emphasizes its roots in equality 

and social justice. However, in doing so, he has advanced the social justice mission for 

the college, even though this history is contested. 
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As a small, liberal arts college, Oberlin’s institutional approach to civic and 

community engagement takes the form of a centralized effort in both a re-articulation of 

the school’s mission and in campus-wide programs and offices that initiate partnerships. 

Oberlin College has set a bold new mission for itself and for its student graduates. 

Engendering a sense of “social commitment,” “nurturing students’ social consciousness,” 

graduating individuals who are “humane, thoughtful, and influential actors in the world” 

are among the college’s goals (“About Oberlin”). From this mission it seems clear that 

Oberlin seeks to graduate students who are not simply educated professionals but who are 

also able to apply their education to address public and social issues. A college with a 

mission in this vein has a commitment to the larger public and society beyond its campus 

borders and this is exemplified in a number of community initiatives and partnerships 

Oberlin continues to foster. Indeed, describing a partnership between OC and city 

schools, President Krislov continues to draw on the historic relationship between town 

and gown, stating: “We believe in building community and tackling the world’s toughest 

problems. The fates of this institution and this city are inextricably intertwined” (“State-

of-the-College Speech 2011”). 

 Oberlin College’s historical connection to its surrounding community continues to 

be cultivated through a number of campus programs and initiatives. The Office of 

Community and Government Relations oversees a number of outreach programs; the 

office’s goals are to be “proactive in communication and pursue opportunities that allow 

us to attain achievable solutions that will improve the community” (“Community”). This 

office fosters partnerships with local schools, including a summer academic program for 
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kindergarten through twelfth grade students called WAVE (Words Are Very 

Empowering), a concurrent enrollment program called OCEAN (Oberlin College 

Educational Alliance Network) for local high school students to enroll in OC equivalent 

courses, and a teacher recruitment program called SITES (Spanish in the Elementary 

Schools) (“Community”). The Office of Community and Government Relations also 

helps form collaborations related to environment and sustainability projects in the 

community, including a recent project in which the college contributed $75,000 to help 

fund  renovations to the local fire station to make it a Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design (LEED) building (“Community”). Additionally, Oberlin sponsors 

theater programming, such as the Summer Theater Festival and shows at the 

community’s Apollo Theater (“Community”). All of these efforts reveal Oberlin’s strong 

commitment to its surrounding community. Furthermore, Oberlin has chosen to be a 

model and leader in town-gown relations by joining with the City of Oberlin in 2008 to 

be founding members of the International Town and Gown Association (ITGA) 

(“Community”). Through ITGA, Oberlin is working to “maximize shared resources, 

programs, planning and project opportunities with the City of Oberlin and the region” 

(“Community”). Clearly, Oberlin College is committed to forging strong relationships 

and partnerships with local organizations in its community. 

 Oberlin’s successful town-gown relations are also found in their academic 

programming through the Bonner Center for Service and Learning (BCSL). The BCSL 

mission is to “encourage all students to become engaged citizens” and their vision is that 

Oberlin students, faculty, staff, and community members “understand the importance and 
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benefits of a civically engaged community . . . that recognizes and respects the cultures of 

others and acknowledges community service as a bold, innovative approach to learning” 

(“Bonner”). BCSL helps promote the idea that students can enhance their learning in 

meaningful ways by incorporating service components and/or partnerships with the local 

community into their courses of study. These kinds of educational experiences help 

Oberlin students learn how to be both engaged citizens and civic leaders. BCSL 

coordinates Oberlin’s annual “Day of Service,” administers an “America Reads” tutoring 

program, offers scholarships for students who conduct community service and have 

financial need, manages a community service work-study program, and supports faculty 

members in designing courses with community-based learning components (“Bonner”). 

According to a report by the BCSL, during the 2009-2010 school year Oberlin students 

engaged in 11,800 hours of community-based learning, 1,900 hours on the “Day of 

Service,” 12,900 hours of service through the Bonner Scholars Program, 18,200 hours 

through the Community Service Work Study Program, and 13,900 hours of service 

during winter term (“Oberlin Serves”). As a result of these high numbers of service, 

Oberlin’s commitment to service has honored publically with its acceptance into the 

President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll with distinction. 

 With so many programs committed to engaging and supporting the surrounding 

community and for integrating an ethic of social consciousness through community-based 

learning, Oberlin College is a prime location for instructors engaging in public 

pedagogies. Oberlin articulates its commitment to these ideals through emphasizing the 
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positive aspects of its institutional history, and instructors and students alike position 

themselves within the college’s (positive) legacy by conforming to these ideals. 

Scholarship-in-Action at Syracuse University Today 

Syracuse University is a private research institution with approximately 20,000 

students. Currently, Syracuse’s mission is defined by the leadership of Chancellor Nancy 

Cantor, SU’s eleventh chancellor. As Martha W. Gilliland remarks in her article 

“Presidential Leadership for the Public Good,” the two principles that served her well are 

vision and values: “inspiring as a leader with vision” and “reaching inside for a guiding 

moral principle for decision making as a leader with values” (309). Chancellor Cantor 

came with both of these principles being actualized in what she calls “scholarship-in-

action.” This vision is so fundamental to how the university currently positions itself and 

its goals that it is displayed in the center of the university’s home page: “scholarship-in-

action . . . breaks out of the traditional ‘ivory tower.’ It drives us to forge innovative and 

sustained partnerships across our local and global communities” (Syracuse University). 

Unlike the historical image of the fortress on the hill, Syracuse University today, 

especially under the leadership of Nancy Cantor, is making a concerted effort to come 

down from the hill and out into the community and world.  

Chancellor Cantor has lectured and published papers on the role of universities as 

“anchor institutions in their communities,” as well as issues such as “rewarding public 

scholarship, sustainability, liberal education and the creative campus, the status of women 

in the academy, and racial justice and diversity” (“Meet Chancellor”). Cantor and her 

vision for scholarship-in-action have moved SU in a direction that supports higher 
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education for the public good. Since becoming chancellor in 2004, SU has earned the 

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching’s classification as a university 

committed to Community Engagement and was recognized as one of the nation’s 

“Colleges with a Conscience”; Cantor herself also earned the 2008 Carnegie Corporation 

Academic Leadership Award (“Meet Chancellor”). 

On the university’s website, SU articulates its scholarship-in-action vision as 

seeing the university as “a public good” and as “an anchor institution” (“Our Vision”). 

Drawing on Cantor’s scholarship, SU defines itself as an “anchor institution,” which 

means an institution that leverages its “intellectual capital” to play an integral role in 

society by partnering with “all sectors of the economy: public, private, and non-profit” 

(“Our Vision”). This is certainly a vision for the university that values the public 

purposes of an education. Interestingly, SU looks to the Kellogg Commission on the 

Future of State and Land Grant Institutions (of which it is neither) to articulate the 

importance of this “expansive definition” of the university. SU quotes the Kellogg 

Commission’s argument that universities must “reshape [its] historic agreement with the 

American people so that it fits the times that are emerging instead of the times that have 

passed” (“Our Vision”). SU’s goals conform with these ideas as they strive to educate 

“informed and committed citizens,” “strengthen democratic institutions,” “share 

knowledge generously,” “inform and engage public opinion and debate,” and “cultivate 

and sustain public intellectuals” (“Our Vision”). 

Syracuse University has initiated a number of outreach projects that exemplify its 

commitment to the local and global communities it serves. As an “anchor institution,” SU 
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identified collaborations in five areas: 1) art, design, and technology, 2) environmental 

sustainability, 3) global collaborative, 4) inclusive urban education, and 5) neighborhood 

and cultural entrepreneurship. A number of community projects have emerged from these 

collaborations, including the Connective Corridor which connects the university hill with 

the downtown business district, tutoring and college scholarship programs in the local 

schools (Partnership for Better Schools and Say Yes to Education Syracuse), a reclaimed 

warehouse that offers community spaces for educational activities and art galleries, and 

the Near West Side neighborhood revitalization project (SALT) which combines art, 

technology, and environmentally sustainable building design (“SU as Anchor”).
35

 Many 

of these development initiatives are intended to improve the community economically 

and provide jobs. 

 Even prior to Chancellor Cantor’s scholarship-in-action campaign, Syracuse 

University was moving in the direction of supporting community outreach and student 

community service. Under the leadership of Chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw, the Center for 

Public and Community Service (CPCS) first opened in 1994. Now named for Shaw’s 

wife, a prominent community leader, the Mary Ann Shaw CPCS coordinates service-

learning initiatives on campus. In an interview with Chancellor Shaw in 1999, he notes 

with pride that Syracuse students volunteered over 500,000 hours that year and mentions 

community involvement with renovation projects on Marshall Street, the movie theater, 

moving power lines underground, and establishing business improvement districts 

(Greene 82). Interestingly for the present study, Shaw also draws attention to the newly 

                                                 
35

 The Near West Side initiative has direct ties to a number of community writing courses that will be 

discussed in chapters 3. 
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emerging service-learning component in the writing program, stating “We have about 

thirty-five sections of our writing program where the students are doing community 

service and then writing about it” (qtd. in Greene 82). Shaw continues, noting that 

management courses require a similar assignment and “in fact, there are many classes that 

require community service” (emphasis in original, qtd. in Greene 82). Through Shaw’s 

and now Cantor’s leadership, SU continues to develop its commitment to community 

outreach projects through a centralized re-articulation of its vision and in development 

projects that draw together a number of departments and units on campus. In this 

centralized focus, SU resembles OC’s approach to community engagement; yet, because 

of its considerably larger size, SU is able to bring together diverse campus groups to 

partner with community groups to initiate large-scale projects. As a public, research 

university—the largest in this study—UA has a different approach to community 

engagement, one that is driven by research and diffused among separate department and 

program units, rather than centralized in a new mission and campus-wide programming. 

Interpreting Service through Research at University of Arizona Today 

 The University of Arizona has evolved and grown considerably in the 125 years 

since it was established as a land-grant institution and school of agriculture. Since the late 

nineteenth century, the changing nature of higher education has led to many 

reinterpretations of the original land-grant mission. As George R. McDowell argues, the 

dominant influence on the evolution of land-grant institutions has been “generating new 

knowledge and graduate education,” as evidenced by the fact that most currently fall into 

the categories of research universities and doctoral institutions (6). Additionally, land-
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grant universities like the University of Arizona have grown considerably to become 

“diverse and complex institutions” that encompass much more than the schools of 

agriculture they began as (McDowell 9). While the UA claims to continue honoring its 

land-grant roots—“we honor our three-fold commitment to education, research and 

community service”—research has emerged as the institution’s foremost priority (“About 

the University”). 

 UA interprets its outreach, service, and extension mission through the lens of its 

contributions and prestige in terms of research. UA’s mission is to “empower graduates 

to be leaders in solving complex societal problems,” and the school identifies “access and 

quality” as the defining attributes of this mission (“About the University”). Access 

certainly remains a value held over from the institution’s land-grant mission, and, unlike 

Oberlin and Syracuse, a UA education is much more affordable and accessible to the 

general population. However, UA defines its quality in terms of “research that improves 

the human condition,” “prestigious faculty,” and “economic impact” in terms of money 

generated from research (“About the University”). This research-driven model interprets 

community programming and outreach much differently than Oberlin College and 

Syracuse University. It is important to note, however, that UA’s positioning as a state 

institution is quite different than OC and SU as private institutions; UA’s choice to 

emphasize research has allowed it to obtain a great deal of research-based grant funding 

that is not tied to the whims of a state legislature or state budget during times of 

economic downturn. 
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 UA’s community outreach efforts are diffused through various departments and 

programs on campus, rather than through central, campus-wide offices for service-

learning or community-based learning. Furthermore, UA focuses much more on research 

in its interpretation of service. For example, the school’s “Global Engagement” projects 

are touted as reaching an all-time high in research expenditures for 2008-2009. UA’s 

emphasis on research sets a different tone for this work than what we have seen at 

Oberlin and Syracuse. The amount of money spent on research and the distribution of the 

knowledge from that research are central values in the UA campus culture. 

 UA continues to identify with its historic, land-grant mission and strives to foster 

a relationship with the surrounding community that serves the ideals of that mission. In a 

2010 North Central Association Self-Study Report, UA demonstrates how it meets the 

accreditation criterion for “engagement and service” through “service to the people of 

Arizona” (“Bridging” vi). The self-study cites a number of engagement projects, 

including ones through the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (here again, direct 

connections back to the agriculturally-based land-grant mission), the UA Poetry Center, 

and the Center for Excellence in Women’s Health (“Bridging”). In the report, UA 

identifies some of the same challenges I’ve noted here in relation to smaller institutions 

regarding its ability to centralize, publicize, and connect disparate engagement efforts 

across campus, explaining in the self-report that “the UA needs to increase its 

communication and promotion of engagement activities on campus and beyond” 

(“Bridging” vi). Moreover, the report emphasizes UA’s “commitment to engagement 

through research,” identifying a number of research-based community partnerships such 
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as a Border Health Service Learning Institute and public school partnerships with the 

College of Education (“Bridging 180-81). 

 Since the self-study in 2010, UA has continued developing community-based 

projects that partner town and gown for the betterment of both. For example, UA has 

recently started a building project that will establish student housing in the downtown 

Tucson area. Former UA President Robert N. Shelton claims that the new student 

housing initiative will “further increase the University’s community engagement while 

providing additional social and economic life to a renewed downtown redevelopment 

effort” (qtd. in Fitzenberger). Tucson’s former Mayor Bob Walkup agreed, stating that 

the City of Tucson and UA share a vision of downtown as a “place where the city and the 

UA join together to build a brighter future for our region” (qtd. in Fitzenberger). Though 

downtown businesses will likely benefit from having students nearby, this initiative is 

still primarily centered on providing housing for students, rather than explicitly making 

spaces that bring college and community members together as in the Warehouse project 

at Syracuse. Nonetheless, this project exemplifies UA engaging community through 

investment projects that will encourage economic growth in the local area. 

 Another newly developed program at the University of Arizona is the National 

Institute for Civil Discourse. Created in the wake of the shooting of Representative 

Gabriel Giffords and other public officials and citizens in Tucson in January of 2011, the 

institute is a “national, nonpartisan center for debate, research, education and policy 

generation regarding civic engagement and civility in public discourse” (“The National”). 

While this new effort does move UA towards civic engagement initiatives, it once again 
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exemplifies UA’s different approach because of its institutional type. However, this 

project exemplifies again how UA as a large research institution takes a research-based 

approach. The institute’s goals are to “support research and policy generation,” and much 

of the online presence of the group emphasizes research grant awards, research briefs, 

and profiles of selected researchers (“The National”). The Institute is currently funding 

“two independent research projects aimed at investigating civility in the public domain” 

(“The National”). 

 Because UA’s approach to community outreach is more dispersed than OC’s and 

SU’s, many projects are found in particular department and program units, rather than as 

campus-wide initiatives. For example, as I noted in Chapter 1 there are a number of 

outreach efforts within the UA Writing Program, such as the Wildcat Writers first-year 

writing service-learning program, service-learning partnerships in 300-level professional 

writing courses, and the bringing together of public school teachers and university 

teachers in the Southern Arizona Writing Project—to name a few. There are both 

advantages and disadvantages to this more diffused model of community engagement 

projects. While having central offices to support engagement may make community 

partnerships easier to initiate, for example, they can also serve as a mediating force that 

complicates or distances the partnership in ways that a more direct, program-based 

project might avoid. 

 UA’s historical legacy as a land-grant university makes it a prime candidate for 

reconnecting with the public service mission of higher education through engagement 

efforts. This is precisely what the Kellogg Commission on the Future of State and Land-
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Grant Universities has been advocating for over the past decade. In a series of reports 

published in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the Kellogg Commission argued that unless 

public universities (state and land-grant universities) significantly change the ways they 

conduct themselves, they are likely to become irrelevant to society. McDowell agrees 

with the Kellogg Commission, stating that failure to “reengage the society” in the face of 

the land-grant historical mission “would be an abandonment of the social contract with 

the people of America” (27). In particular, McDowell sees the opportunity for land-grant 

institutions to interpret their legislated mission for “extension” to mean community 

engagement and public service. Indeed, the Kellogg Commission advocates for a 

reinterpretation of the “teaching, research, and service” formula, instead advocating for 

universities to think in terms of “learning, discovery, and engagement” (12). For the 

Kellogg Commission, part of having an engaged university means “every student would 

be expected to participate in the civic life of the university . . . [and] the larger 

community, through community service, service learning, or in work experiences related 

to his or her career aspirations” (54). The projects noted here show that OC, SU, and UA 

are moving in the direction of engagement through the kinds of initiatives the Kellogg 

Commission advocates. OC and SU are accomplishing this through centralized efforts, 

such as institutional missions that articulate socially-conscious and community 

engagement goals for students, whereas UA approaches engagement through research 

projects and diffused efforts in department units scattered throughout campus. 
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History as Rhetorical Strategy 

This chapter tells institutional histories of Oberlin College, Syracuse University, 

and the University of Arizona as a means of laying important groundwork for 

understanding the analyses of administration and teaching of public pedagogies in the 

coming chapters. The stories of each institution’s history reveal the significance of their 

roots in religion, moral education, co-education, African American education, public and 

civic education, and in a land-grant mission. Furthermore, these historical roots impact 

each of the institutions’ current missions and the ways in which each engages with civic 

education and a mission that serves the public good. Finally, the chapter demonstrates 

how each of institution is impacted by the places and spaces it inhabits historically and 

contemporarily. 

While these histories are critical to the comparative analysis in the present study, I 

believe that history can also serve an important rhetorical function for administrators and 

educators wishing to engage in public pedagogies. In the same ways that I have 

constructed institutional histories that emphasize commitments to equality, diversity, 

public service, and civic engagement, teachers and administrators can similarly construct 

histories that establish the historical roots of their institution’s commitment to public 

service. While not every institution will have the same histories as OC, SU, and UA, 

many institutions will have at least one feature in common with these institutions, 

whether it’s a public mission for a state or land-grant institution or a commitment to 

social justice because of an institution’s location and history. Oberlin College historian 

Geoffrey Blodgett claims that histories have “functional convenience, depending on what 
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one is trying to prove” (Oberlin History 5). Blodgett identifies two approaches that 

exemplify institutional histories: the “onward and upward” approach and the “Golden 

Age” approach (Oberlin History 5). The former defines the past of an institution as a 

“long uphill progressive preparation for the present and future,” whereas the latter 

discovers “some point in the local past when things were better than they ever were 

before or have been since” (Oberlin History 6). Both of these approaches to an 

institution’s history offer important strategies for the rhetorician. As teachers and writing 

program administrators seek support for new and ongoing public engagement initiatives 

in their courses and programs, aligning this work with an “onward and upward” or 

“Golden Age” approach to the institution’s history can offer a strong grounding and help 

one make more convincing arguments. 

 In the comparative analyses of administrative and teaching practices for public 

pedagogies in Chapters 3 and 4, I re-emphasize the importance of examining these 

practices through the unique and diverse lenses of each institution’s type, function, and 

history. As Barbara Holland asserts, “engagement not only has differential relevance to 

different institutional types, but the experience of implementing a civic mission is playing 

out differently in diverse institutional settings” (256). Holland calls for future research to 

help better understand differences across institutional types. The following chapters offer 

this kind of comparative approach to understanding how and why civic and public 

engagement work in certain ways because they are situated in a particular kind of 

program, department, and institution, each with its own effectual history and location. 
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CHAPTER 3: BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH 

INSTITUTIONALIZATION 

“In the end, sustainability is a story frustrated by a conclusion that resists 

closure.” 

—Ellen Cushman, “Sustainable Service Learning Programs” 

 

“No singular class could be expected to carry the full weight of institutional 

reform.” 

—Stephen Parks, Gravyland: Writing Beyond the Curriculum in the City of 

Brotherly Love 

 

My interests in sustainability emerged from my experiences with an unsustainable 

pedagogical project. Like so many other instructors experimenting with service learning 

for the first time, I encountered a number of pitfalls. The most unsustainable aspect of my 

first service-learning project was the lack of a firm partnership between me and the 

community organizations at which my students were serving. I believe this problem was 

rooted, in part, in the ways the service-learning program was institutionalized—more 

specifically the ways I allowed the institutionalization of service learning (through 

Campus Compact) to overtake the work of building bridges with community 

organizations. As my interests have evolved into studying public pedagogies, I continue 

to ask questions about how writing programs can both support sustainable public 

pedagogies, while maintaining responsiveness to community needs. More specifically, 

my experiences with both an unsustainable project and a problematic model of 

institutionalization have prompted me to investigate alternative models for 

institutionalization and sustainability. Drawing on interview data from faculty and 

administrators at my three research sites, in this chapter I identify specific curricular and 
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administrative strategies that serve to advance the programmatic infrastructures that I 

argue will sustain public pedagogies. 

In Chapter 2, I examined the histories and contemporary mission statements of 

Oberlin College (OC), Syracuse University (SU), and the University of Arizona (UA). I 

specifically traced these institutions’ historical and current commitments to service, 

outreach, and community engagement. Building on those histories and missions, in this 

chapter I shift the focus of my analysis from the institutional level to the department or 

program level. One of the central questions driving this chapter is how can administrators 

build the foundations for sustainable public pedagogies within their programs and 

curricula? However, behind this question lies the assumption that foundations should, in 

fact, be built in the first place. In the following pages, I first explore arguments related to 

institutionalizing community engagement and service-learning projects, ultimately 

arguing that institutionalization of public pedagogies provides needed infrastructure for 

long-term sustainability. Then, I examine administrative practices within OC’s 

Community-Based Writing Program, SU’s undergraduate major, and the UA Writing 

Program’s revised English 102 curriculum and public showcase event. Drawing on these 

examples, I identify two administrative practices—morphing and curriculum 

development—that I argue lead to sustainability that remains responsive to public, 

community needs. Allowing projects to “morph”—a phrase I pull from an interview with 

a faculty member at OC—can lead to long-term sustainability through permanent funding 

and permanent programming that offers ongoing support for public, community projects. 

I also advocate for administrators to see curriculum development as a method for 
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incorporating public pedagogies and sustaining them long-term. In other words, rather 

than forcing public pedagogical projects into specific courses, I advocate, via the methods 

of SU Associate Professor Steve Parks, for letting public projects drive the development 

of curricula and student learning outcomes. The examples I analyze from OC, SU, and 

UA demonstrate how morphing and curriculum development as administrative practices 

can effectively lead to sustainability. 

Community Engagement: Institutionalization and WPA Scholarship 

Institutions of higher education in the United States have a historical precedence 

and “obligation to serve society in certain fundamental ways” (Kezar, Chambers, and 

Burkhardt xiii). As Carole A. Beere, James C. Votruba, and Gail W. Wells contend in 

Becoming an Engaged Campus, the public purpose of US higher education has 

traditionally been to prepare “the graduates needed by the community” and to conduct 

“research upon which the nation and its communities could build” (12). As I 

demonstrated in Chapter 2, these historical commitments to public service can be found 

in many institutions’ contemporary mission statements and outreach programming. These 

initiatives are representative of a growing trend in higher education over the past two 

decades: “a revival of interest in more directly serving the public through the extension 

and application of campus-based knowledge” (Beere, Votruba, and Wells 12). As more 

campuses engage in programs that reach beyond the university, there has been a 

corresponding movement to institutionalize these kinds of engagement activities, 
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providing the support and infrastructure to streamline what often began as the scattered 

efforts of a few devoted faculty members or student groups.
36

  

Campus Compact represents one of the most centralized forces behind 

institutionalizing community engagement programs within higher education. The 

organization was formed in 1985 by the presidents of Brown, Georgetown, and Stanford 

Universities to combat the media’s negative portrayals of college students as 

“materialistic and self-absorbed, more interested in making money than in helping their 

neighbors” (“Who We Are”). “The founding presidents,” according to Campus 

Compact’s telling of its organization’s history, “believed this public image was false” 

based on their observations of students’ community engagement work; therefore, they 

created Campus Compact to help colleges and universities construct “support structures” 

that would further encourage those engagement efforts (“Who We Are”). The 

organization provides infrastructure for community engagement programs, including 

offices and staff for coordinating projects, training for faculty, scholarships and other 

incentives for students, and “the institutional will to make civic and community 

engagement a priority” (“Who We Are”). Today, Campus Compact is a “national 

coalition of more than 1,100 college and university presidents,” and the organization 

boasts that more than 98% of those schools have “one or more community partnerships” 

                                                 
36

 In this chapter, when I refer to efforts to institutionalize engagement, service learning, and public 

pedagogies, I mean the creation of campus infrastructures. For example, the creation of an institutional 

home (often a physical location, office, or staffed position), aligning mission statements and student 

learning outcomes, creating course designations and the corresponding curricular requirements that often 

accompany those designations, and designing and sequencing specific courses within a program’s 

curriculum. Institutionalization can happen at the macro- and micro-levels and in between—in other words, 

creating campus-wide service-learning initiatives through a service-learning center or staffing a coordinator 

of service learning within a writing program. 
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and more than 90% include “service or civic engagement in their mission statements” 

(“Who We Are”).  

Since its revival in the 1980s, the move toward institutionalizing community 

engagement programs seems to be growing. For example Beere, Votruba, and Wells’ 

2011 publication, Becoming an Engaged Campus, offers a practical guide for 

institutionalizing public engagement. These administrators at Northern Kentucky 

University (NKU)—associate provost for outreach, president, and vice president for 

academic affairs/provost, respectively—advocate for a change strategy called an 

“alignment process” that they argue, when used effectively, will “cause all of the 

elements within [an institution] to function in a way that promotes public engagement” 

(2). This process, drawn from the practices of high-performance companies, involves 

aligning everything from an institution’s vision and mission to promotion and tenure 

within a frame that values and rewards public engagement initiatives until the work is 

“deeply embedded in the institution, and support and commitment for public engagement 

permeate the organization” (33). The public engagement work at NKU and within 

Campus Compact (an organization initiated and enacted by university presidents) 

represents a “top down” approach—one that often values macro-level statistics and 

public recognition for the institution rather than the micro-level needs of one community 

organization. 

In Tactics of Hope, Paula Mathieu critiques the move toward institutionalizing 

service-learning programs because she believes it often serves to benefit the university’s 

public image—as a “public relations [and] marketing tool” and a “unique selling point”—
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without serving the needs of the community (95). Mathieu recounts numerous stories of 

community partners “getting burned” from students not producing promised work, not 

showing up for service, and not really helping an organization. Mathieu argues that 

institutionalizing service-learning programs replaces bottom-up, local, and tactical 

methods with top-down, strategic, and mandated methods (106). Mathieu explains: 

While institutional service learning is not evil on its face, it is risky and 

not necessarily beneficial. . . . The very advantages of institutionalized 

service learning—measurable success, broad institutional presence, and 

sustainability—create a generic set of needs and priorities that make it 

difficult to respond to communities’ needs and ideas. (98) 

 

While Mathieu notes that there are certainly some advantages and benefits of 

institutionalizing service-learning programs, she ultimately believes “it’s worth asking 

some hard questions about the value of the rapid expansion of service-learning programs 

fueled by organizations like Campus Compact” (96). Using Michel de Certeau’s 

distinction between “strategies” and “tactics,” Mathieu contends that the move to 

institutionalize is strategic in that it seeks to “create stable spaces,” such as service-

learning offices or “university-controlled community centers” (96). This kind of strategic 

planning “resists local rhetorical responsiveness,” according to Mathieu, and sets a 

“predetermined goal” that often results in “generic and benign” tasks for service—such as 

“tutoring or serving a meal at a soup kitchen” (99). Mathieu advocates for local and 

tactical service-learning projects, ones that develop “from the bottom up, not the top 

down, [do] not mandate service of students, consider the community as a source of 

expertise, and acknowledge and seek to work rhetorically within the specificity and 

limitations of space and time” (106). 
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While I believe that Mathieu’s concerns with institutionalization are valid, I 

believe that writing program administrators would be remiss to ignore the development of 

institutional support systems that will sustain community engagement. Like Paul 

Feigenbaum, I question the “binary logic in Mathieu’s framework of strategies and tactics 

to which scholars can either collaborate with community partners on small projects that 

emerge organically from the give-and-take of their relationship, or they can pursue 

institutionalized, programmatic sustainability that invariably marginalizes community 

interests” (49). Feigenbaum argues for the incorporation of “relationship-centered 

practice” and advocates for scholars to use tactics that “ultimately have strategic 

consequences” (49). The questions I seek to answer in this chapter are very much in line 

with Feigenbaum’s line of reasoning; we are both interested in institutionalization that 

promotes sustainability without losing responsiveness to community and that keeps 

relationships at the core of public, community-based projects. In this chapter, I am 

particularly concerned with how writing program administrators might go about 

institutionalizing public pedagogies in the ways that Feigenbaum advocates. 

Much of the scholarship on service learning and community engagement within 

rhetoric and composition, technical and professional communication, and community 

literacy studies focuses on classroom practices and, in general, much less has been 

published on writing programs and administrators (Adler-Kassner, Crooks, and Watters; 

Bowdon and Scott; Deans; Dubinsky; Mathieu). However, as editors Thomas Deans, 

Barbara Roswell, and Adrian J. Wurr of the recently published Writing and Community 

Engagement critical sourcebook note, during the last ten years the field has “thought 
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more and more in terms of partnerships, relationships, and coalitions that extend beyond 

any single course” (7). One of the first publications to advocate for such a focus was 

Steve Parks and Eli Goldblatt’s “Writing beyond the Curriculum.” Parks and Goldblatt 

argue that writing programs should foster new alliances both within the walls of the 

university (inter- and cross-disciplinary) and beyond the university (with schools and 

local non-profits). They offer the example of Temple University’s Institute for the Study 

of Literature, Literacy, and Culture to demonstrate the possibilities of building “an 

alliance of university, public school, and community educators” (593). In this early 

model of a publicly-engaged writing program, Parks and Goldblatt note the reciprocal 

benefits of this collaborative partnership but acknowledge the challenges of maintaining 

focus, gathering support, and building alliances (600). 

An important, recently published collection that contributes to the study of 

community engagement and writing program administration is Shirley K Rose and Irwin 

Weiser’s Going Public: What Writing Programs Learn from Engagement. In their 

introduction, Rose and Weiser locate their collection within conversations surrounding 

“the recent public engagement movement in higher education,” “recent interest in 

exploring perspectives on public discourse/civic rhetoric,” and “the service-learning 

movement in higher education” (1). Rose and Weiser claim that writing program 

administrators should be prepared to align their programs with public engagement 

initiatives at their institutions.
37

 Doing so, argue Rose and Weiser, has the potential to 

                                                 
37

 Rose and Weiser use the 1999 report of the Kellogg Commission, Returning to Our Roots: The Engaged 

Institution, to define engagement as a “commitment to sharing and reciprocity”; “Philosophically, 

engagement in this sense becomes an underlying principle of higher education, not simply a contribution to 

student success” (Rose and Weiser 2). 
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transform the purpose of writing programs from “’serving’ other academic programs to 

‘serving’ a much more broadly defined public” (4). Rose and Weiser’s collection prompts 

writing programs to theorize their role within spheres that move beyond the program, 

department, and university campus. 

Within Rose and Weiser’s Going Public is Jaclyn M. Wells’ bibliographic essay 

“Writing Program Administration and Community Engagement”; Wells identifies and 

reviews three perspectives or types: WPA scholarship that addresses community 

engagement, community engagement scholarship in composition that addresses 

administration, and community engagement scholarship outside composition that 

addresses administration. Wells notes how “even though administrative concerns 

reverberate throughout composition’s community engagement literature, little of that 

literature directly connects community engagement with writing program administration” 

(237). Wells traces how the first decade of the twenty-first century saw multiple calls and 

preliminary answers for scholarship that links these two areas; over the last decade, 

Candace Spiegelman, Jeffrey T. Grabill and Lynée Lewis Gaillet, and Nicole Amare, and 

Teresa Greattano all published articles in WPA that concern community engagement and 

administration. Beyond these few articles that explicitly address community engagement 

and writing program administration, Wells identifies scholarship in other areas (within 

and outside composition) that explicitly or implicitly addresses community engagement 

within writing programs and administration, including work by Wayne Campbell Peck, 

Linda Flower, and Lorraine Higgins; Paul Heilker; Ellen Cushman; Steve Parks and Eli 

Goldblatt; and Barbara Holland. Wells ultimately concludes that while her review 
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demonstrates that scholarship connecting writing program administration and community 

engagement certainly exists, “the amount of scholarship that directly links [the two] is 

relatively small” (253, emphasis in original). “As more university writing programs 

search for ways to make community engagement an integral part of their work,” contends 

Wells, “the need for a body of literature that considers engagement from an 

administrative standpoint grows more pressing” (254). 

In response to these emerging conversations about the role of public engagement 

within writing programs, this chapter is concerned with the writing program or 

department as a site for creating sustainable infrastructures that institutionalize 

community engagement programs. In previous publications, scholars have suggested a 

variety of ways to sustain service learning, public, and engagement efforts. Cushman, 

Grabill, Parks and Goldblatt have separately argued that sustainability can come from 

situating faculty research in the community and in making writing programs research 

centers. Parks and Goldblatt, Jessie Moore and Michael Strickland, and Michelle Hall 

Kells look to Writing Across the Curriculum as a model for sustaining writing program 

engagement efforts. In this chapter I argue that curriculum design and development is one 

of the most effective ways to sustain community engagement and public pedagogies 

within writing programs. Drawing specifically on examples within the writing programs 

and departments at OC, SU, and UA, I offer administrative strategies for sustaining 

public pedagogies by allowing programs to “morph” and by employing curriculum 

development to drive long-term community projects. 
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Institutional Sustainability 

Coming in part out of the growing “green” movement, sustainability has 

increasingly become a popular and widespread issue within higher education and within 

composition and rhetoric (See Blewitt and Cullingford; Cushman; Dobrin and Weisser; 

Goggin; Owens; Selfe, McKee, and DeVoss). In the 2009 collection Rhetorics, 

Literacies, and Narratives of Sustainability, Peter Goggin acknowledges how definitions 

of sustainability are “always constructed, and thus always contested” (7). Goggin argues 

that terms like “green” and “sustainability” have become “buzzwords” that must be 

examined “critically, if not cynically” (7). In one of the earliest works exploring the 

possibilities for developing English curricula that engage sustainability, Derek Owens 

examines conflicting definitions and contradictory usages of the concept of sustainability 

(22). Owens notes how some confusion related to the term “sustainability” came as a 

result of “its evolution from what were originally strictly biological associations to its 

currently larger social and economic implications” (25).  

Both Goggin and Owens critique the origins of sustainability that have aligned it 

with “economic growth.” Owens argues for a pedagogy of sustainability that is 

“antigrowth and predevelopment”; in other words, drawing on the work of Herman Daly, 

Owens distinguishes between growth, which leads to an increase in size by assimilating 

material, from development, which involves expansion “to realize the potentialities of; to 

bring gradually to a fuller, greater, or better state” (Daly qtd. in Owens 30). Shifting the 

focus from growth to development, contends Owens, leaves the possibility of a pedagogy 

of sustainability that emphasizes the “development of student ideas” rather than the 
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“accumulation of data” (30). Similarly, Goggin claims that “the paradigm of 

sustainability has evolved as a challenge to the story of economic growth . . . 

sustainability resists this economic version of the metanarrative of progress and thereby 

promotes maintenance and endurance of the ecological” (emphasis added, 7). Also 

advocating for a move away from the economic version of progress, Tarla Rei Peterson 

notes how the focus on productivity has come at the expense of “system maintenance” or 

what she identifies as “sustainability”; Peterson advocates for an understanding of a 

“system’s ability to resist or recover from disturbances, stresses, and shocks,” rather than 

on its ability to “produce goods” (qtd. in Goggin 8). Like Owens, Goggin, and Peterson, I 

too am interested in how writing programs might develop their curricula and 

programming as a means of creating a sustainable public pedagogy. The examples of 

morphing and curriculum development in this section demonstrate how programs can 

develop to more fully realize their public potentials, and they emphasize the importance 

of maintenance and endurance in terms of institutional sustainability. 

While Owens, Goggin, and Peterson advocate for maintenance and endurance, 

Thia Wolf, Jill Swiencicki, and Chris Fosen warn against the mentality of “business as 

usual” (BAU) in their chapter “Students, Faculty and ‘Sustainable’ WPA Work.” 

Borrowing the term BAU from climate change researchers, Wolf, Swiencicki, and Fosen 

draw similarities between the experiences of climate scientists who battle with “’normal’ 

but harmful environmental practices” and WPAs who battle with “normal but harmful 

institutional practices” (141). The authors suggest that wedge theory—a model coming 

out of the environmental sciences—offers a means by which WPAs can combat the 
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unsustainable practices of BAU by using “stabilization wedges” to respond purposefully 

to changes in the short-term while seeking “more radical, structural and bureaucratic 

changes for the long term” (143). Wolf, Swiencicki, and Fosen offer an example from 

their first-year composition program: the Town Hall Meeting as a wedge to revise 

curriculum and move toward “more institutionally-sustainable WPA work” (143). I 

believe the work of these scholars calls us to be mindful of the tension between 

sustainability (maintenance and endurance) and complacency (business as usual). While I 

contend that long-term sustainability is essential for the success of public pedagogies, the 

administrative strategies for which I advocate in this section—morphing and curriculum 

development—resist complacency in meaningful ways; they represent strategies of 

change, ones that should be responsive to community needs and the needs of student 

learners. However, without the institutional infrastructures in place to create sustainable 

programming, public pedagogies could be increasingly risky for students, instructors, and 

administrators.
38

 

In “Infrastructure and Composing,” Dànielle Nicole DeVoss, Ellen Cushman, and 

Jeffrey T. Grabill examine the often “invisible structures” that “make possible and limit, 

shape and constrain” new media writing (16). They argue that “infrastructures are 

absolutely necessary for writing teachers and their students to understand if we hope to 

enact the possibilities offered by new-media composing” (DeVoss, Cushman, and 

Grabill16). Extending DeVoss, Cushman, and Grabill’s argument, I believe that writing 

program administrators must understand the infrastructures needed to support public 

                                                 
38

 For a more in-depth exploration of the risks and rewards of “going public” for students and instructors, 

see Chapter 4. 
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pedagogies, and I see the curriculum and its ability to morph as two foundations through 

which WPAs can build sustainable infrastructures. 

Other scholars in rhetoric and composition have advocated for different methods 

of sustainability. For example, Cushman has argued for a model of sustainable service-

learning programs that is research-based but that still attends to the curriculum 

(“Sustainable”). Cushman positions the service-learning instructor’s role as a long-term 

community researcher, creating sustainability through the research projects rather than 

short-term, semester-based units defining the partnership. Moreover, Cushman advocates 

for capacity building by ensuring that turnover does not mean that a project ends: 

“Research-based service learning programs can be and should be structured in a way that 

does not rely on any one person but that allows for turnover as collaborators inevitably 

leave and new ones come on board” (61). When Cushman left her position and 

partnerships at CU Denver, she narrates how she built capacity to help sustain the 

program and the service-learning curriculum by introducing other professors to “key 

organizational representatives,” by delivering teaching materials to “the instructor next in 

line to teach the course,” and by training other faculty members to do the digital 

composition work she started (61). As Cushman explains, “the program design included a 

kind of capacity building knowledge, social connections, and resources that stay within 

the project even when stakeholders change” (61). I believe that Cushman’s goals of 

having programs designed in ways that maintain the community-based project and 

partnership are essential. The following examples from OC, SU, and UA show how 

curriculum development can lead to sustainability so that the burden of passing on the 
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project is not with the instructor (as in Cushman’s case at CU Denver); rather the 

curriculum itself provides the infrastructure to support public pedagogies in the long-

term. Similarly, the ability to morph one’s programming and curricula allows for a model 

of sustainability that remains responsive to community and student needs. 

“It Kept Morphing”: Sustainability in the Community-Based Writing Program 

The first example of sustainability that I examine involves finding a permanent 

home for a program initially started on an ad hoc basis. One of the reasons I believe 

sustainability is so important for public pedagogies is because it allows for extended 

partnerships with the community and it continues to support a public vision and mission 

for a writing program or department. Many times public pedagogies and other 

community engagement/outreach projects begin with the work of one devoted faculty 

member or a small group of students. However, finding a long-term, sustainable option 

for administering public pedagogies is beneficial for the community and the writing 

program because it preserves the partnership even when the projects may change along 

the way. The example I explain from OC demonstrates how allowing the project to “keep 

morphing” ultimately served to preserve and sustain the ties with community and the 

public engagement work. Furthermore, it illustrates how writing programs and 

departments can be leaders in campus-wide community engagement efforts.  

To begin, I offer the following map, which could be read alongside (or on top) of 

other maps I have provided of OC’s administrative structures.
39

 

                                                 
39

 See Chapter 1 for additional explanations and maps of Oberlin College’s administrative structures. 
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Figure 4: Oberlin College Department of Rhetoric and Composition and Ninde Scholars 

Program 

 

When I selected OC as one of three research sites for my study, I was particularly 

interested in what the Department of Rhetoric and Composition’s website identified as 

the Community-Based Writing Program (CBWP). When I first contacted then- 

Department Chair Anne Trubek, inquiring about the possibility of me conducting 

research on the Department and specifically the CBWP, Trubek explained that the 

program was no longer a part of the department. Rather than abandon the prospects of 

this research site, though, I saw it as an opportunity to examine what happened to the 

program; I was interested in what I assumed was the program’s unsustainability. Thus, in 

my interviews and follow-up research, I sought answers about the program—how it 

began and how it, as I suspected from my phone call with Trubek, ended. I soon learned, 

however, that the program did not end per se; rather it morphed into a new program (the 
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Ninde Scholars program) that still exists with some financial and pedagogical ties to the 

Department of Rhetoric and Composition. 

The CBWP was an ancillary component of the Writing Associates Program and 

was started in 2003 by Anne Trubek and a group of students (Trubek). As explained in 

Chapter 1, the Writing Associates Program supports and staffs OC’s campus writing 

center, and student writing associates are required to take RHET 401: Teaching and 

Tutoring Writing across the Curriculum. In my interview with Trubek, she explained that 

in 2003 she was teaching RHET 401, and, because the on-campus writing center did not 

receive a “huge amount of traffic,” Trubek and the writing associate students came up 

with the idea to offer writing tutoring at the local high school. With assistance of a grant 

from SCALE/LAN (Student Coalition for Action in Literacy/Literacy Action Network), 

the CBWP was piloted in Spring 2003 (“Community-Based”). In the following years, the 

CBWP expanded to include four sites: Oberlin High School, Adult Basic Literacy 

Education at the Joint Vocational School, ACCESS Lorain County, and Grafton 

Correctional Institute (“Community-Based”). Trubek explained that while the initial 

program was very successful, the CBWP continued running into the same problems 

within the community as they had on campus: “nobody was showing up” to the drop-in 

writing center. However, rather than abandon the program, Trubek explained how “it 

kept morphing”: 

We got a lot of buy-in from the community, and I went in with a couple of 

other people in town, the local school district and the urban league, to 

create a college access program for low-income students at the local high 

school, Oberlin High School. We created what was called the Ninde 

Scholars program. (Trubek) 
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The program that now exists, the Ninde Scholars Program, is a college-access and 

college-readiness program that “targets [in the Oberlin city area] under-represented and 

low-income students and those who would be the first in their families to attend college” 

(“Ninde Scholars”). While the program that grew out of the CBWP initially emphasized 

writing instruction, Trubek explains that “it just got much larger,” expanding to include 

helping “students with the college application process and search.” Trubek handed over 

the directorship of the Ninde Scholars program to Bo Arbogast in 2006, an administrator 

I also interviewed for this study. 

In my interview with Arbogast, he emphasized how the Ninde Scholars Program 

was “born in the Community-Based Writing Program and born in the Rhet/Comp 

Department” and how the Program and Department are “still linked” today. Even though 

the Ninde Scholars Program is no longer administered from the Department of Rhetoric 

and Composition (Arbogast’s directorship position is not associated with the 

Department), the Department continues to have important financial and pedagogical links 

to the Ninde Scholars. The major link between the Department and Program are the 

students who are trained to serve as Writing Associates and who also serve as tutors for 

the Ninde Scholars. “In the beginning,” explains Arbogast, “I would say all of the tutors 

were Writing Associates from the Rhet/Comp Department, and, now, a portion of them 

[still] are . . . there’s a sizable contingent of Writing Associates . . . in our cadre of 

tutors.” In part this link remains for financial reasons. When Trubek started the CBWP 

that would eventually become the Ninde Scholars Program, she was able to pay the tutors 

through their association with the Writing Associates Program, thus the Department of 
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Rhetoric and Composition provided the financial support for the tutors (Arbogast). As the 

program evolved, the population of tutors expanded to include students who had been 

trained as Writing Associates as well as those who had not. However, the three or four 

Ninde Scholars tutors who have taken the RHET 401: Teaching and Tutoring Writing 

Across the Curriculum course continue to be funded from the Department of Rhetoric 

and Composition (Arbogast). In fact, the pay scale for other tutors is still “tagged to the 

Writing Associates’ pay scale; if that goes up, we go up [for all tutors]” (Arbogast). 

Arbogast suggests that the support from the Rhet/Comp Department is “one of the key 

factors for [the Ninde Scholars Program’s] success.” 

While the financial support is certainly important, I argue that the curriculum is an 

equally significant piece that sustains the public, community-based work of the Ninde 

Scholars Program. As Arbogast explained in our interview, the contingent of tutors who 

have also taken the RHET 401 course are, in many ways, better prepared than other tutors 

in the Ninde Scholars Program: “I definitely feel that the tutors from the Rhet/Comp 

Department  and have taken [RHET 401] really have a stronger understanding of how to 

work with students in terms of writing,” and they are “generally more advanced in their 

thinking about how to help students approach academic tasks, not just writing, but social 

studies, history, [even] math” (Arbogast). Thus, while what began as a program (the 

CBWP) situated firmly within the Department of Rhetoric and Composition has morphed 

into a program that in many ways is quite separate from the Department, the curricular 

ties still remain. And, while RHET 401 is not a requirement for all Ninde Scholars tutors, 

the pedagogical theory behind the course still finds its way into the teacher training and 
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preparation for all tutors. Arbogast piloted a tutor training program that involved tutors 

sharing readings on relevant themes or topics to be discussed and applied to their tutoring 

experiences with the Ninde Scholars, and “some of those readings actually came from the 

Rhetoric 401 course about teaching and tutoring writing.” While not going into specific 

detail to name the texts, Arbogast suggested that the texts were what he would expect to 

be in the “canon of rhet/comp.” I believe that much of the success of the Ninde Scholars 

Program’s public pedagogy is due to the curriculum that it grew out of (the RHET 401 

course) and the curricular components that continue to ripple through the program today. 

Because the CBWP grew out of the Writing Associates Program, it had         

explicit ties to the OC Writing Center. And, as Linda S. Bergmann argues, writing centers 

can be important sites for engagement. Bergmann explains that writing centers are 

“sometimes seen (or see themselves) as marginal or marginalized”; however, “life on the 

margins can offer opportunities to experiment and change . . . and can foster engagement 

with institutions outside the university” (160). This ability to experiment is certainly 

exemplified in the creation and evolution of the CBWP. Trubek’s work with the Writing 

Associates Program and the writing center allowed for her to experiment with piloting the 

new CBWP, and, what began as an ad hoc initiative—the work of one faculty member 

and a small group of students—has now become institutionalized into a sustainable 

program that offers continual support for the community. Trubek expressed that she was 

particularly proud that the CBWP became sustainable; sustainability was particularly 

important for her because “the college has an unfortunate history of starting community 

projects and abandoning them” (Trubek). Trubek didn’t want to fall into the trap of 
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starting with “really great ideas and high ambitions” for community-engagement projects 

and then “they get too large or we get bored and they stop.” Trubek specifically sought 

ways to make the program sustainable in terms of its long-term commitment to the local 

community. And, I believe that the two administrative strategies that make this an 

example of a sustainable public pedagogy are the curricular support (through the RHET 

401 course) and the morphing that Trubek allowed and encouraged. 

I offer this example of the Ninde Scholars Program (originally CBWP) as a 

sustainable project, informed by a curriculum grounded in public pedagogy. More 

specifically, I believe it shows how writing programs and departments can be leaders in 

campus-wide community engagement efforts. A program that initially began quite 

small—one class, one faculty member, and a small group of students with an idea for 

“going public” with their writing center—has now become an institutionalized entity and 

has resulted in an ongoing, sustained partnership. I contend that this project represents the 

kind of sustainable institutionalization that remains responsive to community needs 

because of its ability to morph and because of its foundation in curriculum. Earlier in this 

chapter, I reference Paula Mathieu’s critique of institutionalizing service learning because 

she believes it involves a strategic approach that resists the responsiveness to local 

community needs. Instead, Mathieu advocates for a tactical approach to service learning, 

one that does not involve institutionalization, so as to avoid “predetermined goals” and 

“generic and benign” tasks for service (99). While the Ninde Scholars Program is not 

exactly the same thing as a course-based, service-learning program, I argue that Trubek’s 

administrative approach is tactical because she allowed for the CBWP to continue 
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morphing; she continued to assess the effectiveness of the project and made changes 

accordingly. The result of this tactical responsiveness is a sustainable community project 

informed by public pedagogies. 

“Next Step” Courses: Sequencing with an Undergraduate Major 

The second example of sustainability for public pedagogies is from Syracuse 

University’s Writing Program, and specifically the undergraduate Writing and Rhetoric 

Major within that program. The undergraduate major demonstrates how curriculum 

development and allowing curricula to morph based on community projects and needs 

can lead to sustainability for public pedagogies within writing programs and departments. 

While my analysis focuses on the benefits of an undergraduate major, SU’s writing 

courses that serve non-majors—such as the first-year writing courses and 300-level 

professional writing courses—also provide a foundation from which to build and align 

curricula with public foci. However, I argue that an undergraduate major is one method 

of curriculum development that allows for extended sequencing of courses to support 

long-term and sustainable community projects. 

In my interview with SU Associate Professor of Writing and Rhetoric Steve 

Parks, he explained how as a scholar and teacher he approaches community partnership 

as a “sustained, multi-year commitment . . . a commitment where you partner to help the 

community reach their economic and political goals. . . . It’s about linking literacy to 

notions of political literacy and economic literacy.” Just as Mathieu is wary of short-term 

projects in the community, like tutoring or a one-time visit to the soup kitchen, Parks also 

is interested in long-term projects. More specifically, Parks is interested in projects that 
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move toward “social change,” rather than “one-time events” that serve community needs 

in the short-term without addressing the larger social, economic, and political issues. 

Parks explains that what he’s tried to do with his courses is “to think about how students 

can be in dialogue with an existing project in the community, or in a set of communities, . 

. . that relate to how writing can speak to issues of economic and social justice.”  

The method Parks uses for engaging students in existing projects and for keeping 

public projects sustained over multiple semesters and academic years is what he calls 

“next step courses.” Essentially, the process involves initiating an extended community 

partnership and then organizing a series of “next step” courses that help support and 

sustain that project over multiple semesters and even academic years. A version of this 

process is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows a series of three courses Parks taught over 

the course of three semester that each related to a different part of an ongoing 

community-based project (“Current and Recent Course Offerings”). 

 

Figure 5: Syracuse University Writing Program’s “Next Step” Course Sequencing 

In my interview with Parks, he explained how he sequences “next step” courses: 
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I usually have some type of project that I know when I step into it it’s 

going to be 2 to 3 to 4 years. I work with Eileen [Schell, Chair and 

Director of the Writing Program] to set up a set of classes that I know 

every semester for that period of time I’m going to have classes that are 

connected to it. And sometimes the projects begin in first-year writing and 

then moves to the second course, then they move to our gateway course 

into the major, and then they move up to civic writing. . . . Sometimes you 

just begin within the major. . . . Sometimes it begins in independent 

studies that coalesce and show the need for a new course and that new 

course is then coupled with other courses. But usually, there’s anywhere—

over the course of that period—4 to 5 courses that I advertise as the “next 

step course.” 

 

Because Parks initiates community projects that are multi-year and ongoing, students 

tend to follow projects through to the next step course, and Parks tends to seek out 

specific students to encourage their continued participation. The effect of this is that, as 

his course sequences progress, “anywhere from five to ten students” have been ongoing 

participants in the community project, and these students “supply the knowledge base” 

for the course by drawing on their experiences with and knowledge of the community 

project in the previous courses (Parks). Because of their ongoing participation in the 

public project, these students “are really linked to the community” and “they know 

everybody” associated with the project (Parks). In other words, they’ve made the kinds of 

community connections and built the kinds of trust needed to move beyond short-term 

projects, and, in this way, Parks suggests that these students have “transcended the 

student label.” Using next step courses that are sequenced supports sustainable 

community projects and allows for Parks and his students to begin chipping away at the 

social and economic issues, moving beyond short-term projects. 

One of the primary methods Parks uses to sustain his public pedagogy is 

curriculum development and design, specifically course sequencing. However, Parks also 
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sustains public pedagogy through fellowships, independent studies, internships, and his 

work with a community press. Parks gave one example of a student who had been in 

three of his sequenced, “next step courses”; the student then graduated and was granted a 

fellowship to spend a year post-graduation to continue working with Parks on the project. 

Another example Parks explained was a student who took an independent study with him 

and that work grew into a new course he created; this student continued to work with 

Parks post-graduation also. 

The roots of Parks’ “next step” courses can also be seen in his scholarship on 

writing beyond the curriculum and in his years at Temple University. In his recent 

publication Gravyland, Parks recounts and reflects on the evolution of Urban Rhythms, a 

community-based writing project that came out of his work with the Institute for the 

Study of Literature, Literacy, and Culture at Temple—the same collaborative 

organization Parks wrote about in his co-authored article with Eli Goldblatt. In 

Gravyland, Parks reveals how the Urban Rhythms project grew out of an Advanced 

Composition course he taught within the Institute. He explains, similarly to Trubek’s 

account, how the curriculum morphed to account for the community-based project: what 

began as a course focused on popular and politically-motivated rap music morphed into 

the creation of an online journal publication, Urban Rhythms, that focused on “everyday 

culture in Philadelphia” (Parks 3-5). Of particular significance to my analysis is how 

Parks situates this course-based project within the broader goals of the Institute. Parks 

explains that “no singular course could be expected to carry the full weight of 

institutional reform” (9). As an example of attempting to move beyond the curriculum, 
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the Urban Rhythms project demonstrated how writing programs “had moved beyond their 

traditional structure” to now exist “within a larger frame-work that also included public-

school partnerships, community writing groups, literacy research projects, and service-

learning courses” (10). In his past work at Temple and present work at Syracuse, Parks’ 

projects serve as models for how writing programs might allow for curriculum to be 

driven (morphed and developed) by community-based projects, rather than the other way 

around. 

While Parks notes that the kind of next step courses he sequences sometimes start 

outside of courses for the major, I contend that having an undergraduate major makes this 

kind of sustainability and sequencing easier. In their collection What We Are Becoming: 

Developments in Undergraduate Writing Majors, editors Greg A. Giberson and Thomas 

A. Moriarity assert that the “growth of undergraduate majors in writing and rhetoric is 

unmistakable” (2). In their article within the collection, Giberson and Moriarity 

specifically promote civic rhetoric as the focus of undergraduate degree programs 

“because such a degree will empower people in their public lives” (216). In a 2007 

article, Rebecca Moore Howard, a professor in SU’s Writing Program, claims that 

“proposing the writing major provides an opportunity for curricular activism”; this 

moment, according to Howard, affords compositionists the chance to “circulate informed, 

nuanced, proactive visions of writing . . . that exceed the skill-based ideology of literacy 

instruction” (42). Like Giberson and Moriarity, I see the value of the undergraduate 

major, particularly because it offers opportunities for the kind of course sequencing that I 

believe helps sustain public pedagogies within the curriculum. 
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In many ways, Parks’ course sequencing bears similarity to the Community Based 

Writing Program (CBWP) at Oberlin College (OC). First, the approaches of Parks and 

Trubek both value sustainability of community-based projects. Second, both found 

sustainability through some form of institutionalization: for the CBWP, 

institutionalization through the Ninde Scholars Program, and for Parks’ community 

projects, institutionalization through curriculum design and sequencing of courses. 

However, what makes these projects particularly exemplary is the ways in which they 

allow for the kinds of bottom-up, organic, and tactical approaches to community needs 

that ultimately drive the projects. In both cases, this resulted in the kinds of 

“morphing”—morphing programs or morphing courses—that led to more sustainable 

community partnerships and public projects. In the final example from UA, we again see 

an administrative approach that allows for morphing and that uses curriculum 

development to support and sustain public pedagogies. 

Sustaining Public Events and Curricula through First-Year Writing and Graduate 

Courses 

The final example from the University of Arizona Writing Program shows how 

administrators can use curriculum development as a strategy for supporting ongoing, 

sustainable public projects. Much like the examples from OC and SU, the public 

pedagogies on which I focus in this section exemplify how a project can morph over time 

and how threads throughout multiple curricula can sustain those projects. This example 

also demonstrates how administrators can assess these ongoing initiatives and the 

importance of doing so. In this example, I focus on the evolution of multiple projects: the 
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UA Writing Program’s English 102 curriculum, TA training and development related to 

the changes in the English 102 curriculum, graduate coursework in rhetoric and 

composition, and a public event that showcases student writing resulting from the revised 

English 102 curriculum. My experiences as a graduate student in the Rhetoric, 

Composition, and the Teaching of English PhD program and as a teaching assistant in the 

Writing Program inform my analysis in this section, and I will indicate where my 

experiences intersect with these public initiatives. Figure 6 below provides a graphic 

representation of these public pedagogies and how the administrative and curricular 

structures offer support to those projects. 

 

Figure 6: The University of Arizona Writing Program’s Sustainable Model for Public 

Pedagogies 
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rhetoric, research, and public argument. English 102 is the second course of a first-year 

composition sequence required of the majority of incoming students. In my interview 

with Writing Program Director Anne-Marie Hall, she explained how the new curriculum 

started with a pilot: a few instructors began teaching an assignment sequence that began 

with rhetorical analysis, then research into a controversy, and finally a public argument. 

After the pilot, writing program administrators decided to expand the curriculum, 

instating it for all English 102 sections. In the years following, the rhetorical and public 

emphases in the new curriculum were supported and sustained through other projects in 

the UA Writing Program. 

After revising the English 102 curriculum, Hall and other writing program 

administrators sought ways to sustain the public argument portion of the curriculum by 

creating a public venue for student projects to be showcased. This showcase of student 

writing originally began as a showcase for students enrolled in honors writing courses 

(English 109H); however, the event continued morphing—expanding to include students 

from honors courses and those enrolled in English 102 courses (Hall). Because the 

English 102 courses were now implementing the new curriculum that culminated in a 

public argument, the public event of the showcase provided an opportunity for students to 

truly “go public” with their writing and projects. Over time, the showcase continued 

evolving to include a focus on visual and spatial arguments. And, some of the ways this 

public showcase has remained sustainable is through its relationship to the English 102 

curriculum as well as to the graduate curriculum in the Rhetoric, Composition, and 

Teaching of English (RCTE) graduate program. 
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As the Spatial and Visual Showcase expanded to be an option for a wider group 

of students and instructors, the UA Writing Program put into place certain infrastructures 

to offer sustainability and support for this public event and curriculum. For example, the 

writing program offered a pre-semester interest meeting, created a website, and offered 

instructor resources (Hall, Kimme Hea, Kurtyka, and Holmes). A significant contribution 

in terms of instructor resources was the SVR2 (Spatial and Visual Rhetorics 2) event, 

which was connected to a spatial and visual rhetorics course taught by Amy C. Kimme 

Hea, Associate Director of the Writing Program and Associate Professor of English in the 

RCTE graduate program at UA.
40

 In designing the graduate course, Kimme Hea “realized 

that our First-Year Writing Showcase, which had taken on the visual and spatial 

rhetorical emphasis, could be further enhanced with more direct inter-animation of theory 

and practice,” and she therefore designed a final assignment that would offer English 102 

instructors the “theoretical underpinnings to promote this work in the first-year writing 

classroom” (“Space, Event, Movement”). Kimme Hea invited graduate students in the 

seminar to create an event, SVR2, which offered interactive installations and mini-

workshops to the English 102 and 109H instructors who were interested in having their 

students participate in the Visual and Spatial Showcase in the following spring semester. 

As a graduate student enrolled in the spatial and visual rhetorics seminar and participant 

in the SVR2 public event for writing program instructors, I offered my peer TAs the kind 

of curricular support I believed they would need to effectively teach public arguments 

                                                 
40

 The SVR2 event was a second iteration of the first SVR event. The first SVR event was not 

pedagogically-focused; however, this event also “morphed” to meet the needs of the UA Writing Program, 

as well as the graduate course curriculum. 
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with visual and spatial components. The SVR2 event—a public pedagogy in itself—

served to sustain the public pedagogies of other instructors within the writing program. 

The SVR2 event, coming out of the RCTE graduate curriculum, offered support 

for instructors wishing to incorporate visual and spatial assignments into their first-year 

writing courses. Through a new textbook and assessment practices, the Writing Program 

provided additional support to maintain and sustain these pedagogies. The UA Writing 

Program’s custom textbook publication Writing Public Lives follows the revised English 

102 curriculum, and, thus, instructors can employ public pedagogies in ways that their 

students understand through textbook readings and assignments. For example, this text 

includes chapters authored by graduate TAs, addressing issues such as “visual-spatial 

analysis,” “writing in public,” and “creating visual/spatial arguments for a public 

audience” (Minnix and Nowotny-Young). Previously, many instructors found it 

challenging to teach visual and spatial analysis and argumentation, but the custom 

textbook publication provides the infrastructure needed to sustain the revised curriculum. 

A final piece of UA’s sustainable public pedagogies is the ongoing assessment of 

the revised curriculum and public events; this is a distinguishing aspect of this example of 

sustainability, and one that I argue is essential. In my interview with UA Writing 

Program Director Anne-Marie Hall, she explained how she and other writing program 

administrators are “constantly saying ‘this worked, this didn’t’ . . . we’re constantly 

evaluating.” As the curriculum and first-year writing showcase kept morphing, 

assessment was an important consideration for the writing program administrators. Hall 

explains how they quickly identified a problem with the Visual and Spatial Showcase of 
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student writing: grade inflation; “no one knew how to grade [the student projects], so 

[instructors] gave them extra credit.” In response, Hall organized a group of graduate 

students to create rubrics to help instructors grade visual and spatial assignments. With 

these rubrics now in place, students better understand the expectations of the public 

assignments and instructors have support for evaluating and assessing student learning 

from those projects.  

A key issue within writing program administration scholarship, assessment of 

programs, teaching, and student writing is essential to the work of the WPA. As 

Christopher Burnham explains in “Reflection, Assessment, and Articulation,” assessment 

is more than assigning a grade or setting a strategic plan; assessment means “looking 

closely at . . . what we do and why, and how we might do it better” (304). This is exactly 

what happened within UA’s Writing Program; the WPAs saw an opportunity to look 

closely at the curriculum and ask questions about how it might be done better, and, after 

making revisions, the WPAs continued the cycle of reflective assessment of these new 

practices, making adjustments (as with the rubric) to offer extended support. In this way, 

assessment, reflection, and curriculum revision create an ongoing cycle in ways that can 

be quite productive. This method of changing curriculum is one for which E. Shelley 

Reid advocates in her essay “A Changing for the Better: Curriculum Revision as 

Reflective Practice.” Reid argues for the benefits of creating a “culture of change” within 

a writing program, resulting in curriculum revision and change “more regularly and 

comprehensively” than WPAs might typically expect (12). Reid, however, points to the 
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challenges of instability that may come with a “culture of change”; highlighting, yet 

again, the tension between morphing and sustainability. 

The strength of UA’s public pedagogy as sustainable comes, in part, from the 

multiple ways in which public is threaded throughout the curriculum and programming. 

The combination of revised curricula with supporting textbooks, assessment measures, 

and public events works together to create a sustainable public pedagogy. 

 The examples from OC, SU, and UA in this chapter show how curriculum 

development and morphing can create the kinds of infrastructures that support long-term 

sustainability of public pedagogies. However, the challenge for writing program 

administrators seeking sustainability will be in where to draw the lines with morphing 

and with maintenance. How much morphing is too much, and, when, if ever, does the 

morphing stop? What are the risks of remaining sustainable, and, how can administrators 

avoid creating a new set of “business as usual” practices? Striking a balance between 

change and maintenance—morphing and sustainability—will be essential in the success 

of this administrative work. In the end, though, seeing the curriculum as a site for 

morphing and sustainability can be highly productive in supporting public pedagogies. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE RISKS AND REWARDS OF GOING PUBLIC 

“I suppose the whole business of writing involves risk. . . . Of course there is also 

the possibility of great reward.” 

—Alex Reid, Writing Program Administrators’ Listserv (WPA-L) 

 

In the previous chapter, I identified administrative strategies for how to support 

and sustain long-term public projects. In this chapter, I shift from my focus from 

administrators to the risks and rewards for instructors and students. As Alex Reid notes in 

his comment on the WPA-Listserv, all writing involves a degree of risk but, with risk, 

comes the potential for great reward. When we ask students to write for public 

audiences—rather than for only us as teachers—we open our classrooms, our pedagogies, 

and student writing up to a much larger arena for support or critique; the often assumed 

“safe” spaces of the classroom may be entirely absent as students engage our pedagogies 

in other, more public, places. In this chapter, I use stakeholder theory to establish students 

and instructors as two related, but distinct, stakeholder groups within public pedagogies: 

each takes on varying degrees of risk and reaps different kinds of rewards. I argue that 

one reward for students engaging in public writing pedagogies is the potential for 

transformative learning. Drawing on transformative learning theory, I demonstrate how 

public writing pedagogies can be potentially transformative because they situate student 

learning within various publics—or “real world” contact zones—which often sparks what 

educational theorist Jack Mezirow calls “disorienting dilemmas.”
41

 I contend that the 

                                                 
41

 I use “real world” in quotes here to acknowledge that the classroom itself is certainly a real world. As 

many of the instructors I interviewed noted, there is a false dichotomy between classroom and real world, 

as though the classroom is not the real world (Fodrey; Kurtyka; Wendler). However, my arguments in this 

and other chapters are meant to show how classroom spaces are often constructed in such a way that “real 

world” can feel contrived. As I argue in this chapter, the risks associated with writing in public spaces lead 
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very riskiness of working with and theorizing publics offers the potential for 

transformation; without the risk, public pedagogies cannot offer the rewards of 

transformative learning.  

While students certainly face risks with public writing pedagogies, this chapter 

also explores risks and rewards for instructors who situate their pedagogies within and 

across various publics. As stakeholders in public pedagogies, instructors at different 

levels of rank (and power) and with different subject positions and identities navigate 

risks and reap rewards in different ways. In the following analysis, I examine the risks 

and rewards experienced by instructors (TAs and tenured/tenure-track professors) who 

engage in public pedagogies at Oberlin College (OC), Syracuse University (SU), and the 

University of Arizona (UA). First, I describe the some of the risks associated with taking 

on public issues in the classroom (e.g., the threat of losing one’s job) and some of the 

rewards (e.g., research, publication, and forwarding one’s one personal commitments to 

public causes). I conclude by identifying four strategies instructors I interviewed employ 

to manage the risks and rewards in going public with pedagogy: “go for it and apologize 

later,” seeking mentorship of faculty with more secure positions, “don’t ask, don’t tell,” 

and seeking grant funding. 

Students and Instructors as Stakeholders in Public Pedagogy 

Classrooms and institutions of higher education have been theorized as corporate 

spaces, and, as such, we as instructors may find value in consulting theories that advocate 

a more ethical approach to this business (Bousquet; Carter; Downing, Hurlbert, and 

                                                                                                                                                 
to opportunities for meaningful learning experiences situated within “real world” rhetorical contexts, which 

may in turn result in transformative learning for students. 
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Mathieu). Stakeholder theory was developed, in part, to counter the idea that corporations 

have limited liability for their effects upon others. In other words, stakeholder theory 

argues that corporations should cast a wide net in their considerations of who has a stake 

in the workings of their company—beyond legality and formal employee-employer 

relations—and their responsibilities to those stakeholders. The value of stakeholder 

theory in relation to public pedagogy is how it both calls us to consider the plurality of 

relationships that emerge when students take the work of writing public and to be mindful 

of the inherent risks, rewards, and responsibilities entwined in this public pedagogical 

act. 

A commonly cited debate between AA. Berle and Merrik Dodd in the 1930s 

highlights the crux of the stakeholder approach (Friedman and Miles 31). Dodd, using 

examples from the General Electric (GE) Corporation during the Depression, argued that 

business leaders and corporations should follow GE’s lead in recognizing their 

responsibilities to not only stockholders and employees but also to the general public. 

Berle held that Dodd’s position was merely theoretical because, in practice, corporations 

are not legally or governmentally forced to (and thus do not and should not have to) take 

on responsibilities of their community. As an early instantiation of what would become a 

full-fledged stakeholder theory, Dodd’s position indicates a more ethical, broad-based, 

public, and inclusive approach to conducting business. In fact, central to R. Edward 

Freeman’s conception of stakeholder theory in the 1980s was the impact and value of 

both internal and external groups—or stakeholders—within corporate organizations. A 

stakeholder approach understands a business as a “set of relationships among groups 
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which have a stake in the activities of the business,” and this, in turn, involves “creating 

as much value as possible for stakeholders” (Freeman, Harrison, Wicks, Parmar, and de 

Colle 24, 28).  

But what and who are stakeholders? In their 2006 publication Stakeholders: 

Theory and Practice, Andrew L. Friedman and Samantha Miles review the literature on 

stakeholder theory, finding fifty-five definitions of the term (4). They note that one of the 

most seminal definitions of the term comes from Freeman’s 1984 publication Strategic 

Management. In that work, Freeman defines a stakeholder as “any group or individual 

who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives” (48). 

Friedman and Miles explain that a common way of classifying stakeholders is to consider 

“groups of people with a distinguishable relationship with corporations,” such as 

shareholders, customers, suppliers and distributors, employees, and local communities 

(13). However, some theorists have argued that stakeholders might also include unions, 

activists, the media, academics, competitors, future generations, and non-human entities 

like the natural environment (Friedman and Miles 14).
42

 Furthermore, as stakeholders 

themselves, executives and entrepreneurs have a vested interest in managing and shaping 

the web of relationships within their businesses (Freeman, Harrison, Wicks, Parmar, and 

de Colle 24). 

Risk, value, impact, and responsibility are all concepts that pervade the literature 

on stakeholder theory. Many of the debates surrounding stakeholder theory involve who 

                                                 
42

 Literature on stakeholder theory reveals debate surrounding the conception of social activists, future 

generations, and the natural environment as stakeholders because some scholars argue that the corporation 

receives no benefits from these entities; in other words, “reciprocity is absent” (Phillips 11). 
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(or what) has a stake and, among those stakeholders, who has responsibilities to whom 

within the stakeholder relationship. Friedman and Miles offer a scenario that 

demonstrates the complexity of some of these issues: “members of communities who 

may not consider themselves to be at risk from certain polluting effects of local 

businesses because levels of pollution are not noticeable may be considered stakeholders 

by others with knowledge of potential damage,” and “campaigners and government 

agencies may consider these businesses as having a responsibility to provide information 

on the risk of pollution” (13). This scenario exemplifies how stakeholder theory 

represents a more ethical approach to conducting business by holding corporations 

accountable and by seeking reciprocity that is beneficial to a wide scope of stakeholder 

groups. 

With similar beliefs in reciprocity and partnership, service-learning collaborations 

resemble the multifaceted relationships that emerge within corporate businesses. In fact, 

in her article “What’s at Stake? Strategies for Developing Stakeholder Relationships,” 

Amy Kimme Hea employs stakeholder theory as a means for understanding these 

complex relationships within service-learning partnerships in professional writing 

courses. Kimme Hea contends that the theory “can be deployed to address the diversity of 

relationships being negotiated in a variety of service-learning models,” and she calls 

professional writing teachers and scholars to reflect on the relationships “among all 

persons involved in client-consultant projects” (60, 55). Kimme Hea identifies a number 

of stakeholders in service-learning pedagogies, including students, teachers, clients, 

community members, and administrators, among others. As I noted in Chapter 1, service-
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learning pedagogies are a kind of public pedagogy because they value the educative 

forces of public groups and sites beyond the academy and sometimes beyond the bounds 

of the classroom or campus. Kimme Hea’s work calls public pedagogues to critically 

consider who the stakeholders are in public pedagogy and what is at stake for these 

stakeholder groups. 

When we go public with our pedagogies, we are purposefully inviting a number 

of stakeholders into the business of teaching of writing. In other words, a larger, more 

diverse, and more public group is brought into the work of higher education, and thus, to 

apply the language of Freeman’s definition of stakeholders, these newly defined 

stakeholders “affect” and are “affected by” the “organization’s objectives”—whether we 

consider that organization to be the writing program with its student learning outcomes or 

the institution of higher education with its mission (Freeman 48). In public pedagogies, 

students may engage a number of individuals or groups within various publics—local 

community residents, workers within non-profit organizations, state or national 

representatives, among others. The two stakeholder groups I am interested in exploring in 

more detail within this chapter are students and instructors. As Freeman, Harrison, 

Wicks, Parmar, and de Colle note “the stakes of each stakeholder group are multifaceted 

and inherently connected to each other”; in considering students and instructors as 

stakeholders we can imagine their inherent connections rooted in the goals of the 

educational experience (27).  

However, in the web of stakeholder relationships, clients, students, and instructors 

may have “divergent, sometimes conflicting investments” (Kimme Hea 61). Students 
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have various levels of investment in their learning, in public communities, and in the 

subject matter of the course. The publics with which our students engage also have 

varying degrees of interest in helping students learn from their experiences, in forwarding 

the goals of an organization, in partnering with institutions of higher education. 

Additionally, instructors have different levels of interest in engaging publics through their 

research and pedagogies. Furthermore, each stakeholder group separately has different 

interests and motivations, and, even within those stakeholder groups, individual students 

and instructors have differing identities and subject positions impacting the ways in 

which they may go public with their teaching and learning. 

In the following pages, I analyze data from my interviews with faculty and 

graduate TA instructors to more deeply explore the stakeholder positions of instructors 

and students who engage in public pedagogy. When we consider what’s at stake for these 

stakeholder groups, we are confronted with questions about reciprocity, rewards, and 

risks. 

Risk and Transformation for Students 

As stakeholders in public pedagogies, students have various levels of interest and 

commitment in the work of the course and in their own learning; thus, different students 

are willing to take on different degrees of risk that, in turn, may lead to different kinds of 

rewards. In this section I use transformative learning theory to explain one kind of risk 

that may emerge for students engaging in public pedagogies: what Jack Mezirow calls 

disorienting dilemmas. The risks associated with disorienting dilemmas—risks that 

involve questioning one’s core belief systems and encountering emotionally demanding 
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scenarios—have the potential to lead to a significant reward for students: transformative 

learning. Transformative learning experiences are valuable for students because they 

offer the long-term benefits of a new frame of reference for understanding the world. 

Transformative learning results in the kind of knowledge transfer every pedagogue hopes 

for. This deep and impactful learning experience is often triggered by risky moments that 

exploit the public pedagogies of our courses—opportunities for students to learn from 

public educative forces and sites that are not necessarily within the traditional realm of 

what we would call “school” (e.g., museums, non-profit organizations, corporations, 

blogs, and nature preserves, among other public sites). After offering a brief overview of 

transformative learning theory and analyzing an example of a disorienting dilemma from 

one of the institutions in this comparative study, I argue that public pedagogies offer the 

potential rewards of transformative learning for students because they situate student 

learning and writing within risky “real world” publics that open our classroom 

relationships to include a more diverse range of stakeholders with competing needs and 

interests that instructors and students must navigate. 

Jack Mezirow developed his theory of transformative learning in the early 1990s. 

Building on the works of Paulo Freire, Jean Piaget, Jürgen Habermas, and others, 

Mezirow’s theory articulates an understanding of the processes adult learners experience 

as they wrestle with new information (Transformative Dimensions). Mezirow defines 

transformative learning as  

the process by which we transform our taken-for-granted frames of 

reference (meaning perspectives, habits of mind, mind-sets) to make them 

more inclusive, discriminating, open, emotionally capable of change, and 
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reflective so that they may generate beliefs and opinions that will prove 

more true or justified to guide action. (Learning and Transformation 8) 

 

In other words, through what Mezirow calls “perspective transformation experiences,” 

learners shift their assumptions to cope with and make sense of newly learned 

information gained from these experiences. Perspective transformation is the process of 

“becoming critically aware of how and why our assumptions have come to constrain the 

way we perceive, understand, and feel about our world”; through this process of changing 

our perspective, we open possibilities for a new perspective—one that may be more 

“inclusive, discriminating and integrative”—and act upon these new understandings 

(Mezirow Transformative Dimensions 168). 

The process of perspective transformation begins with learners facing a 

“disorienting dilemma” (Mezirow). As Mezirow explains it, the dilemma that sparks 

transformation can result from any number of scenarios, ranging from the death of a 

loved one, illness, or divorce to an eye-opening discussion, book, poem, or painting 

(Transformative Dimensions 168). While everyday life experiences, such as death or 

illness, can trigger transformation, Mezirow contends that this movement toward 

reflectivity and transformation can be “significantly influenced by educational 

interventions” (Transformative Dimensions 161). Of particular significance for public 

pedagogy, though, is the blurred line between what triggers transformation, between 

everyday life experiences and educational experiences (or interventions). Mezirow’s 

theory supports many of the tenets of public pedagogy in valuing sites and sources of 

education beyond schools. 
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Mezirow emphasizes that transformative theory is not a “stage theory,” rather it 

articulates several phases adult learners might move through to clarify the meaning of 

new experiences and information. Explicating Mezirow’s theory, Patricia Cranton 

describes transformative learning as occurring “when, through critical self-reflection, an 

individual revises old or develops new assumptions, beliefs, or ways of seeing the world” 

(4). Starting with the “disorienting dilemma” and ending with a “new perspective,” the 

ten phases of Mezirow’s original model of transformative learning are listed below. 

Transformations often follow some variation of the following phases of meaning 

becoming clarified: 

1. A disorienting dilemma 

2. Self-examination with feelings of fear, anger, guilt, or shame 

3. A critical assessment of assumptions 

4. Recognition that one's discontent and the process of transformation are shared 

5. Exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and actions 

6. Planning a course of action 

7. Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one's plans 

8. Provisional trying of new roles 

9. Building competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships 

10. A reintegration into one's life on the basis of conditions dictated by one's new 

perspective 

(Mezirow, Learning as Transformation) 

 

The aspect of Mezirow’s theory that most interests me in regards to public pedagogy is 

the first phase, or what he identifies as a “disorienting dilemma,” because this moment 

represents the root, spark, and trigger of transformative learning. Public pedagogy 

situates student learning within a public context, and thus, I argue, there is a greater risk 

(and potential reward) for students to experience Mezirow’s disorienting dilemma as a 

means of moving toward transformative learning.  

If we consider students as stakeholders in public pedagogy, stakeholder theory 

prompts us to consider our responsibilities as educators, to help envision the stakes for 
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students, and to forge strong relationships among ourselves, students, and the publics 

with which we mutually engage. Students as stakeholders clearly have a “distinguishable 

relationship” with the “corporation” of the university (Friedman and Miles 13). However, 

the disorienting dilemmas within Mezirow’s theory of transformation highlight the 

tension between personal risk and educational rewards for students. As instructors 

assigning students to “go public,” we should take a lead from stakeholder theory to be 

mindful of our ethical responsibilities to both publics and students as stakeholders and we 

must consider how risks might be read through the lenses of power (and lack thereof) 

among stakeholders. 

Other cognitive psychologists and educational theorists have offered similar ways 

of interpreting what Mezirow calls disorienting dilemmas. For example, Leon Festinger 

theorizes “cognitive dissonance” as the condition during which one’s existing set of 

beliefs, knowledge, or opinions are questioned and which leads to an activity meant to 

reduce the dissonance (3-4). Similarly, Jean Piaget theorized “equilibration” and 

“disequilibrium,” explaining that children are impelled by a motive, need, interest, or 

question (e.g., disequilibrium) toward action that will lead to equilibrium again; in other 

words, learning is manifested as an ongoing cycle of equilibration: disequilibrium leading 

to equilibrium (7). For Festinger and Piaget, dissonance and disequilibrium are everyday 

conditions, situated in the realities of our experiences. In this way, reality, whether it is 

physical, social, or psychological reality, offers rich opportunities for dissonance, and the 

elements of one’s cognition are “responsive to reality” (Festinger 10). Public pedagogy 
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provides an opportunity for students to interrogate their belief systems in reaction to the 

realities of those publics and move towards transformation. 

Within the field of composition and rhetoric, Janice Lauer has considered the 

roles of cognitive dissonance and disequilibrium in teaching writing by exploring the 

nature of inquiry in her 1982 essay “Writing as Inquiry.” Lauer looks to cognitive writing 

theorists such as Janet Emig, Linda Flower, and John Hayes to establish the epistemic 

nature of writing that leads students to “raise meaningful questions about incongruities in 

their own worlds” and to “discover new understandings through writing” (90). Lauer 

examines the work of philosopher Lonergan, “who defines the process of inquiry in terms 

of its goal, the discovery of insight” (90). Lauer, like Mezirow, draws on Jean Piaget, 

claiming that the catalyst for the kinds of inquiry Lonergan theorizes is “disequilibrium, a 

state in which a person’s current ways of thinking or current knowledge cannot 

accommodate changes or new data within or outside him (or her)” (90). Throughout the 

essay Lauer questions how a pedagogy that sees writing as inquiry might manifest itself 

in the composition classroom: 

How can we help awaken questioning minds often numbed by an 

educational system that rewards right answers? What kinds of writing 

assignments can we set to avoid trapping students in contexts so narrow or 

artificial that they preclude genuine puzzlement or curiosity? . . . How can 

we act as enablers, assisting students during these phases of inquiry, 

maintaining a delicate balance between abandoning them to the “mystery” 

of discovery and forcing them into a completely linear, mechanical series 

of operations? (92) 

 

My response to Lauer’s questions, along with many other scholars who advocate for 

public pedagogy, would be to situate students’ learning, writing, and experiences within 

the (often risky and messy) public spheres beyond the (typical safety and neatness) of the 
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school-based learning.
43

 The messiness of publics can stimulate what Jane Taylor calls 

“trigger events” to spark a process of transformation within student learners. “There can 

be no standard recipe” for triggering transformation (Cranton). This is why the unknowns 

of public pedagogy afford a multitude of opportunities for students to confront different 

kinds of disorienting dilemmas that may trigger transformative learning. Public pedagogy 

thrives on the messy, unexpected, and unknown of the everyday. 

An Example of a Disorienting Dilemma 

In my interview with UA graduate TA Rebecca Richards, she recounted the 

events surrounding what I argue was an experience that had the potential for 

transformative learning for one of her business writing students. Richards and I met over 

coffee to discuss aspects of her teaching that involve students “going public,” in some 

capacity, with their writing and/or experiences.
44

 Many of Richards’ responses focused 

on her experiences teaching business writing (English 307) at the University of Arizona 

and the relationships that emerged between her students and the public clients with which 

they collaborated to fulfill a service-learning component of her course. This public 

collaboration with a local community member and owner of a non-profit organization 

became complicated by yet another public piece of Richards’ course: an online blog for 

students’ reflections.  

                                                 
43

 I want to emphasize, again, that my advocacy of public pedagogy lies in what I see as its power to access 

and value public (and typically non-school) sites for student learning. While this may include off-campus 

or “real world” learning, I do not want to suggest that the learning in our classrooms is not “real world.” In 

fact, I believe that as teachers we can have students access these public, real world discourses without ever 

leaving the classroom. That said, as I argue in Chapter 5, I do see significant benefits in locating public 

pedagogy in sites beyond the classroom. 
44

 See Chapter 1 for a more fully developed explanation of my research methodologies, and see Appendix 

A for a list of interview questions. 
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Richards explained that in her business writing course, students establish 

“stakeholder relationships” with non-profit organizations in the community, and, after 

assessing the organization’s needs and writing a proposal, they work in groups to produce 

“deliverables” that could be used by the non-profit.
45

 Part of this “service-learning 

project,” as Richards describes it, involved students composing reflections in relation to 

their service experiences.
46

 Experimenting with what she calls “micro-communities that 

are more public,” Richards began asking her students to post their service-learning 

reflections to a web log or blog, and, in this way, they “create [their] own publics.” 

Students are given the option to make their blog public, and Richards discusses how they 

are “writing in this different kind of public space,” asking them to consider how that 

changes their writing. Despite the class conversations regarding blogs as public spaces 

for writing, Richards explains that her students are “always surprised when people just 

show up on their blog.” The example I focus on from Richards’ interview provides the 

opportunity for me to demonstrate an example of Mezirow’s disorienting dilemma in 

practice. 

In response to my question about the benefits and challenges of situating students’ 

writing in an online, public space, Richards tells of a “pitfall” that occurred last year 

when she and one of her students encountered a “problem with that public”: 

                                                 
45

 Amy Kimme Hea advises the professional writing graduate TAs and oversees the curriculum of the 

business and technical writing courses at the University of Arizona. Because of Kimme Hea’s experiences 

with stakeholder theory referenced earlier in this chapter, many of the UA professional writing instructors 

adopted Kimme Hea’s terminology of seeing service-learning partners as “stakeholders,” as well as 

incorporating assignments that ask students to map and chart various stakeholder relationships. Richards 

specifically used the phrasing of “stakeholders” in our interview. 
46

 Reflection has been theorized as an important component of learning for professionals (Schön), for 

students in the writing classroom (Yancey), and for students engaging in service learning (Ash, Atkinson, 

and Clayton). Critical self-reflection is also a significant component of transformative learning theory 

(Mezirow). 
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One of my students had met with her service learning client and blogged 

about the experience—which it was a positive experience—but from it she 

got the impression that her client is probably a hard to please person—

seems very demanding, hard to please. She wrote in her blog that person’s 

name and put my client . . . seems like she might be hard to please so we’ll 

have to work extra hard to make her happy. Well, sure enough, that 

organization has one of the trackers for looking up on the web for any 

instance of its organizational name and any of its key stakeholders in that 

conversation, so her blog popped up the next day on her client’s program. 

She emailed the student and said please do not talk about me in public: if I 

have given you any reason to think that I am hard to please or difficult I 

hope you know I’m committed to this. And it happened in class that she 

got the email. . . . She blurted out with tears in her eyes “my client’s 

stalking me.” 

 

Richards had her students engaging in public pedagogies that required 

communication with persons outside of the university, service-learning activities, and 

public writing on a web log. The result of these public pedagogies led to a “disorienting 

dilemma,” phase one of Mezirow’s theory of transformative learning. From Richards’ 

retelling of the story, the student was first disoriented by the email and then had an 

emotional reaction “with tears in her eyes.” Richards interpreted the situation as “painful” 

for the student; indeed, Mezirow claims that perspective transformation can be “painful” 

(Transformative Dimensions 168). The student’s reaction falls into Mezirow’s second 

phase, which involves “self-examination with feelings of fear, anger, guilt, or shame.” 

While we cannot know exactly how the student was feeling without asking her directly, 

we might conjecture, based on her tearful response and Richards’ assessment of her 

reaction, that the student may have been feeling angry at the client for sending her an 

“aggressive email,” fearful regarding the future of her stakeholder relationship and 

perhaps her grade and potential for success in the business writing course, and likely 

bewildered that the writing on her blog was in fact truly public. 
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As the instructor, Richards offered support for the student during the dilemma she 

faced. Richards explains that once the student blurted out her response to the email in 

class, she took time to have the class work through a response to what had happened: “we 

unpacked that.” The student, and likely other students in the course, was faced with an 

opportunity to critically assess her assumptions (Mezirow’s phase 3), in this case 

assumptions about public writing, writing in online spaces, and the nature of client-based 

relationships. Through Richards’ guidance and approach of using the student’s 

experience as a teachable moment for the entire class, the student may have experienced 

Mezirow’s 4
th

 and 5
th

 phases: “recognition that one’s discontent and the process of 

transformation are shared” and “exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and 

actions.” Richards explains that she “stepped in . . .  and spoke with the client,” telling 

her “they’re students, they’re learning” and thus taking a new plan of action in regards to 

the situation. Here, we see Richards helping the student navigate the complicated 

stakeholder relationship with the client. 

Richards’ narrative focused on the “disorienting dilemma,” and thus she did not 

explain follow-up details that might allow for a more in-depth application of Mezirow’s 

theory of transformative learning. We would need evidence, likely from the student 

herself, that she planned a course of action, acquired knowledge and skills to implement 

that plan, tried on new roles, built competence and self-confidence in those new roles and 

relationships, and ultimately that she reintegrated into her life a new perspective based on 

this experience (the five final phases of Mezirow’s theory). This kind of in-depth analysis 

of student learning is beyond the scope of the present work. However, what I am arguing 
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is that this is an example of how public pedagogies have the potential to be 

transformative learning experiences because they begin with a “disorienting dilemma.”  

Even though Richards began telling the story as an example of a “pitfall” and she 

notes that “it was kind of a problem,” she ultimately acknowledged that “it really created 

an interesting moment for the class.” Furthermore, Richards’ reflections reveal that the 

experience, though disorienting for the student, was ultimately positive in terms of 

student learning: “I think [the experience] was productive in the end, a good learning 

lesson for everybody about digital footprints and how [students] go about representing 

themselves and others in their writing and how that circulates beyond the public that 

[they] intended it for.” As this example illustrates, situating student writing in publics, 

such as those afforded in online spaces, can lead to risks for students who may face 

disorienting dilemmas, but these risks can lead to rewards for students as learners.  

As Patty Wharton-Michael, Emily M. Janke, Rehnuma Karim, Amy K. Syvertsen, 

and Laura D. Wray argue, this kind of public scholarship—for students and educators—

situates learning in what Donald Schön calls the “swampy lowlands.” Learning that 

occurs in strictly academic environments, the authors argue, is limited to “manageable 

problems,” whereas “the swampy lowlands” require students to address the messy 

complexities of real-world problems (Schön qtd. in Wharton-Michael et al. 68). In this 

way, public scholarship “draws knowledge out of disciplinary boxes ensconced in the 

ivory tower into the swampy lowlands that require multiple perspectives for diverse and 

complex audiences” (69). They argue that public scholarship promotes “transference of 

discipline knowledge,” which encourages “adaptation, abstraction, and flexibility” in 
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student learning (68). Wharton-Michael et al. emphasize the value of experiential 

learning that moves students, their writing, and their learning to spaces outside the 

traditional academic classroom and into what Ellen Cushman and Chalon Emmons call 

“real-world contact zones.” 

Risk and Safety in Real-World Contact Zones 

Marie Louise Pratt has theorized contact zones as “social spaces where cultures 

meet, clash, and grapple with each other” (33). Pratt views her classroom as a kind of 

contact zone where students grapple with inequalities of race, class, and gender: issues 

that exist in publics beyond the classroom but that are also replicated within the 

classroom. Pratt recounts how she taught a new course “centered on the Americas and the 

multiple cultural histories (including European ones) that have intersected here” (5). The 

course enrolled a diverse group of students, and Pratt recounts what resulted from this:  

The classroom functioned not like a homogenous community or a 

horizontal alliance but like a contact zone. Every single text we read stood 

in specific historical relationships to the students in the class, but the range 

and variety of historical relationships in play were enormous. Everybody 

had a stake in nearly everything we read, but the range and kind of stakes 

varied widely. (emphasis added, 5) 

 

Here, Pratt uses the language of stakeholder theory to identify students as key 

stakeholders within this classroom scenario. However, as she notes, while each student 

had a stake, the range and kind—and I must suggest the risk and reward—varied widely. 

As students in her class engaged with the cultural and historical texts, Pratt describes 

student experiences in her classroom-as-contact-zone has some similarities to Mezirow’s 

theory of transformative learning; Pratt explains that students experienced “rage, 

incomprehension, and pain,” which very likely represented disorienting dilemmas for her 
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students as they had to confront new meaning perspectives (40). However, Pratt contends 

that students also experienced “exhilarating moments of wonder and revelation, mutual 

understanding and new wisdom—the joys of the contact zone” (40). Moments of 

“revelation” and “new wisdom” could very likely lead to transformative learning for 

Pratt’s students.  

What is significant about Pratt’s description of contact zones is that the 

“sufferings and revelations” were experienced by “every student”; “No one was 

excluded, and no one was safe” (40). For Pratt, confronting the realities of injustice and 

inequality in the classroom was risky for students, and she and her students established 

“safe houses” as spaces for trust and shared understanding. Pratt’s experiences with 

contact zones in her classroom reveals the importance of offering a supportive classroom 

environment when students are confronted with disorienting dilemmas. Yet, her example 

also brings to light the importance of tensions between risk and safety in the classroom. 

Without risk, students may not have the opportunity to address tough issues, such as 

inequality, and thus may not face dilemmas that would trigger a transformation in one’s 

world view. However, without safety—or at least a degree of support—students may shut 

down, unable to deal with the personal violences cast against them let alone move 

towards any meaningful learning. 

Responding to Pratt’s theory of contact zones in the classroom, Ellen Cushman 

and Chalon Emmons advocate for service-learning pedagogies which situate student 

learning within the “real-world contact zones” of the community. Cushman and Emmons 

critique Pratt’s “hypothetical” contact zones because they lead to “superficial social 
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interaction . . . [in] a classroom where students have little stake in expanding their 

conceptions of others or in negotiating interpretations with those who are represented” 

(205). Because Pratt’s contact zone pedagogy situates student learning in the classroom, 

rather than in the “everyday interactions” students face in real world communities, 

Cushman and Emmons contend that it “misses the multicultural mark” (205). They offer 

outreach and service-learning courses as the means “by which multicultural and literacy 

issues can be mutually negotiated through face-to-face interaction and experiential 

learning” (Cushman and Emmons 205).  

For Cushman and Emmons, the classroom alone cannot offer the kinds of real-

world experiences that would lead to students finding reason to address multicultural 

issues. They liken this removed method for understanding culture to the “methodology 

that armchair anthropologists employed before they developed ethnographic methods. . . . 

Reading culture from texts alone lends itself to facile, often invalid claims” (Cushman 

and Emmons 204). Public pedagogy situates student learning and writing within various 

public and counterpublic spheres, affording students opportunities to see the realities of 

the contact zone emerging within their everyday lives, rather than in the often removed 

and separate spaces of the academic classroom. 

As Jennifer Haley-Brown demonstrates, the risks of real-world contact zones are 

not limited to community-based partnerships in local publics, rather they are also 

exemplified in online spaces such as Wikipedia.
47

 Because students’ public interactions 

                                                 
47

 Jennifer Haley-Brown was not a participant in the present study, and the examples and quotes I reference 

here are from a forthcoming article related to her experiences in the spatial and visual rhetorics course and 

SVR2 event discussed in chapter 3. It is important to note that Haley-Brown is a graduate TA at the 
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in online spaces are not face-to-face (like Pratt’s classroom or Cushman and Emmons’ 

service-learning partnerships), students’ sense of risk is different when writing “for a 

larger, more public, and less moderated audience than they [are] accustomed to.” “When 

we ask students to write for any public audience,” Haley-Brown explains, “we open them 

to difficult, potentially harmful feedback. This risk is heightened as an audience becomes 

increasingly public.” Part of the complication of online spaces is that the students do not 

know exactly who is a stakeholder, which makes the kind of stakeholder mapping Kimme 

Hea advocates for in service-learning partnerships even more challenging. Yet, the 

challenges of identifying stakeholders and the risks of publishing one’s writing in digital 

online publics is precisely what may lead to the kinds of transformative learning Mezirow 

originates in disorienting dilemmas. Indeed, Haley-Brown goes on to note the benefits of 

online writing for students, in spite of and perhaps because of the risks involved. 

“Writing in the ‘electronic public sphere’ increases our students’ stakes in their writing,” 

contends Haley-Brown, and this leads to the benefit of “increased engagement”: the 

riskiness of public writing led to meaningful learning experiences for Haley-Brown’s 

students (emphasis added). As in the examples of Haley-Brown and Cushman and 

Emmons, public experiences and public writing position student learning in everyday 

publics, and the benefits of those often risky contexts can lead students to interrogate 

inequalities in real-world contact zones, often sparking disorienting dilemmas that lead to 

more meaningful and transformative learning for students. 

                                                                                                                                                 
University of Arizona, and thus, her examples here can be read alongside other examples of TA instructors 

at UA. 
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Risks and Rewards for Educators 

In the previous section, I demonstrated how students are stakeholders who engage 

in different levels of risk within real-world publics and who therefore may reap different 

rewards, including the possibility of transformative learning. Instructors hold equally 

complicated positions in their roles as stakeholders. When engaging in public pedagogy, 

instructors are stakeholders who have different interests in and commitments to public 

communities, issues, and research. While scholarship on public writing, service-learning, 

and community literacy has acknowledged some of the risks involved in these 

pedagogies, I believe that stakeholder theory offers a significant lens through which we 

might view and analyze the positioning of instructors as stakeholders. Furthermore, while 

stakeholder theory can very effectively be deployed by teachers to encourage students to 

understand stakeholder relationships with clients (as Kimme Hea advocates), I argue that 

it is equally important to turn the analytical lens on ourselves as stakeholders—on our 

subject positions, identities, levels of power and rank—to explore the diverse risks and 

rewards we each take on when we go public with pedagogy. In the following pages, I 

draw on interviews from faculty, graduate TAs, and administrators at OC, SU, and UA to 

analyze the complex stakeholder positioning of instructors engaging in public pedagogy. 

My analysis reveals that one’s position within an institution’s hierarchy can impact how 

he or she goes about engaging various publics through pedagogy. 

To demonstrate the diverse interests and commitments under consideration with 

public pedagogies, I begin by examining an excerpt from my interview with SU graduate 

TA Amber Luce. Luce and I met for a one-on-one interview over coffee near SU’s 
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campus when I visited in March of 2011. Luce explained how she was currently teaching 

Writing 205, a course that is typically populated by sophomore students, but her section 

had a number of junior and senior undergraduate students enrolled. The excerpt I quote 

from my interview with Luce focuses on her choice to partner with a group on SU’s 

campus for a service-learning project, rather than partnering with an organization off-

campus. More specifically, Luce’s commentary reveals the complications she faced in 

deciding to situate her service-learning course within the campus community rather than 

the local community beyond the university. Luce’s comments reveal how she is trying to 

make sense of her own choices that intersect with her multiple identities as a graduate 

student, LGBTQ scholar, writing instructor, and resident of the Syracuse community. 

When I asked Luce whether it was significant to her pedagogy that students leave the 

classroom or campus community to engage various publics, she responded with the 

following: 

It would be so easy for me to talk about my students, but I’m totally not. I’m 

talking about me. I don’t leave the campus often in terms of where I tap-in to 

resources. Although that’s not true—maybe what I should say is I myself am in a 

battle and an intense tug of war between whether I am a public intellectual or a 

non-public intellectual. I think I try to encourage students to go public in what 

some people would consider very safe very, maybe even, non-public ways. For 

instance, I’m calling my class service-learning. It is a service-learning class, but 

we’re working with an organization on campus. Obviously I could get flack for 

that, because it’s not really engaging in the community. But students’ 

unfamiliarity with engaging with HIV on campus, I think does make campus a 

potentially foreign land, much like Syracuse the community would be. But I don’t 

know, that could be a cop out because it’s easier—that may have been a way for 

me to not have to hassle with Dorothy House, Hospice care for HIV people.
48

 

That’s in the back of my mind, but I think for me I’m just trying to get students to 

do it on any level rather than throw them into a community setting and watch 

                                                 
48

 The Friends of Dorothy House is an organization in the Syracuse community that provides Hospice care 

specifically for persons with HIV (LGBT Resource Center). 
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them reinforce how much they hate it or reinforce how much it was worthless for 

them. 

 

Luce’s frank response reveals that her pedagogical choices are very much informed by 

her own interests and levels of comfort in the classroom and communities beyond the 

classroom. She has her service-learning students working with an organization on 

campus, but she justifies this (and seemingly feels the need to justify it or else “get 

flack”) by arguing that campus is a “potentially foreign land” for students when it comes 

to engaging certain issues, in this case HIV on campus.
49

 

Luce does not express her concerns about how and where to go public in terms of 

risk or rewards. However, I believe her response suggests that she herself is concerned 

about the risks associated with engaging publics beyond the campus and that concern 

translates into how she designs her course assignments. In other portions of my interview 

with Luce, I learned that her scholarship interests are related to LGBTQ studies, and her 

personal and professional commitment to public issues in that area also likely informed 

her pedagogical choices for situating student learning within the issue of HIV on campus. 

Luce’s positioning as a stakeholder with multiple roles (TA, emerging scholar, 

community resident) serves to exemplify the complicated issues at play when instructors 

engage in public pedagogies. 

As stakeholders in public pedagogy, instructors have certain responsibilities to 

students and to publics; however, instructors also function at an intersection of risks and 

rewards not unlike that experienced by students. Some of the risks for instructors lie in 
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 In Chapter 5, I offer a more in-depth analysis of the location of Luce’s public pedagogy, particularly the 

conception of some areas on campus as representing a “foreign land” for students. 
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the choice of topics for their public pedagogies—in other words, some topics may be 

considered more risky than others. For example, in “Walking the Talk: Creating Engaged 

Citizens in English Class,” Fred Barton recounts stories that reveal the risks he as an 

instructor took on—unknowingly, at first—when he decided to make advocacy a central 

goal of his secondary English course. Having his students engage in public issues, 

writing, and advocacy, Barton recounts how he ended up in the principal’s office on a 

number of occasions. Barton looked for “risk-free” topics, only to find that they do not 

actually exist. Even a topic as seemingly tame as greyhound racing in a state that does not 

allow racing resulted in red flags from his administrators. To determine the “temperature 

of any particular issue,” Barton advocates for considering the “degree of organized 

resistance” to the topic, and this led him to develop a “continuum of risk” (see below) for 

his classroom advocacy projects (75-76).  

Youth Programs Skateboard Parks Animal Rights Reproductive Rights 

Low Risk   High Risk 

Figure 7: Fred Barton’s Continuum of Risk 

 

Barton explains that afterschool youth programs would be fairly low-risk, whereas issues 

related to abortion might be high risk (especially in the context of a high school 

classroom). He situates topics such as animal rights somewhere in the middle, noting that 

spay/neuter awareness may be low risk while humane treatment of animals in factory 

farms may be higher risk.  

In addition to the riskiness of issues, Barton also advocates for a consideration of 

the instructor’s time and commitment level, as well as relevance to the instructor’s 

teaching goals (77). More specifically, he encourages instructors to choose topics that 
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they care about personally. Barton discusses how he used himself as a model for 

advocacy with the issue of greyhound racing, an issue to which he was personally 

committed. He argues that his commitment to “advocacy and participatory democracy 

had to be real and go beyond simply using the concepts as a vehicle to create writing 

assignments” (78). Furthermore, Barton believes that we as teachers must model for 

students how advocacy is “part of their responsibilities as citizens” (78). Barton’s 

personal interest in greyhound racing bears similarities to the previously quoted example 

of TA Amber Luce having her students engage with HIV on campus, a topic that was of 

personal and professional interest to her. While Barton’s continuum offers a useful point 

from which instructors might begin considering risk in relation to student advocacy 

projects, it ultimately falls short of considering the multiple issues at play, the diverse 

stakeholders involved, and power differentials for instructors of different rank and level 

of job security. Barton also does not explicitly acknowledge the potential rewards (such 

as publication, promotion, or grant funding for research) for instructors engaging in 

advocacy projects. However, Barton’s work does provide a point from which we can 

begin to analyze specific strategies instructors employ to manage risks and reward in 

public pedagogies. I examine four strategies in the following pages that instructors in my 

study used to manage the risks of going public with pedagogy. 

“Go for It and Apologize Later” 

By not seeking administrative approval in advance, Barton’s classroom advocacy 

work represents a method of “go for it and apologize later.” In some ways this method is 

most fitting to the kinds of kairotic moments that occur within local publics. If instructors 
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wait for approval, they may be limited in the kinds of public issues they can engage; 

community interests may be prioritized over student learning; community groups may 

lose time, energy, and resources devoted to projects that don’t meet their needs. 

However, approaching public pedagogy without institutional approval or support, as in 

Barton’s case, can lead to serious risks for instructors—risks that could threaten one’s 

job, especially depending on one’s position within his or her program. 

A recent discussion on “FYC writing for public audiences” on the Writing 

Program Administrator’s listserv (WPA-L) brings to light some of the issues related to 

rank and job security for instructors who assign public and community writing. For 

example, Seth Kahn recounted a story of how his first spouse nearly lost her position as 

teaching assistant and PhD candidate at Florida State University (FSU) in the mid-1990s. 

Based on an assignment for which she required students to submit their writing to a real 

publication, one of her students wrote a letter of complaint about the university that was 

published in the city’s daily newspaper and which caught the attention of upper-level 

administrators at FSU. David Schwalm replied, contributing that he also “got burned . . . 

in a case where a letter I wrote to someone about a certain situation in the university got 

leaked to the press.” Schwalm adds “Sure glad I had tenure at the time.” The stories Kahn 

and Schwalm recount demonstrate the real risks instructors take when they engage in the 

business of having themselves or their students “go public.” In particular, as Schwalm’s 

comment reflects, issues of power and rank within the university system are at play here. 

Whereas Schwalm’s positioning as a tenured professor meant he would likely not 

experience the loss of his job for a public writing mishap, Kahn’s first spouse as a 
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graduate student and TA did experience the real threat of losing her job and potentially 

destroying her academic career. 

In my interviews with instructors at OC, SU, and UA, a number of issues emerged 

related to how instructors choose to have their students go public. Reading these 

instructor’s choices through a lens that considers their rank and job security offers a 

revealing comparative analysis. For example, the graduate TAs I interviewed at SU and 

UA were much more likely to engage in public pedagogies in officially-sanctioned and 

perhaps safer (or at least less risky) ways. Graduate TAs were also more likely to seek the 

support, approval, and mentorship of administrators prior to engaging in public kinds of 

projects. On the other hand, the tenured and tenure-track professors I interviewed were 

able to engage in larger on-going public projects that may not originally have approval 

from other faculty members in the department. Furthermore, tenured and tenure-track 

professors were more likely to be teaching upper-level courses, courses for the major, or 

specially-designed interdisciplinary courses that allowed for more experimentation with 

public pedagogies than TAs might be able to engage in teaching primarily first-year 

students. 

Many of the tenured and tenure-track professors I interviewed, like Barton’s 

advocacy work referenced previously, took a “go for it and apologize later (if at all)” 

approach to public pedagogies. For example, when SU Writing Program Director and 

Chair Eileen Schell and I met over lunch in March 2011, she explained that when her 

program first began experimenting with service-learning courses in the late 1990s, “there 

was quite a bit of push-back on the part of some of the faculty.” According to Schell, 
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many departmental faculty thought service learning “might be dangerous”; putting 

students into the community might mean “overextending them, taking advantage of free 

labor” or students might enter these communities and “make mistakes and embarrass the 

program” (Schell). Schell notes that despite the concerns raised by other faculty in her 

program, “we did it anyway.” This exemplifies how Schell did not seek, nor seem 

concerned about, departmental approval of public pedagogies. However, it is important to 

note that the graduate student TAs engaging in service-learning pedagogies sought the 

guidance and approval of Schell as a faculty member. 

Seeking Mentorship and Security in Others 

A very different approach I saw taken by graduate student TAs to authorize their 

interest in public pedagogies was to seek the mentorship of faculty members with more 

secure positions within the department. At both SU and UA, where a majority of writing 

courses are taught by graduate TAs, the origination of service-learning programming for 

first-year writing was initiated by graduate TA interest.
50

 However, in both instances, 

administrators were needed to more officially sanction and support these public 

initiatives. At SU a small group of graduate students first brought the idea of service 

learning to Schell, seeking faculty sponsorship. Without Schell’s positioning as a leader 

and administrator in her department, this kind of public pedagogy may have been quickly 

rejected by faculty members in more powerful positions than the graduate TAs. However, 

as a faculty supervisor for the group, Schell was able to move these initiatives forward, 

despite the concerns of others in the department.  

                                                 
50

 Service-learning programming for professional writing courses at the UA has a different history and was 

not originated by TA interest. 
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Similarly, UA’s service-learning program for first-year writing courses was 

originated by graduate TA interest. When I interviewed UA Writing Program Director 

Anne-Marie Hall in April 2011, she explained that service-learning in first-year 

composition began with the interest of a graduate student and then was supported through 

grants the Writing Program wrote and received or collaborations with grant-funded 

projects, such as GEAR UP. As Hall notes, service learning in the UA Writing Program 

“kept growing and different graduate students were the leaders in that.” However, 

without the approval and support of the Writing Program, graduate students choosing to 

engage in service learning pedagogies may have encountered more risk and resistance to 

these pedagogies. Additionally, graduate TAs who came after these early graduate 

student leaders have taken an approach that aligns with officially sanctioned 

programming. For example, many of the TAs I interviewed at SU and UA chose to 

engage in public pedagogies by involving themselves with the officially sanctioned and 

now well-established service-learning programs (Kurtyka; Wendler; Luce). Seeking 

support of faculty members and aligning one’s pedagogies with sanctioned programming 

minimizes the risks graduate students might encounter when going public. By doing so, 

they might avoid the kind of risk Seth Kahn’s first wife encountered during her PhD 

studies. 

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” 

Another approach exemplified in my data is a “don’t ask, don’t tell” strategy for 

engaging in public pedagogies. One of the graduate TAs I interviewed designed a project 
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in which students explored public spaces that were unfamiliar to them.
51

 While students 

were not required to leave campus and could even choose unfamiliar digital spaces, this 

assignment often resulted in students visiting off-campus locations that may have been 

seen as risky in the eyes of some administrators. While the TA was not “called to the 

principal’s office” like Barton was, he or she could have been reprimanded in some 

capacity. Students leaving campus to engage in public pedagogies can be seen as a 

liability, for example. While a “don’t ask, don’t tell” strategy may work for instructors in 

the short-term, it could ultimately lead to some major problems.  

However, one complication is that instructors may not always see what they are 

doing as risky—as in the story of the PhD student at FSU. Furthermore, while it may 

seem obvious to argue that instructors should join officially sanctioned public initiatives 

like the service-learning programs at SU and UA, some pedagogues may be limited by 

the kinds of work these programs promote. For example, UA’s first-year writing service-

learning program, Wildcat Writers, is designed to partner a UA instructor and course with 

a high school English instructor and course. While these teacher partnerships are 

successful, there are many other ways in which instructors might want to engage various 

publics. In other words, these officially sanctioned programs may offer a degree of 

security but that comes at the cost of being able to design one’s pedagogies around 

projects that respond to community needs or instructor and student interests. 

Seeking Grant Funding 
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 I am not revealing this TA’s name purposefully to protect him or her. 
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Tenure and tenure-track faculty and administrators at OC, SU, and UA also saw 

public pedagogies as an opportunity for seeking grant funding. In some ways this strategy 

reveals the savvy of more experienced (than graduate TAs) professionals. By seeking 

grants for public pedagogies, faculty and administrators not only help fund these kinds of 

projects but grants also provide a degree of safety from upper-level administrators. A 

grant-funded project is likely seen as less risky than a random instructor “going rogue” 

with his or her pedagogies. When I interviewed Oberlin College professor Jan Cooper via 

Skype, she explained how she sought grant funding related to an interdisciplinary first-

year seminar course in which students went public by conducting biological and 

ecological field research in nearby farming areas and published their results in a resource 

book. Cooper’s colleague Associate Professor Anne Trubek noted in our Skype interview 

that she also sought and received grant funding for the Community-Based Writing 

Program (CBWP).
52

 At SU and UA, both writing program directors sought grant funding 

to help establish and support their service-learning initiatives (Schell; Hall). Interestingly, 

at UA, administrators encourage graduate TAs to seek their own funding for public 

projects by recommending institution-wide grants, such as the Student-Faculty 

Interaction Grant offered through the UA Office of Student Affairs. In doing so UA 

writing program administrators are helping mentor graduate students as future faculty 

members to seek the safety, support, and rewards that are associated with grant-funded 

projects for public pedagogies. 
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 See Chapter 3 for an in-depth analysis of the CBWP at OC. 
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I must acknowledge that instructors as stakeholders also have the potential for the 

important rewards of research and publication; however, these rewards can come at the 

risk of exploiting other stakeholders, including community members and students. In 

“Facing (Up to) ‘the Stranger’ in Community Service Learning,” Margaret Himley 

critiques Ellen Cushman’s argument that pedagogues should see service-learning and 

activist pedagogies as working in tandem with one’s research.
53

 While Himley 

acknowledges that these “research-based initiatives” may be, as Cushman argues, more 

“institutionally viable, academically rigorous, and pedagogically well crafted,” she also 

notes that they “rescript service learning as ‘applied scholarship’ (Hessler 38), and thus 

align it more fully with disciplinary and academic rewards systems” (422). As Himley 

contends, this results in a greater risk of exploiting students and others who work with 

service-learning projects. When we consider both students and instructors as 

stakeholders, stakeholder theory calls us to be mindful of reciprocal value for all those at 

stake.  

Indeed, as UA TA Faith Kurtyka expressed in her interview for this study: “I 

don’t like the idea of students working for free.” In our interview, Kurtyka talked about 

an ongoing service-learning partnership she has with a local high school English teacher. 

Kurtyka’s partnership with this instructor was initiated through Wildcat Writers—the UA 

first-year composition service-learning program—but has subsequently been developed 

through the instructors’ joint participation in the Southern Arizona Writing Project. 

                                                 
53

 Of significance for the present study is that Margaret Himley is a professor at Syracuse University. At the 

time of her article’s publication, she was a professor of Writing and Rhetoric in the Writing Program. 

Himley has recently moved into the position of Associate Provost for International Education and 

Engagement. 
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Kurtyka explained how she seeks ways for students to receive rewards for the kind of 

work they do in public communities. For example, she organized an assignment where 

her students received free tickets to shows if they wrote reviews of the show. As part of 

her course’s service-learning partnership, Kurtyka’s college writing students paired up 

with high school English students to attend the shows, write reviews of the shows, and 

peer review each others’ writing. Kurtyka justified this kind of public work (writing 

reviews) because students were in some ways compensated for their work through the 

free tickets. 

Yet another important consideration for instructor risks and rewards is an 

understanding of institutional context. The different institutional missions of OC, SU, and 

UA, which I analyze in Chapter 2, lend themselves to different levels of risk and reward 

for instructors who engage in public pedagogies. SU, for instance, with its scholarship-in-

action mission might be more forgiving of (and might even reward) a graduate TA who is 

engaging her students in public writing; this would represent a very different experience 

than the one Kahn recounts for his first wife as a graduate TA at FSU. Furthermore, 

instructors at any level may reap the benefits of public pedagogies and other outreach 

efforts if they are valued by the institution; these rewards may come in the form of 

contributions towards one’s promotion and tenure, teaching or service awards, or grants 

from one’s institution to support outreach projects and/or research. However, if one’s 

institution is not supportive of public engagement, public pedagogies may be seen as 

risky or threatening by upper-level administrators. 
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 As Barton explains in his exploration of the risks associated with public advocacy 

work in the English classroom, advocacy work often involves “creating a context for 

chaos” (77). The chaos associated with public pedagogies may translate into the rewards 

of transformative learning for students, even though the public scenarios may be 

disorienting and risky for student learners. For instructors, this chaos may lead to the 

rewards of publication, grant funding, and teaching awards, but there are a number of 

risks that must be considered in relation to one’s rank within the departmental hierarchy. 

Ultimately, I believe that instructors should seek controlled chaos in their public 

pedagogies: allowing for the messy lowlands of publics to emerge while still planning for 

and combating perceived risks to students and themselves as instructors. 

 The value of stakeholder theory in relation to public pedagogy is that it provides 

an opportunity for us to critically reflect on the positioning of and reciprocal relationships 

among ourselves, the students in our courses, the local publics with which we and our 

students engage, and even non-human entities like natural lands in our community. 

Moreover, transformative learning theory highlights how situating our students’ learning 

in the risky and messy lowlands of local publics can potentially lead to the rewards of 

deeper, more meaningful, and transformative learning experiences for students. As 

stakeholder groups in public pedagogy, both students and instructors must manage the 

personal and professional risks and rewards of going public. In the final chapter, I explore 

the locations of public pedagogy taking up a consideration of how local publics, and 

specifically their locations, can have a significant impact on how we teach and how 

students learn about public writing.  
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CHAPTER 5: LOCATING A THEORY OF PUBLIC PEDAGOGY IN RHETORIC 

AND COMPOSITION 

“We, as everyday people, stand to make a difference by using our literate 

repertoires to go public.”  

—Elenore Long, Community Literacy and the Rhetoric of Local Publics 

 

In Community Literacy and the Rhetoric of Local Publics, Elenore Long 

addresses a central question in community literacy studies: “How is it that ordinary 

people go public?” Using a five-point heuristic—the local public framework—Long 

analyzes the actions and literate rhetorical practices of ordinary people who go public, as 

they are narrated in the works of scholars such as Eli Goldblatt, Ralph Cintron, Ellen 

Cushman, and Linda Flower, among others. In the final chapter, Long shifts her focus 

from “ordinary people” in local public communities to students in the classroom. She 

asks: “How do college students go public? And, as educators trained in rhetorical theories 

and practices, how can we best support them?” (154). Very much in line with Long’s 

work, this chapter entertains Long’s question of how college students go public and how 

educators in rhetoric and composition can offer support through public pedagogies. More 

specifically, I apply Long’s schema to examples of public pedagogies in writing and 

rhetoric courses at Oberlin College (OC), Syracuse University (SU), and the University 

of Arizona (UA).  

In previous chapters I have argued that public pedagogies are inherently rhetorical 

and potentially transformative in terms of student learning. I argue that, ultimately, 

Long’s schema falls short of articulating the value of a located public pedagogy; in other 

words, I contend that a theory of public pedagogy in rhetoric and composition must be 
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mindful in the ways it engages issues of location, site, and place. Long’s theory of local 

publics suggests a starting point because it is constructed and enacted in time and space, 

but I call for more research that specifically examines how the sites and locations of 

public pedagogy impact the ways students learn about writing and rhetoric. To conclude, 

I move toward a theory of public pedagogy in rhetoric and composition that defines this 

work as an approach to the teaching of writing that is rhetorical, transformative, and 

located. I suggest future questions for research that would examine student data 

(including student interviews, writing, and teaching evaluations) to help complicate and 

extend the goals of the present study. 

Elenore Long’s Pedagogies for Students Going Public 

Drawing on explanations of teaching within the publications of Nancy Welch, 

Jeffrey Grabill, A. Suresh Canagarajah, Paula Mathieu, and others, Long offers five 

pedagogical approaches for supporting students in going public: interpretative, 

institutional, tactical, inquiry-driven and performative (155). Table 6 on the following 

page illustrates Long’s schema for “how students use prominent literacies to go public” 

(155). Long’s analysis foregrounds the public actions students take and then suggests 

“what teachers can do to help.”  

In her explanation of interpretative pedagogies, Long highlights the roles of 

students visiting new locations, building new relationships, and circulating new insights 

(158-163). To accomplish these public actions for students, Long suggests that teachers 

“arrange for students to get off campus,” “assign personal narrative and public writing,” 

“support alternative means of reflection,” and “assign students to circulate their new  
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insights within larger publics” (159-162). Through all of these actions, Long emphasizes 

the significant role of rhetoric in grounding students’ practices with community partners 

and in “intercultural, institutional border crossing” (162). Because they adapt the 

literacies for engaging with texts—“the English department’s stock in trade”—

interpretative pedagogies were among some of the earliest approaches to “reading and 

writing as acts of intense public involvement” (Long 158).  

Institutional pedagogies, according to Long, “focus on students’ futures,” and, 

thus, “students in these courses go public in their professional roles” (163-64). Long’s 

explanation of institutional pedagogies focuses on students confronting ethical issues, 

interrogating asymmetrical relationships, and learning research methods that draw on the 

wealth of knowledge in local communities (164-68). Teachers can support students in 

these methods of going public by teaching them how to “challenge norms . . . inscribed 

by bureaucratic institutions,” “engage in dialogue that negotiates asymmetrical 

relationships,” and “incorporate community residents’ interests and expertise into the 

institution’s decision-making process” (165-68). Long also advocates for designing 

courses that incorporate off-campus partners as a means of combating forces that 

“militate against collaborative practices” (169). As with interpretative pedagogies, Long 

defines institutional pedagogies as firmly grounded in rhetorical practices—in this case, 

rhetorical practices within professional settings that “recognize and represent the agency 

and expertise of community residents” to promote social change (170). 

Whereas institutional pedagogies are firmly situated within formal, public 

institutions, tactical pedagogies “capitalize on the capacity of indecorous and hostile 
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counterdiscourses to upset the status quo” (Long 170). These pedagogies teach students 

to “circulate counterpublic discourses as expressions of students’ social and political 

views,” and this work is situated within a larger, often highly-charged, “historical 

narrative of radically progressive social change” (171). Long explains that teachers can 

help students in these pursuits by teaching the history of social movements, examining 

the challenges of “going public” in a contemporary context, taking a contemporary view 

of the rhetorical canon of delivery, and emphasizing that students “don’t ‘have to go it 

alone’” (173-74). Because they encourage students to “find their own venues for going 

public,” tactical pedagogies tend to result in short-term, “public bursts”; however, they 

can lead to inquiry-driven pedagogies that go public by constructing venues for extended, 

focused, and deliberative dialogue (Long 175). 

Long defines inquiry-driven pedagogies as ones that “support discursive spaces 

where students work with intercultural partners to inquire into and deliberate about 

pressing social problems, working toward both personal and public change” (175). Long 

notes that inquiry-driven pedagogies are similar to institutional pedagogies in their shared 

commitment to inquiry, but a key difference is that inquiry-driven pedagogies engage 

students in “contemporary public action here and now and as part of their civic 

education,” whereas institutional pedagogies provide preparation for students’ future 

professional careers (176).
54

 In her analysis, Long examines two sets of pedagogies—

materialist rhetoric as defined by David Coogan and intercultural inquiry as defined by 

Wayne Peck, Linda Flower, and Lorraine Higgins—which highlight different 

                                                 
54

 Certainly there could be room for both of these goals—engaging students in “contemporary public action 

here and now” as well as preparing them for their future professional careers (Long 176). 
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conceptions of public deliberation (176). For inquiry-driven pedagogies, students go 

public by “positioning themselves as members of a local public” in order to deliberate 

pressing social issues with others; this involves structuring inquiry with others and 

circulating alternative texts and practices (Long 179-86). Long identifies a number of 

pedagogical methods teachers—along with community partners—should use to support 

students in inquiry-driven ways of going public; these include assessing the rhetorical 

situation, creating local publics, developing students’ rhetorical capacities, setting 

expectations and offering support for students to write public documents, providing 

opportunities for feedback from “real readers,” and providing venues for circulating 

students’ public writing (180-89). 

The final pedagogy Long explores is performative: “performative pedagogies 

capitalize on the dramatic aspects of public performance, particularly the capacity to call 

a public into being” (189). Long emphasizes that performative pedagogies are interested 

in the “connections among inquiry and performance, invention and participation, wisdom 

and action” (190). The dramatic components of performative pedagogies can sometimes 

overlap with tactical and inquiry-driven pedagogies as well. By engaging in dramatic, 

public performances, students in these pedagogies also develop “reflective, rhetorical 

agency,” but teachers need to support students in structured reflection (192-94). Long 

also claims that students “perform contemporary paideutic rhetoric by standing for 

something with others across difference,” and that teachers can cultivate a contemporary 

paideutic rhetoric—“the ‘promise’ of classical rhetorical education: ‘the making of good 

citizens’”—by supporting students in moving between performance and inquiry, not 
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treating them as mutually exclusive (194-96). Long calls educators to look to drama 

theory to support these kinds of performative pedagogies. 

Long’s schema offers a useful frame through which we can analyze and interpret 

public pedagogies. In the following sections, I focus on three examples—one from each 

of my research sites—of classroom practices that exemplify public pedagogy in rhetoric 

and composition and that move us toward more clearly articulating a theory of public 

pedagogy that is unique for our disciplinary area of study. These public pedagogies share 

similarities in how they value public, and sometimes non-school, sites for student 

learning, and they represent differences in their approaches to defining the scope and 

range of “publics” for students and for how and where they locate their public pedagogy. 

After an analysis of these examples, I return to Long’s work to ask and begin addressing 

important questions about the role of context, site, and location in public pedagogies. 

Going Public in a Field-Based Writing First-Year Seminar at Oberlin College 

At Oberlin College, I interviewed Rhetoric and Composition Department faculty 

member Jan Cooper, and she told me about a first-year seminar course, called Field-

Based Writing: Ecology of the Vermilion River Watershed, she has taught with biology 

professor Mary Garvin. In addition to our interview via Skype, Cooper graciously shared 

via email some of her course materials, including the syllabus, schedule, and writing 

assignment sheets; I draw on these materials and our interview in the following analysis. 

Cooper and Garvin’s course was taught in 2003 and again in 2008. As a first-year 

seminar course, all of the students are in their first year at OC, and many of them partially 
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fulfill their Writing Requirement through the course.
55

 Cooper explained in our interview 

that she and Garvin conceived of the course when they realized that ecology and the 

teaching of writing both share an “emphasis on developing observational skills” and on 

“visual recording or visual learning” (Cooper). From the fall 2008 syllabus that Cooper 

shared with me, the course description is as follows: 

This is a course about observing the natural world around us by using the 

tools of ecology, the study of the interactions between organisms and their 

environment. Through field studies on the Vermilion River and its 

tributaries, we will have the opportunity to watch an ecosystem near 

Oberlin progress through autumn. We will also explore a variety of ways 

to communicate our observations, from field notes to lab reports to science 

writing for general audiences. In the process, you will gain information 

literacy skills and work toward earning certification for the Writing 

Proficiency Requirement through weekly writing assignments. Students' 

writing will be discussed in class and with the instructors in individual 

appointments. 

 

A major component for the course involved students “taking trips” to Lake Eerie and 

surrounding watersheds to conduct scientific labs for the ecology components of the 

course (Cooper). Cooper also explained that students engaged with “human ecology” by 

talking with farmers along the Vermilion River, and by ultimately composing a text, 

Living in the Vermilion Watershed, that had a target audience of local residents. Applying 

Long’s schema for students’ public actions and the corresponding pedagogies, Cooper 

and Garvin’s field-based writing course shares aspects of the interpretative and 

institutional pedagogies. Table 7 on the following page summarizes aspects from Long’s 

schema which correspond to practices within the field-based writing course at OC. 
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 For a more detailed explanation of Oberlin College’s writing requirements, writing intensive courses, and 

writing certification courses, see chapter 1. As Cooper and Garvin note on their syllabus, passing the course 

meets the writing requirement for students in the music conservatory. However, students in the College of 

Arts and Sciences “might demonstrate sufficient skill in academic writing to earn certification in this 

course, but passing this course does not automatically entitle them to it” (Cooper and Garvin). 
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The course takes an interpretative pedagogical approach by requiring students to go 

somewhere new, having them build new relationships with the environment/land and 

with people, encouraging them to confront stereotypes, and circulating their new 

knowledge in public forums. First, the course gets students off campus; as Long explains, 

“students stir things up in their own minds by venturing somewhere new” (158). Long 

looks to examples from Eli Goldblatt, who “placed students as tutors at either a prison or 

community literacy center,” and David Coogan, who “placed students with community 

leaders . . . committed to building ‘public homeplaces’ in Chicago’s south side,” to 

explain the significance of getting students to have a “critical distance” in order to 

identify, interrogate, and revise their understanding of social issues (159). The field-based 

writing course at OC assigned students to conduct biological labs in the field along the 

Vermillion River, and students also talked to people who farm along the river (Cooper). 

By relying on observational skills—as both a scientific researcher and a field-

based writer—students were able to closely examine local places and people to confront 

and address the social and political ramifications of environmental issues and their impact 

on local publics. Through these field-based experiences, students built new relationships 

with the local land and with local residents, and these new relationships encouraged 

students to confront stereotypes. For example, in my interview with Cooper, she 

explained how many of her students “had never lived in the Midwest . . . had never lived 

near farming country . . . and didn’t know that much about farmers . . . or rural residents 

as an audience.” Because students interviewed local farmers and ultimately composed 

documents for them as an audience, they were confronting stereotypes they had about 
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farmers. Cooper explained that some of her students “had this notion of farmers as people 

who had never heard of environmentalism, when actually the farmers in our area have to 

preserve their soil; they have to preserve their ecology, and they are not all big agri-

business people.” Through assignments and discussions in the course, Cooper said they 

had to “unpack” students’ experiences and confront their assumptions and stereotypes—

talk about “who farmers are as an audience” and about people who “move out into the 

country because they don’t want to live in a town or a city.” As a result of their 

experiences in the course, students gained “different perspectives on the biological 

ecology but also the human ecology of the area” (Cooper). The examples Long analyzes 

from Goldblatt and Coogan focus on students visiting community literacy sites or local 

non-profit organizations in order to forge new relationships and confront stereotypes. 

However, this example from Cooper and Garvin’s course at OC demonstrates the power 

of how public pedagogies do not necessarily have to be (though certainly can be) service-

learning courses and that students can form relationships with the land and with people as 

a means of confronting stereotypes. 

Cooper and Garvin’s course also included institutional pedagogies, which 

involved students learning professional research methods for local research and methods 

for recognizing the expertise and agency of others. Long explains institutional pedagogies 

as preparing students for their future careers; however, even though students in the field-

based writing course were in their first-year and from diverse majors (with diverse future 

careers), the course introduced students to field-based and ethnographic research methods 

that helped students “identify and represent the agency and knowledge of others within 
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the institutional contexts” of ecological researchers (Long 163). According to Long, 

teachers can help students achieve these public goals by teaching them “research methods 

that incorporate community residents’ interests and expertise” (168). As an example for 

her analysis, Long cites one project coming out of Pittsburgh’s Community Literacy 

Center (CLC) which involved students listening “to the perspectives of local residents . . . 

and to draw on that expertise . . . to build more robust representations of urban problems 

and more comprehensive proposals for urban renewal” (168). Similarly, Cooper and 

Garvin taught their students field-based research methods that would draw on the 

perspectives and expertise of local residents, and students had to draw on this expertise as 

they composed documents intended for a local audience.  

Finally, Cooper and Garvin’s Field-Based Writing Course shares some 

characteristics with inquiry-driven pedagogies in that students circulated documents 

within the publication Living in the Vermilion River Watershed. In our interview, Cooper 

explained that she and Garvin applied for and received an Ohio Environmental Protection 

Agency grant “to create a book out of some of the materials that we were collecting . . . 

and some of the materials that students were writing for the class.” The book that resulted 

from this class and grant project is now available on the Western Reserve Land 

Conservancy’s website (Garvin and Cooper). In her explanation of inquiry-driven 

pedagogies, Long looks at assignments associated with a course Coogan taught which 

involved both “fieldwork and coursework.” The fieldwork components of Coogan’s 

course involved students conducting analyses and compiling a report for diverse 

stakeholders in order to argue for reform in the public school systems (178). Much like 
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Coogan’s course, Cooper and Garvin’s course asked students to conduct field-based 

research—both scientific and ethnographic—which resulted in some students’ writing 

being published in Living in the Vermilion River Watershed. Throughout the course, 

Cooper framed students’ writing assignments within the possibility of publication in this 

book: “Your intended audience for [this assignment] is that of Living in the Vermilion 

River Watershed—residents of the watershed. If the final draft of this piece meets the 

standards of the book, we may post it online for the book’s actual readers” (“FYSP 116 

Writing Assignments”). Cooper’s assignment sheets stress the importance of students 

“using simple and clear language appropriate to audience,” and she explained in our 

interview how much of the course involved students exploring and coming to a better 

understanding of the intended audience, which involved students confronting 

assumptions  (“FYSP 116 Writing Assignments”). Cooper told me that she and Garvin 

hoped the publication would help local residents “learn more about their own area and 

hopefully increase their interest in preserving the river that served as the basis of the 

area” (Cooper). The collection features articles that range from historical accounts of the 

geology of the watershed area to explanations of bacteria in the river to analyses of the 

first native peoples to settle the watershed area, and many articles include a list of 

additional resources that readers could consult for more information (Abbey-Lee; 

Grashoff; Redmond). 

Based primarily on the interview with one of the co-instructors, Cooper, we might 

judge student learning in and satisfaction in the course a success—though additional data 

measures, such as student evaluations, grades, and surveys would help substantiate and 
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perhaps complicate this claim. What is significant about this teacher-reported example of 

public pedagogy from OC is how it suggests the power that physical places can have on 

student learning: a concept I explore more fully in the coming pages.  It also 

demonstrates how public pedagogies can be effective in rural settings; oftentimes public 

and place-based pedagogies are discussed within the framework of urban settings, as 

educators value the wealth of resources, museums, public art and spaces, as well as the 

number of non-profit organizations that may be interested in service-learning 

partnerships. 

Going Public in a Critical Research and Inquiry Course at Syracuse University 

A second course I’d like to analyze within the framework that Long offers is a 

section of Writing 205: Critical Research and Inquiry that graduate teaching assistant 

(TA) Amber Luce taught at Syracuse University in Spring 2011.
56

 Luce’s section 

included a service-learning component, which is one of the ways her course functions as 

an example of public pedagogy. I interviewed Luce during my visit to SU in March 2011, 

so her comments about the course were while it was still in-progress. Following our face-

to-face interview, Luce shared her syllabus and other course materials, such as writing 

prompts and assignment sheets. In Chapter 4, I examined a portion of Luce’s interview to 

explore the subject positions, risks, and rewards of instructors as stakeholders in public 

pedagogy. In this section, I examine in more detail the design of her on-campus public 

pedagogy course assignments. On her Writing 205 syllabus, Luce explains to students 

that the course will focus on issues related to HIV/AIDS: 

                                                 
56

 For more details about the function of the Writing 205 course within the writing requirements at 

Syracuse University, see chapter 1. 
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As the course develops, we’ll begin to connect our rhetorical frame with 

the readings, research methods, and service projects that we undertake. 

These projects will explore issues of sexuality, specifically regarding 

HIV/AIDS. As the epigraph that began this syllabus demonstrates, 

HIV/AIDS is one of the trickiest diseases that my and your generation 

has ever faced. . . . The more we understand, analyze and research this 

issue, the more we will be in a position to offer help developing 

appropriate materials, critique projects and programs as well as challenge 

the way we thought about HIV/AIDS and sexuality. Further, we have the 

opportunity through service learning to apply what we read, discuss and 

write to real situations, with real people. 

 

In my interview with Luce, she explained that she partnered her service-learning 

class with a new student organization, OrangeAID: “when taking on OrangeAID,” Luce 

explained the main questions she wanted her students to explore were “how do you begin 

social programs about issues” and “how do you think about creating and sustaining 

programs and organizations that are supposed to benefit . . . students” (Luce). Luce 

designed the course so that individual students or small groups of students would work on 

pieces of a larger campus-based project related to HIV/AIDS awareness, specifically 

supporting the efforts of the burgeoning OrangeAID group on campus. At the time of our 

interview, around mid-semester, Luce suggested some student projects that she thought 

might unfold as the semester progressed: obtaining funding for OrangeAID to help 

sustain it beyond the year, connecting OrangeAID with other organizations on campus 

related to other student identities, developing a survey to assess students’ awareness of 

HIV/AIDS on campus, and connecting OrangeAID to Greek organizations with service 

components. 

As Table 8 illustrates, Luce’s public pedagogies align with components of Long’s 

interpretative, institutional, and inquiry-driven pedagogies. Much like Cooper and  
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campus. 

 

Table 8: Students’ Public Actions in Amber Luce’s Spring 2011 Critical Research and Writing Course at Syracuse University 
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Garvin’s course at OC, Luce’s course at SU involves students going somewhere new, 

building new relationships, and confronting/revising stereotypes. These interpretative 

pedagogies differ from Cooper and Garvin’s course in that Luce treats HIV/AIDS on 

campus as a “foreign land”—the equivalent of going somewhere new, like the Vermilion 

River Watershed in the field-based writing course at OC. In my interview with Luce, she 

explained that “students’ unfamiliarity with engaging HIV on campus . . . does make 

campus potentially a ‘foreign land,’ much like Syracuse the community would be.” For 

Luce, “going public”—or in Long’s terms “going somewhere new”—does not 

necessarily have to be entirely new nor physically removed from campus. In fact, Luce, 

by designing her service-learning project to partner with an on-campus group, encourages 

her students “to go public in what some people would consider very safe . . . ways.” 

However, Luce defends her choice because seeing the campus community through a new 

lens, one that is focused on HIV/AIDS, is something new for students—a way for 

students to explore highly charged social issues within a somewhat familiar context of the 

school’s campus. 

Students in Luce’s Writing 205 course also engage in interpretative pedagogies by 

building new relationships and confronting/revising stereotypes. More specifically, 

students built new relationships with key stakeholders within the student-led OrangeAID 

organization. As a course assignment, students conducted a “needs assessment” for 

OrangeAID and worked closely with the SU undergraduate student who founded the 

organization. Finally, students confronted and revised stereotypes they might have 

previously had about persons with HIV/AIDS. In preparation for their service projects, 
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Luce assigned students to read Elizabeth Pisani’s The Wisdom of Whores; Luce explains 

in an assignment description for students that, drawing on Pisani’s work, “we will 

examine more in depth how HIV/AIDS gets negotiated under a myriad host of rhetorical 

factors. We will be paying close attention to the kinds of writing that are happening, how 

writing is used to depict HIV/AIDS, and make note of rhetorical factors that shape how 

writing happens, when and why.” These kinds of assignments ask students to confront 

their assumptions and possibly revise stereotypes they have held in the past. 

Luce’s course also introduced students to some of what Long identifies as 

institutional pedagogies. Luce specifically designed assignments that taught students 

about research methods—skills that students applied within their on-campus site, 

OrangeAID, but which could also be easily transferred to other kinds of local, 

community-based research. Some of Luce’s course assignments that explicitly addressed 

research methods included: a research method profile, a service journal entry that 

involved students observing community spaces and writing thick descriptions, a web or 

diagram illustrating stakeholder relationships, and an “honesty box” that foregrounds 

assumptions. Students in small groups took on different pieces of the larger class service 

project, and some learned skills related to designing and implementing surveys, obtaining 

IRB approval for projects, and seeking grant funding for community projects. 

A final aspect of Luce’s pedagogy that corresponds to Long’s schema involves 

inquiry-driven pedagogies. Long explains that inquiry-driven pedagogies involve 

students taking public action by “deliberating social issues with community partners” and 

“circulating documents that serve as catalysts for social change” (155). Long’s examples 
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of inquiry-driven pedagogies come from extended projects, including several iterations of 

Coogan’s service-learning courses and Flower’s ongoing project with the CLC in 

Pittsburgh. Thus, in some ways, Luce’s service-learning projects, which, as I understand 

it, were contained within one semester may not offer the same kinds of long-term inquiry 

that Long describes. Nonetheless, Luce’s student projects did engage students in 

deliberating social issues, in this case with students’ peers on campus through the 

OrangeAID organization, rather than “community partners” as Long frames it in her 

analysis. Long’s analysis of Coogan and Flower focuses on documents such as research 

reports, newsletters, and critical incident interviews as moving toward social change. 

Luce’s course, which ended up focusing primarily on designing a survey for 

OrangeAID’s use is also a document that could serve as a catalyst for social change. 

Results from OrangeAID’s survey could lead to real changes on SU’s campus policies 

and levels of awareness related to HIV/AIDS issues on campus. 

Going Public in First-Year and Advanced Composition at the University of Arizona 

The pedagogical example I analyze from the University of Arizona comes from 

graduate TA Crystal Fodrey and assignments she has taught in English 102 (the second of 

a two-semester first-year writing course sequence) and English 306: Advanced 

Composition.
57

 More specifically, I focus on assignments she teaches in these courses 

that assign students to spatially analyze local public spaces and, in some cases, to write 

about these spaces in forms of public writing.  

                                                 
57

 See Chapter 1 for a more detailed explanation of these courses within the University of Arizona Writing 

Program. 
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In English 102, Fodrey teaches a rhetorical analysis assignment that involves 

students analyzing spaces of personal importance. On the assignment sheet, Fodrey asks 

students to “write an essay in which you explore the significance of the ideologies that 

exist in one of the public spaces you explored in your Unit 1 short assignment”; one of 

the stated goals is for students to “become more aware of how the very spaces that 

surround [them] are rhetorical situated (i.e., persuasive, powerful, political, endowed with 

meaning, and productive of meaning” (“Unit 1 Assignment Sheet”). Fodrey suggests that 

students might explore spaces on UA’s campus, spaces represented on students’ deep 

maps (an in-class invention activity), or an online space, and she asks that students 

examine spaces that “exhibit inequalities of race, class, gender, sexuality, ability, etc.” 

(“Unit 1 Assignment Sheet”). 

Fodrey teaches a similar assignment in English 306. However, for the 306 course, 

the goals are for students to learn about public forms of research, like investigative 

journalism, and to write public creative non-fiction essays (Fodrey). Fodrey asks students 

to “select, define, and research a space that you’re curious about so that you can add your 

voice to the conversation regarding the space” (“Unit 2 Assignment Sheet”). As with the 

rhetorical analysis assignment in English 102, Fodrey encourages students to examine 

issues of inequality within the spaces they analyze and research. Fodrey gives students a 

variety of options for considering audience, including someone who is interested but 1) 

“unaware of the inequality in the space you’ve chosen,” 2) “does not realize the extent of 

the inequality,” 3) “has a misconception about this space,” or 4) “does not know this 

space exists at all” (“Unit 2 Assignment Sheet”). Table 9 on the following page  
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Table 9: Students’ Public Actions in Crystal Fodrey’s English 102 and 306 Courses at the  
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summarizes the intersections among Fodrey’s pedagogies and those outlined by Long; 

like the examples from OC and SU, Fodrey’s spatial analysis assignments rely primarily 

on interpretative and institutional pedagogies. 

A significant component of Fodrey’s spatial analysis assignments involves 

students visiting spaces and locations of their choice; in relationship to Long’s schema, 

this means students take public action by going somewhere new. However, similar to 

Luce’s on-campus service-learning work at SU, not all of Fodrey’s students venture 

somewhere new to them. What seems to be most significant about the space- and place-

based work for this assignment is that students see a space from a new perspective as a 

means of informing a new analysis. In fact, on her assignment sheet, Fodrey quotes from 

geographer and spatial theorist Edward Soja’s work to explain her intentions for their 

assignment: 

My objective . . . is to encourage you . . . to think differently about the 

meanings and significance of space and those related concepts that 

compose and comprise the inherent spatiality of human life. . . . I am not 

suggesting that you discard your old and familiar ways of thinking about 

space and spatiality, but rather that you question them in new ways that 

are aimed at opening up and expanding the scope and critical sensibility of 

your already established spatial or geographical imaginations. (Soja qtd. in 

“Unit 2 Assignment Sheet”) 

 

Thus, students’ “go public” in Fodrey’s assignment by visiting public, typically local, 

spaces and then analyzing spatial inequalities that emerge. As Fodrey explained in our 

interview, this sometimes involved students analyzing on-campus spaces, like 

classrooms, but at other times it involved students visiting new or unfamiliar spaces, like 

tattoo parlors. Even though Fodrey noted that students do not necessarily have to leave 

campus to “go public” and learn from that spatial experience, she commented that part of 
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what makes the assignment so valuable is “the fact that [students] go out into the 

community, that they [step] out of the spaces where they feel comfortable . . ., [and] they 

become an outsider somewhere else looking in to that kind of other space that they may 

not understand—or maybe they do understand but they don’t think other people see it 

quite the way that they do”; students ultimately come to new realizations from these 

experiences that come out in their writing (Fodrey).
58

 

Both the English 102 and 306 assignments Fodrey teaches prompt students to 

confront and revise stereotypes, in part because of the way she frames the assignment 

around issues of inequality and misperception of space. Fodrey explained in our 

interview that a number of her students have selected spaces in South Tucson—an area 

that many locals think is unsafe and that also happens to house and be influenced heavily 

by Tucson’s Hispanic, particularly Mexican and Mexican-American, populations. 

Because many students enrolled in Fodrey’s courses are from South Tucson, they choose 

those spaces, in part, to make arguments that “South Tucson is not this scary, gang-

infested space that people should avoid in Tucson” (Fodrey). Fodrey also described a 

student project that involved analysis of inequalities in classroom spaces on UA’s 

campus, specifically desk spaces for students who are obese. The student, who self-

identified as obese, examined how in many of the classrooms on campus there is nowhere 

for her to sit and she advocated for her rights as a student in her public creative non-

fiction essay. Seeing public spaces through the lens of inequality can help students 

reassess stereotypes they may hold about certain geographies and populations. 

                                                 
58

 See Chapter 4 for a more in-depth analysis of the risks and rewards of public pedagogies. 
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Fodrey’s approach also involves students approaching spatial analysis by 

examining the intersections of the personal and the public and by incorporating portions 

of both in her assignments. In her explanation of interpretative pedagogies, Long explains 

that teachers can students “prioritize both new working relationships and deeper 

understandings of loaded cultural issues” by assigning personal narrative and public 

writing (160). Long uses an example from Coogan’s pedagogy in which he assigned 

students to write personal narratives as a reflection assignment, and, later in the course, 

students composed public writing in the form of “leadership portraits” for a community 

organization (161). This style of pedagogy demonstrates a model for service-learning and 

community literacy courses; however, Fodrey’s course did not have these components. 

Therefore, Fodrey’s approach to teaching personal and public offers a different kind of 

model, one that is situated within the realms of investigative journalism and creative non-

fiction—both of which serve the personal and public through the process of research and 

the result of public writing.
59

 

In the English 306 course, Fodrey encourages her students to identify a specific 

publication for circulating their writing and new knowledge; while some students choose 

not to do this, the way Fodrey frames the assignment in terms of public writing helps 

students see this as an opportunity to circulate their new knowledge in the ways that Long 

identifies within interpretative pedagogies. Fodrey explained that she uses this 

component of the assignment to discuss rhetorical concerns related to audience, for 

instance: “if you’re writing for a local, Tucson-based audience you don’t have to explain 

                                                 
59

 Fodrey’s English 306 curriculum focused on creative non-fiction, which falls within her area of research 

and teaching interest and expertise. 
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what the University of Arizona is, but if you’re writing for a national audience, you 

imagine this is going to get published in Time, you have to frame it completely 

differently.” 

A final piece of Fodrey’s pedagogy aligns with Long’s institutional pedagogies 

involves the research methods that she teaches students. Fodrey approaches her public 

pedagogies through literary and investigative journalism and observation; she also has 

her students write on location. In our interview, Fodrey explained that when she teaches 

the spatial analysis assignment, she teaches it as “literary journalism so that it has this 

really rich research-based portion to it”; Fodrey’s students are “doing ethnographic 

research; they’re going out and talking to people; they’re immersing themselves in the 

spaces.” Like Luce’s work with students at SU, the institutional pedagogies Fodrey 

employs at UA teaches students to value local community sites as places for research and 

offers them methodological strategies for how to approach and investigate public sites. 

Public pedagogies exist at the intersections of the public and the academic, the 

institutional and the activist. Indeed, in my application of Long’s schema, the pedagogies 

of Cooper and Garvin, Luce, and Fodrey fall into the categories of interpretative, 

institutional, and inquiry-driven. In many ways, we might see these as dominant, and 

perhaps even “accepted,” models of pedagogy in first-year composition curricula and 

within the academy overall. A critical consideration of Long’s conception of “context” 

should also account for the local publics that exist within our academic institutions—the 

valued literacies of student learning outcomes (SLOs) that initiate students into the 

cultural discourse of the university through interpretation and inquiry. Indeed, the two 
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pedagogies not easily identifiable in the classroom examples above are tactical and 

performative pedagogies. Compared to interpretative, institutional, and inquiry-driven 

pedagogies, tactical approaches may be considered more activist in how they “challenge 

the status quo,” and they may have more political, personal, and affective dimensions in 

how they function to circulate “students’ social and political views” (155, 170). If we 

consider this in relation to the arguments I made in Chapter 4, we can see the high risks 

(and potential rewards) that instructors and students take on within this framework. 

Additionally, performative pedagogies take an artistic approach that deviates from many 

of the dominant approaches in the academy. Because of these challenges, and perhaps 

particularly because of the subject positioning of the two TA instructors in these 

examples, we might begin to understand why we see certain pedagogies from Long’s 

approach represented more than others. 

The Significance of Place in Public Pedagogies 

In her conclusion, Long calls on educators to “create with community partners 

and students at once tangible and poetic interpretative schemas to guide our participation 

in local public life” (199). However, Long suggests that “it is probably not enough for 

students to go to new places or to work with others in new ways—as important as these 

moves may be” (199). I tend to agree with Long’s assessment that it is not enough for 

students to only “go public” by going to new places and working with others in new 

ways. However, Long’s statement in the conclusion of her book seemingly overlooks 

what I see as the real potential for her theory of local publics to inform a theory of public 

pedagogy for rhetoric and composition. 
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In an earlier chapter of her work, Long reveals her local public framework, a 

heuristic she uses to compare accounts of “people going public and for considering the 

implications that follow from them.” This five-point heuristic includes a guiding 

metaphor (an image such as a link or gate), a context (the location), the tenor of the 

discourse (the register, the affective quality), the key literacy practices, and rhetorical 

invention (generative processes for calling the local public into being) (Long 16). An 

essential, and I might argue perhaps one of the most essential, components of Long’s 

heuristic is the context; it is, in fact, what defines the “local” in Long’s rhetoric of “local 

publics”—the where of literate practices. Long defines a local public as “the community 

in community literacy” (207). She goes on to say that local publics are “at once 

discursive and material”; they are 

the sites that people devise to address distinct rhetorical agendas that range 

from socializing children into appropriate uses of language to drawing 

upon stakeholders’ differences as a resource for addressing shared 

problems to demanding respect under conditions that yield little of it. 

Local publics are often the form of public life that ordinary people access 

most readily; thus, they are the sites where ordinary people tend to 

develop their voices and repertoires for going public. (Long 207) 

 

Long theorizes local publics as sites where ordinary people go public. However, in her 

final chapter on pedagogical practices, Long loses her initial focus on context/location as 

a key component in her local publics heuristic. The sites in which ordinary people and 

students (indeed, are students not ordinary people too?) go public are particularly 

important as they relate to a rhetorically-informed theory of public pedagogy in 

composition. 
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As explained in Chapter 1, public pedagogy has been theorized within curriculum 

studies as an approach to teaching that values learning that happens in sites beyond the 

classroom and even beyond schools; in other words, “schools are not the sole sites of 

teaching, learning, and curricula” (Sandlin, Schultz, and Burdick 2). Thus, a theory of 

public pedagogy in rhetoric and composition must be explicitly attuned to issues of place, 

space, and location in relation to what we mean by “public.” Moreover, I believe that 

Long’s conception of local publics directs us to conceive of a public pedagogy in the 

rhetoric and writing classroom that is located. 

The public sites of pedagogy—where and how students go public is an essential 

component to a theory of public pedagogy. The pedagogical examples from OC, SU, and 

UA discussed in this chapter emphasize the importance of place and location within the 

educators’ pedagogical approaches. Moreover, each example highlights how students can 

engage “local publics” as a means of “developing their voices and repertoires for going 

public” (Long 207). In each case, how the context of local and public are defined 

varies—the Vermilion River Watershed, on-campus (but “foreign”) organization 

OrangeAID, student-selected sites such as classrooms, local neighborhoods, and even 

tattoo parlors. However, educators use these local public sites to teach students about the 

importance of engaging local community and campus sites for research and the power of 

writing and rhetoric within these public contexts. In the final sections of this chapter, I 

offer two models—one for Writing Program Administrators (WPAs) and another for 

writing and rhetoric instructors—that suggest places and methods for locating public 

pedagogies within one’s institution, program, and/or classroom. 
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An Institutional Model for Writing Program Administrators 

 In Chapter 3, I explore possibilities for the administration and institutionalization 

of public pedagogies as means of offering support and sustainability for this work. I look 

at examples from OC, SU, and UA that I believe serve as strong models for how WPAs 

might sustain public pedagogies in their programs. In this section, I turn again to the 

work of the WPA as it relates to public pedagogies, and, drawing together many of the 

strategies and arguments I’ve made throughout this work, I offer a model for how and 

where WPAs might locate public pedagogies. 

Because public pedagogies value the educative forces of non-school sites for 

student learning, they inherently call into question the programs, classrooms, and 

institutions in which WPAs and educators work. To the lone WPA, institutional change 

can seem insurmountable, but James E. Porter, Patricia Sullivan, Stuart Blythe, Jeffrey T. 

Grabill, and Libby Miles remind us that institutions are rhetorical and are thus 

constructed and changeable. WPAs can effect change at a number of levels and in a 

number of ways, and WPAs looking for places and methods for starting or sustaining 

public pedagogies may find the following model helpful. Figure 8 and Table 10 indicate 

possibilities for where WPAs might locate public pedagogy. In other words, this model 

suggests sites—ranging from the micro-level of the classroom to the macro-level of the 

institution—and corresponding WPA practices to construct sustainable public 

pedagogies. 
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Figure 8: Micro- to Macro-Level Sites for WPAs to Locate Public Pedagogies 

Classroom Writing Program or 

Department 
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Table 10: Sites for WPAs to Locate Public Pedagogies 
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Figure 8 and its corresponding Table 10 suggest sites where and methods by which 

WPAs might locate public pedagogies within individual classrooms, programmatic or 

department initiatives, and/or within institutional programs and projects. I believe it is 

advantageous for WPAs to think about the multiple sites and levels at which they might 

locate this work. Doing so, I contend, helps demonstrate—to educators, students, parents, 

and others—how public pedagogy intersects with projects and narratives that the 

institution values.  

As Table 10 indicates, assessment and curriculum development are two methods 

WPAs can use to locate public pedagogies across multiple levels; these methods have the 

potential to span across all three levels identified in Figure 8: the classroom, the program 

or department, and the institution. I believe that locating public pedagogies in initiatives 

that span multiple levels and sites will equate to more support, sustainability, and public 

acknowledgement (and less risk) for this approach to teaching. Assessment is an ongoing 

institutional, programmatic, and classroom issue, and, because of this, I believe that 

WPAs should consider the ways public pedagogies can connect with assessment projects. 

In Chapter 3, for example, I analyze how the UA Writing Program uses ongoing 

assessment of its first-year writing curriculum: this led to a pilot for a revised English 102 

curriculum with a public argument component, a public showcase event for student 

writing, and a follow-up assessment project to create rubrics for educators teaching visual 

and spatial public argument assignments. This example from UA demonstrates how 

WPAs can connect public pedagogies—like public argument assignments and public 

events for student writing—to the program-level assessment initiatives they may already 
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have in place. WPAs might also consider ways to connect public pedagogies to macro-

level assessment projects, which may correspond with reaccreditation or a revision of an 

institution’s mission or goals. Similarly, WPAs should see the specific assessment 

practices within classrooms as a site for enhancing public pedagogies. If we consider the 

example from UA’s Writing Program again, the rubrics created by a small group of 

graduate TAs spread out into the specific classroom assessment practices of individual 

instructors. Again, I believe WPAs can find it advantageous to consider the multiple 

levels at which they might connect the theory and pedagogical practices of “going 

public” to ongoing or new assessment projects because assessment adds the support of 

highlighting what students learned while doing public work. 

Curriculum development offers another opportunity for WPAs to access multiple 

sites and levels in order to secure the work of public pedagogies across one’s institution. 

At the institutional level, there may be opportunities to support public pedagogies within 

the general education or core curriculum. At the program or department level, public 

pedagogies may be well-supported through redesigning courses within first-year, honors, 

advanced, business, and/or technical writing. However, WPAs might also consider the 

possibility of locating public pedagogies within an undergraduate major and/or minor or 

within graduate-level curricula. The example of “next step” courses from SU that I 

analyze in Chapter 3 demonstrates the benefits of having an undergraduate major and 

minor to be able to sequence multiple courses with public pedagogies. While I believe 

that public pedagogies can be successful without a major or minor, I think that creating or 
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revising a major or minor could be one of the ways to further develop and enhance the 

public pedagogies within one’s program. 

In addition to assessment and curriculum development, WPAs can also consider 

locating public pedagogies at the institutional level within histories, collaborations, 

centers, and events. For example, in Chapter 2, I argue for administrators and educators 

to construct histories for how their public work in composition and rhetoric aligns with a 

legacy and tradition within their institution, whether that legacy involves land-grant or 

religious roots, commitments to social justice, or some other narrative that intersects with 

public pedagogies. Here again, I suggest this method to connect public pedagogies in 

rhetoric and composition to the larger frames and values of one’s institution. Similarly, 

several of the projects I analyze in this study indicate how interdisciplinary collaborations 

can bolster the work of public pedagogies. For example, earlier in this chapter I analyze a 

field-based writing course at OC that involves collaboration between a professor of 

rhetoric and composition and a professor of biology. Again, this model suggests that 

WPAs might find it advantageous to consider locating public pedagogy in these types of 

collaborative, interdisciplinary partnerships. Furthermore, campus-wide centers—such as 

the service-learning centers at OC and SU, writing centers at all three of the institutions 

in this study, or programs like UA’s National Institute for Civil Discourse—can help lead 

to some of these interdisciplinary partnerships. They can also be a significant way to 

make the public pedagogies of one’s program more publicly visible to the wider campus 

community. Similarly, campus-wide and public events like UA’s Visual and Spatial 

First-Year Writing Showcase, which I analyze in Chapter 3, can also be a means to 
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secure additional support for and public acknowledgement of public pedagogies. While 

institutional support for public pedagogies is a significant component of their success and 

sustainability, a consideration of classroom practices is essential. In the following section 

I provide a series of questions and a graphic that may help instructors who want to 

employ public pedagogies. 

A Model for Public Pedagogy in the Rhetoric and Composition Classroom 

Throughout this work, I argue that public pedagogies are rhetorical, transformative, and 

located. As instructors consider their own pedagogies, three essential aspects can be 

useful starting points for curriculum (re)design. Table 11 on the following page suggests 

a series of questions that instructors can address when going public with their pedagogy. 

As instructors of rhetoric and composition, the series of questions under “rhetorical” will 

certainly be familiar; however, answering those questions in relation to the questions for 

“transformative” and “located” may result in a more fully developed vision of how, 

where, and for what purposes students could “go public” in our courses. Drawing on my 

analysis in Chapter 4, the “transformative” category in Table 11 asks instructors to 

consider the variety of stakeholders and the stakes each has when we design public 

pedagogies in our courses. Similarly, the final category, “located,” draws on my analysis 

earlier in this chapter, as I prompt instructors to consider the “where” of public 

pedagogies. 
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Aspect of Public Pedagogy  

Rhetorical  What (public) rhetorical purposes will you have 

for student experiences and/or writing? 

 Who is the (public) audience for student writing? 

 From what (public) rhetorical positioning will 

students represent themselves as writers? 

 On what (public) issues will students conduct 

research and write? 

 In what (public) context will students compose 

and/or publish their writing? (See located below) 

Transformative  Who/what are the stakeholders involved in your 

public pedagogies? (e.g., students, you as the 

instructor, administrators, community members, 

the local environment, among other stakeholders) 

 What is at stake for each of these stakeholder 

groups? What risks and rewards are possible for 

each of these stakeholder groups? 

 How might each of these stakeholder groups be 

transformed by the experience of public pedagogy? 

Located  In what (public) locations will you position public 

pedagogies? 

 Where will students write, publish, and experience 

learning as a result of course assignments? 

 Where will you teach, write, and assign work for 

the course? 

 What public (perhaps non-school) sites will impact 

student writing and learning for the course? 

 How and where will students “go public”? 

Table 11: Questions for Instructors of Public Pedagogy 

On the following page, Figure 9 presents a graphic representation of the 

intersections between the locations (x axis) and the rhetorical purposes (y axis) of public 

pedagogies. Figure 9 also suggests several (though certainly not all possible) categories 

along each axis. 
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Rhetorical Purposes 

         To learn 

         To critique 

         To serve 

          

   To engage in democracy 

   To effect public change           

         To forward an activist agenda 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Graphic Representation of the Intersections between the Locations and 

Rhetorical Purposes of Public Pedagogy 

 

The x axis of Figure 9 suggests that instructors consider the locations of public pedagogy 

on a continuum that may range from physical and/or local public places to digital and 

virtual public spaces that may even move into global public spheres. Considering these 

locations in relationship to some of the rhetorical purposes listed along the y axis, such as 

to serve or to critique, can be advantageous to instructors. As noted above, Figure 9 only 

suggests a few of the many locations and rhetorical purposes for public pedagogy. While 

transformation is not explicitly included on the axes, I believe that once an instructor 

begins to “plot” the intersections of location and rhetorical purpose(s), it may be useful to 

then move on to questions of transformation (see Table 11) and considerations of 
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stakeholders. Educators wanting to go public with their pedagogies may find Table 11 

and Figure 9 to be helpful when designing course assignments. 

The Future of Public Pedagogies in Rhetoric and Composition 

One of my goals in this project is to start a conversation about what a theory of 

public pedagogy in rhetoric and composition might look like and why it might be 

valuable, particularly at this moment within our field’s evolution. My vision for public 

pedagogy in rhetoric and composition pulls together many threads of inquiry scholars in 

our field have begun exploring—service-learning pedagogies, public writing and rhetoric, 

digital literacies, and spatial rhetorics, among others. I believe one of the benefits of 

employing “publics” as a lens for this pedagogical work is in how it allows us to expand 

the scope of what we mean by public pedagogy in rhetoric and composition. In other 

words, as I sought to find a pedagogical “home” for approaches I value in my 

composition classroom, I wanted a theory that encompassed service learning, but not only 

service learning—a theory that valued digital publics, but that also accounted for local 

and physical places and spaces for student learning. I sought an approach to the teaching 

of writing that was grounded in the principles of rhetoric, with an attention to public 

audience, purposes, and genres of writing, and that explicitly acknowledged the 

transformative potential of public (e.g., non-school) sites for student learning, 

engagement, and writing. 

Drawing on the findings of this study, I define public pedagogy in rhetoric and 

composition as an approach to the teaching of writing that is rhetorical, transformative, 

and located. This articulation of public pedagogy represents a foundation and origin from 
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which we can draw on our field’s strengths to more continue studying and theorizing 

public pedagogy in rhetoric and writing courses and in the administration of writing 

programs and undergraduate majors. However, I believe we need additional studies that 

specifically examine public pedagogy from the students’ perspective, which might 

involve collecting student interviews, samples of student writing, and examining course 

teaching evaluations. Moreover, as we consider the additional stakeholders that emerge 

from our public pedagogies, we need studies that analyze the perspectives of these public 

stakeholders. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. I’m using the word “public” to talk about an approach to the teaching of writing 

and rhetoric. What words or terms do you gravitate towards using to describe your 

pedagogy? Might these include terms such as “public,” “real world,” “civic,” or 

“community”? 

2. In what ways, if any, does the concept of “public” (or other preferred term from 

question 1) emerge within your program’s/course’s curriculum? 

3. Is it significant to you as an administrator/teacher that students “go public”? If so, 

what does “going public” mean in your program/pedagogy? If not, why? 

4. What are the educational goals of students’ public writing and/or experiences in 

your program/course? In other words, what do you expect students to learn from 

engaging with various publics? 

5. How and why did your program’s interest (or your interest as a teacher) in 

“public” begin and how has it evolved over time? In other words, can you tell me 

about the history of the program’s interest (or your interest as a teacher) in 

“public” as a site for student learning and engagement? 

6. If you were going to build a writing program/undergraduate major/course that 

incorporated public pedagogies (in whatever way you define them), what would 

your ideal version of that program/major/course look like? 
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APPENDIX B: ITINERARY FOR RESEARCH SITE VISIT TO SYRACUSE 

UNIVERSITY 

Note: This is a revised version of the original itinerary because classes were cancelled 

due to a snow storm on the first day of my visit. For example, I was originally scheduled 

to observe a community-based writing course Steve Parks was teaching related to the 

Near West Side project; however, the cancellation of classes prevented me from doing so. 

 

Monday, March 7, 2011 

 Skype Interview (because of the snow/cancellation of classes) with Jason Luther, 

Writing Center Director 

 Interview with Steve Parks, Associate Professor of Writing and Rhetoric 

 Interview with Amber Luce, graduate TA in Composition and Cultural Rhetoric 

(CCR) Program 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 

 Breakfast and interview with graduate TAs Ben Keubrich and Laura Davies, both 

in CCR Program 

 Interview with Karen Oakes, Service-Learning Coordinator 

 Lunch and interview with Eileen Schell, Director and Chair of the Writing 

Program 

 Interview with Faith Plvan, Assistant Director for Professional Development 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 

Lunch and interview with Dianna Winslow, graduate student in CCR and former TA 
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